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M/ AS6u KQ/2b 7Q`
 L* 2H2+i`Q/2 #27Q`2 i?2 2tQi?2`KB+ `2+iBQMX "QiiQK, *QKT`BbQM
Q7 bm`7+2 b2MbBiBp2 h1u M/ #mHF b2MbBiBp2 S6u M/ AS6u KQ/2b 7Q` 
L* 2H2+i`Q/2 7i2` i?2 2tQi?2`KB+ `2+iBQMX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3j
8X9 LB G@2/;2 _Asa KTb Q7 L* 2H2+i`Q/2b i p`BQmb bii2b Q7 +?`;2X hQT
G27i, jXe o hQT _B;?i, 9Xy o "QiiQK, 9Xd8 o X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 39
8X8 aQm`+2 a2T`iBQM `2bmHib Q7 Tiv+?Q;`T?v BK;2b Q7  bHB;?iHv /2HBi?iB2/
L* T`iB+H2X hQT G27i, am`7+2 Hv2`X hQT _B;?i, "+F;`QmM/ TBt2HbX
"QiiQK, PtB/Bx2/ #mHFX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 38
8Xe aQm`+2 b2T`iBQM `2bmHib Q7 Tiv+?Q;`T?v BK;2b Q7  ?B;?Hv /2HBi?iB2/
L* T`iB+H2X hQT G27i, am`7+2 Hv2`X hQT _B;?i, "+F;`QmM/ TBt2HbX
"QiiQK, PtB/Bx2/ #mHFX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 3e
eXR *QKT`BbQM Q7 h1u M/ h6u KQ/2 sa bT2+i` Q7 i?2 P E@2/;2 +QM@
}`KBM; i?i i?2 bi`m+im`H +?M;2b `2 HBKBi2/ iQ i?2 bm`7+2X X X X X X X X 3N
eXk P E@2/;2 sa S6u bT2+i` +`2i2/ 7`QK _Asa KTbX  b?QmH/2` i
∼8jR 2o 7Q`Kb i ?B;? bii2b Q7 /2HBi?iBQMX X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X NR
eXj P E@2/;2 _Asa KTb Q7 L* i p`BQmb bii2b Q7 +?`;2X hQT G27i,
jXe o hQT _B;?i, 9Xk8 o "QiiQK G27i, 9Xd8 o "QiiQK _B;?i, a2@
H2+i2/ 2t+BiiBQM 2M2`;v +mib U;`v HBM2V i?`Qm;? i?2 KTb ?B;?HB;?iBM; 




a1A aQHB/ 1H2+i`QHvi2 AMi2`T?b2
*1A *i?Q/2 1H2+i`QHvi2 AMi2`T?b2




>PJP >B;?2bi P++mTB2/ JQH2+mH` P`#BiH
GlJP GQr2bi lMQ++mTB2/ JQH2+mH` P`#BiH
1Aa 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H AKT2/M+2 aT2+i`Qb+QTv
.Pa .2MbBiv P7 aii2b
S.Pa S`iBH .2MbBiv P7 aii2b
sSa s@`v S?QiQ2H2+i`QM aT2+i`Qb+QTv
>sS1a >`/ s@`v S?QiQ2H2+i`QM aT2+i`Qb+QTv
>a >2KBbT?2`B+H MHvx2`
sa s@`v #bQ`TiBQM aT2+i`Qb+QTv
s1a s@`v 1KBbbBQM aT2+i`Qb+QTv
sL1a s@`v #bQ`TiBQM L2` 1/;2 aT2+i`Qb+QTv
1s6a 1ti2M/2/ s@`v #bQ`TiBQM 6BM2 ai`m+im`2
_Asa _2bQMMi AM2HbiB+ s@`v a+ii2`BM;
h1u hQiH 1H2+i`QM uB2H/
S1u S`iBH 1H2+i`QM uB2H/
h6u hQiH 6HmQ`2b+2M+2 uB2H/
S6u S`iBH 6HmQ`2b+2M+2 uB2H/
AS6u AMp2`b2 S`iBH 6HmQ`2b+2M+2 uB2H/
a*@S6u a2KB@*Q`2 S`iBH 6HmQ`2b+2M+2 uB2H/
tBp
Ga /pM+2/ GB;?i aQm`+2
G"LG Gr`2M+2 "2`F2H2v LiBQMH G#
.Ga .BKQM/ GB;?i aQm`+2
.G MHviB+H M/ .B;MQbiB+b G#Q`iQ`v
S* S`BM+BTH2 *QKTQM2Mi MHvbBb
A* AM/2T2M/2Mi *QKTQM2Mi MHvbBb
ao. aBM;mH` oHm2 .2+QKTQbBiBQM
LLJ6 LQM@L2;iBp2 Ji`Bt 6+iQ`BxiBQM
h1J h`MbKBbbBQM 1H2+i`QM JB+`Qb+QTv
ah1J a+MMBM; h`MbKBbbBQM 1H2+i`QM JB+`Qb+QTv
11Ga 1H2+i`QM 1M2`;v GQbb aT2+i`Qb+QTv
>_h1J >B;? _2bQHmiBQM h`MbKBbbBQM 1H2+i`QM JB+`Qb+QTv
>.6 >B;?@M;H2 MMmH` .`F 6B2H/
a1. a2H2+i2/ `2 1H2+i`QM .Bz`+iBQM
P1Ja PMHBM2 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H Jbb aT2+i`QK2i`v
tp
S?vbB+H *QMbiMib
*QMbiMi LK2 avK#QH 4 *QMbiMi oHm2 UrBi? mMBibV
aT22/ Q7 GB;?i c = 2.997 924 58× 108 Kb−k U2t+iV
SB π = 3.141 592 653...
6`/v *QMbiMi F = 96 485.332 89(59) *KQH−R
A/2H :b *QMbiMi R = 8.314 459 8(48)CKQH−RE−R
6BM2 ai`m+im`2 *QMbiMi α = 7.297 352 566 4(17)× 10−3
"Q?` _/Bmb a0 = 5.291 772 106 7(12)× 10−11K
SHM+F *QMbiMi h = 6.626 070 040(81)× 10−34Cb
_2/m+2/ SHM+F *QMbiMi  = 1.054 571 800(13)× 10−34Cb
1H2K2Mi`v *?`;2 e = 1.602 176 620 8(98)× 10−19*
tpB




A /2+H`2 i?i i?Bb i?2bBb +QMiBMb M ++QmMi Q7 Kv Q`B;BMH `2b2`+? +``B2/ Qmi BM
i?2 .2T`iK2Mi Q7 Ji2`BHb a+B2M+2 M/ 1M;BM22`BM; i "BM;?KiQM lMBp2`bBiv #2ir22M
a2Ti2K#2` kyRy M/ a2Ti2K#2` kyRd mM/2` i?2 bmT2`pBbBQM Q7 S`Q72bbQ` GQmBb 6X CX SBT2`X
HH Q7 i?2 2t@bBim +i?Q/2 bKTH2b r?2`2 T`2T`2/ BM  /`v `QQK i _mi;2`b lMBp2`@
bBiv mM/2` i?2 bmT2`pBbBQM Q7 S`Q7X :H2M Kim++BX HH 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +?`+i2`BxiBQM
Q7 i?2 2t@bBim bKTH2b BM+Hm/BM; BKT2/M+2 K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 bBKBH`Hv +``B2/ Qmi i
_mi;2`b lMBp2`bBiv mM/2` i?2 bmT2`pBbBQM Q7 S`Q7X :H2M Kim++BX h?2 i`MbKBbbBQM
2H2+i`QM KB+`Qb+QTv bim/B2b r2`2 HH T2`7Q`K2/ #v SBMFB JmF?2`D22 mM/2` i?2 bmT2`@
pBbBQM Q7 S`Q7X 6`2/`B+ *QbM/2v i _mi;2`b lMBp2`bBivX h?2 bQ7i t@`v Tiv+?Q;`T?v
bim/B2b r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ #v J`F qQH7 mM/2` i?2 bmT2`pBbBQM Q7 S`Q7X CQ`/B *#M 7`QK
i?2 lMBp2`bBiv Q7 AHHBMQBb i *?B+;QX HH s@`v aT2+i`Qb+QTv bim/B2b r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/
#v i?2 mi?Q` rBi? i?2 bmTTQ`i Q7 i?2 `2bi Q7 i?2 mi?Q`Ƕb 72HHQr ;`QmT K2K#2`b UM/
rBi? i?2 bmTTQ`i Q7 #2KHBM2 b+B2MiBbib r?2M T2`7Q`K2/ i  bvM+?`Qi`QMV mM/2` i?2
bmT2`pBbBQM Q7 S`Q7X GQmBb SBT2`X h?2 MHvbBb M/ BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 i?2b2 /i r2`2







aiQ`;2 BM Gv2`2/ PtB/2b
RXR GB@BQM "ii2`v "bB+b
h?2 #bB+ bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 GB@BQM BMi2`+HiBQM #ii2`v +QMbBbib Q7  ;`T?Bi2 MQ/2-
 i`MbBiBQM K2iH QtB/2 +i?Q/2-  +m``2Mi +QHH2+iQ` 7Q` #Qi? i?2 MQ/2 M/ +i?Q/2- M
2H2+i`QHvi2 iQ HHQr i?2 GB@BQMb U#mi MQi 2H2+i`QMbV iQ /Bzmb2- M/  b2T`iQ` iQ F22T i?2
2H2+i`Q/2b T?vbB+HHv b2T`i2/ Ub22 };m`2 RXRVX h?2 #ii2`v Bb +QMbi`m+i2/ BM i?2 7mHHv
/Bb+?`;2/ bii2 rBi? HH i?2 HBi?BmK BM i?2 +i?Q/2X h?Bb K2Mb i?i i?2 iQiH KQmMi
Q7 HBi?BmK BM i?2 #ii2`v pBH#H2 7Q` `2/Qt Bb mHiBKi2Hv HBKBi2/ #v i?2 +T+Biv Q7 i?2
+i?Q/2 r?B+? ;2M2`HHv KQmMib iQ QM2 HBi?BmK T2` i`MbBiBQM K2iHX .m`BM; +?`;BM;
M 2ti2`MH pQHi;2 Bb TTHB2/ r?B+? /`Bp2b i?2 HBi?BmK Qmi Q7 i?2 +i?Q/2 M/ BMiQ
i?2 MQ/2X h?2 MQ/2 +M ++QKKQ/i2 b Km+? b QM2 HBi?BmK 7Q` 2p2`v bBt +`#QM
iQKbX(k) h?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 +QMbBbib Q7  bQHp2Mi M/  HBi?BmK bHi rBi?  72r //BiBp2b
7Q` bi#BHBivX AM Q`/2` iQ F22T i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b 7`QK T?vbB+HHv iQm+?BM; M/ +mbBM; i?2
#ii2`v iQ b?Q`i  TQ`Qmb T?vbB+H b2T`iQ` Bb bQF2/ BM i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 M/ TH+2/
#2ir22M i?2 irQ 2H2+i`Q/2bX PM i?2 MQ/2 bB/2 i?2 +m``2Mi +QHH2+iQ` Bb ;2M2`HHv K/2
Q7 +QTT2` r?BH2 7Q` i?2 +i?Q/2 HmKBMmK Bb mb2/ /m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i +QTT2` rQmH/
+Q``Q/2 i i?2 +i?Q/2 M/ HmKBMmK rQmH/ +Q``Q/2 i i?2 MQ/2X
i Bib KQbi #bB+  #ii2`v Bb  /2pB+2 r?B+? HHQrb 7Q` i?2 +QMp2`bBQM Q7 +?2KB+H
2M2`;v BMiQ 2H2+i`B+H 2M2`;v #v ?`M2bbBM;  /Bz2`2M+2 BM +?2KB+H TQi2MiBH iQ 7Q`+2
R
6B;m`2 RXR, aBKTHB}2/ /B;`K Q7  GB@BQM #ii2`v /m`BM; /Bb+?`;2X
2H2+i`QMb iQ i`p2H i?`Qm;? M 2ti2`MH +B`+mBiX AM T`BK`v #ii2`B2b i?2 `2+iBQMb mb2/
`2 MQi `2p2`bB#H2 M/ i?2`27Q`2 T`BK`v #ii2`B2b `2 QM2 iBK2 mb2X PM2 iBK2 mb2
#ii2`B2b `2 ?B;?Hv rbi27mH M/ BKT`+iB+H 7Q` KQbi 2M2`;v biQ`;2 M22/b HBF2 2H2+i`B+
+`b Q` ;`B/ biQ`;2X a2+QM/`v #ii2`B2b mb2 `2p2`bB#H2 `2+iBQMb M/ i?mb +M #2 mb2/
iQ `2p2`bB#Hv biQ`2 M/ `2i`B2p2 2H2+i`B+H 2M2`;vX .m`BM; /Bb+?`;2 i?2v QT2`i2 HBF2
T`BK`v #ii2`B2b mbBM;  /Bz2`2M+2 BM +?2KB+H TQi2MiBH iQ /`Bp2 M 2H2+i`B+ +m``2MiX
>Qr2p2`- /m`BM; +?`;2 i?2 QTTQbBi2 Q++m`b M/ M 2H2+i`B+ +m``2Mi Bb mb2/ iQ +`2i2 
+?2KB+H TQi2MiBH /Bz2`2M+2X h?2 i?2`KQ/vMKB+b Q7 `2p2`bB#H2 `2+iBQMb `2 ;Qp2`M2/
#v +?M;2b BM i?2 :B##b 7`22 2M2`;v /m`BM; i?2 T`Q+2bbX h?2 +?M;2 BM i?2 :B##b 7`22
2M2`;v Bb /2}M2/ b,
k
ΔG = ΔH − TΔS URXRV
r?2`2 ΔH Bb i?2 +?M;2 BM 2Mi?HTv r?B+? Bb  K2bm`2 Q7 i?2 2M2`;v `2H2b2/- ΔS
Bb i?2 +?M;2 BM 2Mi`QTv r?B+? K2bm`2b  bvbi2Kb #BHBiv iQ /Q rQ`F- M/ T Bb bBKTHv
i?2 #bQHmi2 i2KT2`im`2X 1bb2MiBHHv ΔG K2bm`2b i?2 KQmMi Q7 2M2`;v i?i +M #2
2ti`+i2/ b mb27mH rQ`F r?B+? BM i?Bb +b2 K2Mb i?2 iQiH KQmMi Q7 2H2+i`B+H 2M2`;v
i?i +M #2 biQ`2/ M/ `2i`B2p2/X Ai Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ `2Hi2 ΔG iQ i?2 T?vbB+H T`QT2`iB2b
Q7 i?2 +2HH pB,
ΔG = −nFE URXkV
r?2`2 M `2T`2b2Mib i?2 MmK#2` Q7 2H2+i`QMb i?i `2 i`Mb72``2/ 7Q` 2+? KQH2 Q7
`2+iMib- 6 Bb  +QMbiMi FMQrM b i?2 6`/v +QMbiMi M/ Bb bBKTHv i?2 +?`;2
Q7 QM2 KQH2 Q7 2H2+i`QMb- M/ 1 Bb i?2 TQi2MiBH Q7 i?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +2HHX 6Q` #mHF
+?2KB+H `2+iBQM i?2 :B##b 7`22 2M2`;v +M HbQ #2 r`Bii2M b,
ΔG = ΔG◦ +RT lnQR URXjV
r?2`2 ◦ `2T`2b2Mib i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; [mMiBiv mM/2` biM/`/ +QM/BiBQMb- R Bb i?2
B/2H ;b +QMbiMi M/ QR i?2 `2+iBQM [mQiB2MiX *QK#BMBM; i?2 irQ T`2pBQmb 2[miBQMb
r2 ;2i,
−nFE = −nFE◦ + (RT ) lnQR




r?B+? Bb FMQrM b i?2 L2`Mbi 2[miBQMX h?2 L2`Mbi 2[miBQM Bb 2ti`2K2Hv BKTQ`iMi
#2+mb2 Bi `2Hi2b i?2 K2bm`2/ TQi2MiBH Q7 M 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +2HH iQ i?2 biM/`/
TQi2MiBH Q7 i?i +2HH M/ i?2 +m``2Mi QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMb bm+? b i2KT2`im`2 M/
+?2KB+H +iBpBivX aBM+2 i?2 +iBpBiv Q7  +?2KB+H bT2+B2b /2T2M/b mTQM Bib +QM+2Mi`iBQM
i?2 L2`Mbi 2[miBQM T`QpB/2b  K2i?Q/ 7Q` /2i2`KBMBM; B7  `2+iBQM rBHH T`Q+22/ iQ
+QKTH2iBQMX
h?2 2M2`;v /2MbBiv Q7  #ii2`v Bb M BKTQ`iMi K2bm`2 Q7 T2`7Q`KM+2 i?i Bb Q7i2M
mb2/ iQ +QKT`2 #ii2`v bvbi2KbX h?2 i?2Q`2iB+H 2M2`;v /2MbBiv Q7  #ii2`v +M #2
+H+mHi2/ mbBM; i?2 7QHHQrBM; 2[miBQM,
j
 = EQ URX8V
r?2`2 E Bb i?2 TQi2MiBH 7`QK i?2 L2`Mbi 2[miBQM M/ Q Bb i?2 i?2Q`2iB+H +T+BivX






r?2`2 m Bb i?2 KQmMi Q7 Ki2`BH i?i iF2b T`i BM i?2 `2+iBQM U2X;X i?2 Kbb Q7
i?2 2H2+i`Q/2V- M/ M Bb i?2 KQH` Kbb Q7 i?2 Ki2`BHX
h?2 GB@BQM BMi2`+HiBQM #ii2`v Bb i2+?MQHQ;B+HHv BKTQ`iMi #2+mb2 Bi T`QpB/2b 
MmK#2` Q7 /pMi;2b Qp2` Qi?2` #ii2`v ivT2bX 6Q` bi`i2`b GB@BQM #ii2`B2b ?p2 M
2M2`;v /2MbBiv i?i Bb bB;MB}+MiHv ?B;?2` i?M Qi?2` #ii2`v +?2KBbi`B2b M/ Bb T`2@
/B+i2/ iQ ?p2 T`+iB+H KtBKmK Q7 ∼jyy q? F;−1VX(j) AM //BiBQM- i?2 mb2 Q7 #Qi?
 +i?Q/2 M/ MQ/2 i?i `2 +T#H2 Q7 BMi2`+HiBQM H2/b iQ ;QQ/ +v+H#BHBiv rBi?
mT iQ TQi2MiBHHv i?QmbM/b Q7 +v+H2b #27Q`2 7BHm`2X(j) h?2`2 `2 b2p2`H `2bQMb 7Q` i?2
/pMi;2b Q7 i?2 GB@BQM BMi2`+HiBQM #ii2`v Qp2` Qi?2` #ii2`v /2bB;MbX h?2 bKHH
BQMB+ `/Bmb Q7 HBi?BmK B/b BM i?2 `2T2i2/ `TB/ BMi2`+HiBQM BMiQ M/ Qmi Q7  Ki2`BH
rBi? KBMBKH /Bb`mTiBQMX 6m`i?2`- i?2 HQr Kbb Q7 HBi?BmK F22Tb i?2 Qp2`HH Kbb Q7
i?2 `2bmHiBM; #ii2`v HQr r?BH2 i?2 2ti`2K2Hv HQr `2/m+iBQM TQi2MiBH Q7 HBi?BmK H2/b
iQ ?B;? 2M2`;v /2MbBivX(k) h?2 Hv2`2/ bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 Ki2`BHb mb2/ 7Q` i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b
HHQr 7Q` `2HiBp2Hv ?B;? GB@BQM KQ#BHBiv M/ bi`m+im`H bi#BHBiv rBi? `2bT2+i iQ pQHmK2
+?M;2b /m2 iQ HBi?BmK BMb2`iBQM M/ `2KQpHX(9)
*QKK2`+BH GB@BQM #ii2`B2b mb2 +`#QM MQ/2b 7Q`  p`B2iv Q7 `2bQMbX h?2 KQbi
BKTQ`iMi `2bQM Bb i?i i?2 BMi2`+HiBQM Q7 HBi?BmK BMiQ ;`T?Bi2 bmTT`2bb2b i?2 7Q`K@
iBQM Q7 HBi?BmK /2M/`Bi2b r?B+? +M +mb2 +ibi`QT?B+ #ii2`v 7BHm`2X(k) //BiBQMHHv-
i?2 ?H7@+2HH TQi2MiBH 7Q` HBi?BmK BMi2`+HiBQM BMiQ ;`T?Bi2 Bb p2`v +HQb2 iQ i?i Q7 i?2
/2TQbBiBQM Q7 HBi?BmK K2iH UyXR@yXkoVX(k- 8Ĝd) *`#QM 2H2+i`Q/2b ?p2 b2p2`H Qi?2` /@
pMi;2b b r2HH BM+Hm/BM; bKHH pQHmK2 +?M;2 r?2M HBi?Bi2/- ?B;? HBi?BmK KQ#BHBiv-
;QQ/ +QM/m+iBpBiv- M/ i?2 `2HiBp2 #mM/M+2 Q7 +`#QMX(8) h?2 Q`;MB+ bQHp2Mib mb2/
BM KQbi BM KQbi +QKK2`B+H #ii2`B2b `2 MQi bi#H2 r?2M BM +QMi+i rBi?  +`#QM
MQ/2X >Qr2p2`- T`QT2` +?QB+2 Q7 bQHp2Mi `2bmHib BM i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7  bQHB/ 2H2+i`QHvi2
BMi2`T?b2 Ua1AV Hv2` QM i?2 MQ/2 r?B+? Bb bi#H2- /Q2b MQi BKT2/2 HBi?BmK /BzmbBQM-
M/ T`2p2Mib 7m`i?2` /2;`/iBQMX(3)
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h?2 +m``2Mi +i?Q/2b Q7 +?QB+2 7Q` KQbi HBi?BmK BQM #ii2`B2b `2 Hv2`2/ i`MbBiBQM
K2iH QtB/2b rBi? i?2 +?2KB+H 7Q`KmH GBJP2 UJ 4 LB- *Q- JMVX(9) h?2 T`QiQivTB+H
2tKTH2 Bb GB*QP2 r?B+? rb }`bi bim/B2/ #v :QQ/2MQm;? BM RN3R M/ +QKK2`+BHBx2/
#v aPLu BM RNNRX(N) h?2b2 Hv2`2/ QtB/2b +QMbBbi Q7 Hi2`MiBM; i`MbBiBQM K2iH M/
HBi?BmK Hv2`b r?B+? HHQr 7Q` 2t+2HH2Mi HBi?BmK i`MbTQ`i M/  bi#H2 +`vbiH bi`m+im`2
Qp2`  rB/2 `M;2 Q7 HBi?BmK +QMi2MiX PtB/2b T`QpB/2 Km+? ?B;?2` pQHi;2b pb HBi?BmK
i?M +?H+Q;2MB/2b UB2X bmH}/2bV r?B+? HbQ 2tBbib b Hv2`2/ +QKTQmM/b /Q iQ i?2 ?B;?2`
#BM/BM; 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 Qtv;2M kT 2H2+i`QMbX(Ry) h?2 ?B;?2` pQHi;2 T`QpB/2/ #v Hv2`2/
QtB/2b BM+`2b2b i?2 2M2`;v biQ`2/ M/ `2bmHib BM ?B;?2` 2M2`;v /2MbBiB2bX
AM Q`/2` iQ #2 bi#H2 Qp2` i?2 ?B;? pQHi;2 rBM/Qr M22/2/ iQ T`Q/m+2 ?B;? 2M2`;v
/2MbBiv GB@BQM #ii2`B2b MQM@[m2Qmb bQHp2Mib `2 mb2/ BM GB@BQM #ii2`B2bX aQHp2Mib i?i
`2Hv QM T`QiQMb 7Q` /BbbQHmiBQM bmz2` 7`QK HQr pQHi;2 rBM/Qrb /m2 iQ i?2 2b2 rBi?
r?B+? i?2 T`QiQMbfMBQMb `2 `2/m+2/fQtB/Bx2/X(RR) AM Q`/2` iQ 2Mbm`2 bm{+B2Mi /BbbQ@
HmiBQM Q7 i?2 GB bHib Mv MQM@[m2Qmb bQHp2Mi Kmbi ?p2  ?B;? /B2H2+i`B+ +QMbiMi M/
i?2`27Q`2 TQH` KQH2+mH2b `2 i?2 KQbi HBF2Hv +M/B/i2bX h?2 rB/2 `M;2 Q7 QT2`iBM;
i2KT2`im`2b Q7 GB@BQM #ii2`B2b HbQ `2[mB`2 i?i i?2 +?Qb2M bQHp2Mi ?p2  ?B;? #QBH@
BM; TQBMi M/  HQr 7`22xBM; TQBMiX //BiBQMHHv- i?2 bQHp2Mib b?QmH/ #2 b +?2KB+HHv
BM2`i b TQbbB#H2 rBi? `2bT2+i iQ HH Qi?2` +QKTQM2Mib Q7 i?2 +2HH UBX2X 2H2+i`Q/2b- GB
bHi- b2T`iQ`- 2i+XVX h?Bb +QK#BMiBQM Q7 `2[mB`2K2Mib ;`2iHv `2bi`B+ib i?2 TQi2MiBH
bQHp2Mi +M/B/i2b M/ KQbi bQHp2Mib mb2/ +QKK2`+BHHv `2 Q`;MB+ 2bi2`b Q` 2i?2`bX
h?2 biM/`/ bQHp2Mi mb2/ BM iQ/vǶb GB@BQM #ii2`B2b Bb  KBtim`2 Q7 2i?vH2M2 +`#QMi2
M/ /BK2i?vH +`#QMi2 r?B+? ?b M QTiBKmK +QK#BMiBQM Q7 rB/2 pQHi;2 bi#BHBiv
rBM/Qr- ?B;? GB KQ#BHBiv- M/ HQr K2HiBM; TQBMiX(RR)
hrQ i?BM;b `2 `2[mB`2/ BM Q`/2` 7Q` i?2 bQHp2Mi iQ #2 bi#H2 rBi? `2bT2+i iQ i?2
pQHi;2 /Bz2`2M+2b T`Q/m+2/ BM  #ii2`vX 6B`bi i?2 2M2`;v /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2 ?B;?@
2bi Q++mTB2/ KQH2+mH` Q`#BiH U>PJPV M/ i?2 HQr2bi mMQ++mTB2/ KQH2+mH` Q`#BiH
UGlJPV Kmbi #2 H`;2 2MQm;? i?i i?2 pQHi;2 /Bz2`2M+2 Q7 i?2 #ii2`v +MMQi T`Q@
pB/2 i?2 2M2`;v `2[mB`2/ iQ T`QKQi2 M 2H2+i`QM +`Qbb i?2 ;TX(Ry) h?Bb rQmH/ KQp2
M 2H2+i`QM 7`QK  #QM/BM; iQ M MiB@#QM/BM; bii2 r?B+? rQmH/ M2;iBp2Hv BKT+i
i?2 bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 bQHp2Mi KQH2+mH2X a2+QM/ i?2 #bQHmi2 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 >PJP b?QmH/
#2 #2HQr i?2 iQT Q7 i?2 pH2M+2 #M/ Q7 i?2 +i?Q/2 M/ bBKBH`Hv i?2 #bQHmi2 2M2`;v
Q7 i?2 GlJP b?QmH/ #2 #Qp2 i?2 iQT Q7 i?2 +QM/m+iBQM #M/ Q7 i?2 MQ/2X A7 i?Bb
Bb MQi i?2 +b2 QtB/iBQMf`2/m+iBQM Q7 i?2 bQHp2Mi rBHH Q++m` i i?2 +i?Q/2fMQ/2X(Ry)
h?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7  TbbBpBxiBQM Hv2` QM i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b +M FBM2iB+HHv HBKBi i?2 bQHp2Mi
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/2;`/iBQM M/ `2Ht i?2 +QMbi`BMib QM i?2 >PJP M/ GlJP H2p2Hb #mi rBHH +mb2
bQK2 +T+Biv HQbb /m`BM; i?2 }`bi +v+H2X h?Bb +T+Biv HQbb Bb /m2 iQ i?2 +QMbmKTiBQM
Q7 GB BM Q`/2` iQ 7Q`K i?2 TbbBpBxiBQM Hv2`X(3- RR)
h?2 7Q`KiBQM M/ +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 a1A ?b #22M i?Q`Qm;?Hv bim/B2/ M/ Bb 7B`Hv
r2HH mM/2`biQQ/X(3- RRĜR8) GBF2 i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 M QTiBKmK a1A HHQrb bB;MB}+Mi GB
/BzmbBQM M/ i?2`27Q`2 HHQrb i?2 #ii2`v iQ +QMiBMm2 iQ 7mM+iBQMX(3) 6m`i?2`KQ`2- b
i?2 #ii2`v +v+H2b i?2 a1A Kmbi MQi bm#biMiBHHv BM+`2b2 BM i?B+FM2bb M/ i?2`2#v
rBHH MQi +QMiBMm2 iQ +QMbmK2 i?2 MQ/2 Q` i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 bB;MB}+MiHvX h?Bb `2bi`B+ib
i?2 +T+Biv HQbb /m2 iQ a1A 7Q`KiBQM iQ i?2 }`bi +v+H2X h?2 a1A Hv2` i2M/b iQ #2 
+QKTH2t KBt Q7 Q`;MB+ bT2+B2b 7`QK i?2 bQHp2Mi M/ BMQ`;MB+ bT2+B2b 7`QK i?2 GB bHiX
h?2 //BiBQM Q7 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb iQ i?2 a1A pB i?2 /BbbQHmiBQM Q7 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb 7`QK
i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 +i?Q/2 b2p2`2Hv /2;`/2b i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 #ii2`v #v +?M;BM;
i?2 Mim`2 Q7 i?2 a1AX(Re)
RXk Gv2`2/ Ji2`BHb b *i?Q/2b
h?2 mb2 Q7 Hv2`2/ Ki2`BHb b +i?Q/2b 7Q` b2+QM/`v #ii2`B2b rb }`bi Tm`TQb2/ #v
q?BiiBM;?KX (Rd) q?BiiBM;?K MQi2/ i?i `2p2`bB#BHBiv rb 2bB2` iQ +?B2p2 r?2M MQ
bi`m+im`H +?M;2b Q++m``2/ M/ MQ +?2KB+H #QM/b r2`2 #`QF2M /m`BM; i?2 +?`;2 M/
/Bb+?`;2 T`Q+2bbX AM T`iB+mH`- Hv2`2/ +QKTQmM/b BM r?B+? i?2 Hv2`b `2 ?2/ iQ;2i?2`
T`BK`BHv #v oM /2` qHb 7Q`+2b HHQr i?2 BMb2`iBQM M/ `2KQpH Q7  ;m2bi BQM rBi?Qmi
i?2 M22/ 7Q` #`2FBM; Mv #QM/bX hBa2 rb 7QmM/ iQ 7Q`K  i2`M`v MQMbiQB+?K2i`B+
T?b2 GBxhBa2 r?2`2 x p`B2/ +QMiBMmQmbHv 7`QK y iQ RX (Rd) h?Bb 2M#H2/ i?2 mb2 hBa2
BM b2+QM/`v GB@BQM #ii2`B2b r?B+? QT2`i2/ Qp2`  H`;2 `M;2 Q7 GB +QMi2Mi i ∼k oX
>Qr2p2`- i?2 HQr pQHi;2 Q7 i?2 hBa2 `2[mB`2/ i?2 mb2/ Q7  GB K2iH MQ/2 r?B+? H2/ iQ
T`Q#H2Kb rBi? GB THiBM; M/ /2M/`Bi2 ;`Qri?X h?2`2 r2`2 HbQ Bbbm2b `2;`/BM; }M/BM;
bmBi#H2 MQM[m2Qmb 2H2+i`QHvi2bX (R3)
RXkXR Gv2`2/ PtB/2b, GB*QP2
AMBiBHHv QtB/2b rBi? Hv2`2/ bi`m+im`2b bBKBH` iQ /B+?H+Q;2MB/2b HBF2 hBa2 r2`2 Qp2`@
HQQF2/ /m2 iQ i?2 T2`+2TiBQM i?i `2KQpBM; GB 7`QK i?2 bi`m+im`2 rQmH/ #2 /B{+mHiX (9)
1p2M bQ i?2 QtB/2b o2P5 M/ JQP3 Ur?B+? ?p2  Hv2`2/ bi`m+im`2 i?i Bb /Bz2`2Mi
iQ i?2 /B+?H+Q;2MB/2bV r?2`2 2tTHQ`2/ b TQbbB#H2 +i?Q/2b i TT`QtBKi2Hv i?2 bK2
iBK2 b hBa2X (R3) lM7Q`imMi2Hv- i?2b2 QtB/2b bmz2`2/ 7`QK T`Q#H2Kb rBi? `2+iBQM
e
`i2 UJQP3V M/ +QKTH2t bi`m+im`H +?M;2b Uo2P5VX(9) 1p2MimHHv :QQ/2MQm;? iF@
BM; BMbTB`iBQM 7`QK rQ`F QM bQHB/ 2H2+i`QHvi2b 7Q` GB BQMb rb #H2 iQ /2KQMbi`i2 i?i
GB*QP2 +QmH/ #2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+HHv /2HBi?Bi2/X (R3) h?Bb QT2M2/ i?2 rv 7Q`r`/ 7Q` i?2
2tTHQ`iBQM Q7 Qi?2` bBKBH`Hv bi`m+im`2/ Hv2`2/ QtB/2bX GB*QP2 ?b b2p2`H T`QT2`iB2b
i?i KF2 Bi  ;QQ/ +i?Q/2 Ki2`BHX h?2b2 BM+Hm/2 i?2 ?B;? QT2M +B`+mBi pQHi;2 r?B+?
HHQrb i?2 mb2 Q7  ;`T?Bi2 MQ/2 M/  `2HiBp2Hv ?B;? GB KQ#BHBivX h?2 ?B;? GB KQ#BHBiv
+M #2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 H`;2 QT2M bT+2 #2ir22M i?2 *QP2 Hv2`b- i?2 bi`QM; TQH`@
BxiBQM Q7 i?2 Qtv;2M iQr`/b i?2 *Q- M/ i?2 M2`Hv B/2H Q`/2`BM; Q7 GB M/ *Q BMiQ
Hi2`MiBM; Hv2`bX (R3) .2bTBi2 Bib bmT2`BQ` [mHBiB2b GB*QP2 HbQ ?b bQK2 /`r#+FbX
JQbi MQi#Hv #Qp2 9X8 o GB*QP2 mM/2`;Q2b bi`m+im`H +?M;2b i?i b2p2`2Hv BKT+i
+T+Biv `2i2MiBQM M/ *Q ?b Bbbm2b rBi? pBH#BHBiv `2bmHiBM; BM  ?B;?2` Qp2`HH +Qbi
M/ HBKBiBM; i?2 T`+iB+H bBx2 Q7 +2HHbX (9)
RXkXk Gv2`2/ PtB/2b, L*
LB+F2H Bb +?2T2` UM/ H2bb iQtB+V i?M +Q#Hi M/ 7Q`Kb M QtB/2 i?i BbQbi`m+im`H
iQ GB*QP2 KFBM; Bi  TQi2MiBH `2TH+2K2Mi 7Q` GB*QP2X (9- RNĜkR) h?2 T`BK`v BK@
T2/BK2Mi iQ i?2 mb2 Q7 GBLBP2 Bb i?i Bi Bb /B{+mHi iQ Q#iBM biQB+?BQK2i`B+ GBLBP2 b
KQbi bvMi?2bBb K2i?Q/b `2bmHi BM 2t+2bb LB BM i?2 GB Hv2`X (RN)X h?2 2t+2bb LB BM i?2
GB Hv2`b BMi2`72`2b rBi? i?2 GB /BzmbBQM #v ?QH/BM; i?2 LBP2 Hv2`b iQ;2i?2`X (9) h?2
T`2b2M+2 Q7 2t+2bb LB BM i?2 GB Hv2` +M #2 bmTT`2bb2/ #v /QTBM; BM  `2HiBp2Hv bKHH
KQmMi U< 20%V Q7 *QX AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 T`Q#H2Kb rBi? bvMi?2bBb GBLBP2 mM/2`;Q2b 
bi`m+im`H i`MbBiBQM bBKBH` BM Mim`2 iQ GB*QP2 #mi i ?B;?2` bii2b Q7 /2HBi?BiBQMX (9)
h?2 bi`m+im`H +?M;2b i p2`v HQr HBi?BmK +QMi2Mi +M #2 bmTT`2bb2/ #v i?2 //BiBQM
Q7  `2/Qt BM+iBp2 K2iH bm+? b H r?B+? T`2p2Mib iQiH /2HBi?BiBQMX (9)
 bB;MB}+Mi KQmMi Q7 2tT2`BK2MiH rQ`F rb /QM2 BM Q`/2` iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 QTiB@
KmK KQmMi Q7 *Q M/ H /QTBM; 7Q` GBLBP2X (j- ky- kk- kj) 1p2MimHHv i?2 +QKTQbBiBQM
GBLB0.80*Q0.15H0.05P2 rb /2i2`KBM2/ iQ #2 i?2 QTiBKH +QKTQbBiBQM M/ +K2 iQ #2
FMQrM #v i?2 ##`2pBiBQM L*X (j) h?2 T`BK`v /pMi;2 Q7 i?Bb +QKTQbBiBQM Bb i?i
i?2`2 `2 MQ bi`m+im`H +?M;2b 2p2M i ?B;? bii2b Q7 /2HBi?BiBQMX (j) h?2 7Q`2K2M@
iBQM2/ T`QT2`iv KF2b L*  ;QQ/ +M/B/i2 7Q` +QKK2`+BH #ii2`B2b /m2 iQ bmT2`BQ`
+T+Biv `2i2MiBQM mTQM +v+HBM; #mi HbQ KF2b L* M B/2H `272`2M+2 +QKTQmM/ 7Q`
bim/vBM; i?2 BMi`BMbB+ 2H2+i`Q+?2KBbi`v Q7 Hv2`2/ QtB/2bX h?2 7+i i?i L* Bb BbQbi`m+@
im`H iQ Qi?2` BKTQ`iMi QtB/2b U2X;X GB*QP2V `2bmHib BM bB;MB}+Mi bBKBH`BiB2b BM i?2
d
;2M2`H Mim`2 Q7 i?2B` 2H2+i`QMB+ bi`m+im`2bX h?2 bi`m+im`H bi#BHBiv Q7 L* HHQrb
7Q` 2tT2`BK2MiH BbQHiBQM Q7 i?2 BKT+i Q7 /2HBi?BiBQM 7`QK i?2 2z2+ib Q7 bi`m+im`H
+?M;2bX AKTQ`iMiHv i?Bb K2Mb L* Bb  M2`Hv B/2H bvbi2K BM r?B+? iQ bim/v i?2
BMi`BMbB+ #2?pBQ` Q7 Qtv;2M BM i?2b2 Hv2`2/ QtB/2bX
6B;m`2 RXk, S`QiQivTB+H bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 Hv2`2/ QtB/2b +m``2MiHv mb2/ b +i?Q/2b
BM GB@BQM #ii2`B2bX h?2 bi+FBM; b2[m2M+2 Bb BM/B+i2/ iQ i?2 H27i Q7 i?2 /B;`KX(R)
h?2 LB M/ *Q +QMiBMBM; QtB/2b /Bb+mbb2/ ?2`2 T`272` i?2 α@L62P2 bi`m+im`2 /2@
TB+i2/ BM };m`2 RXk r?2M 7mHHv HBi?Bi2/X (9- k9) AM i?2 α@L62P2 bi`m+im`2 i?2 Qtv;2Mb
7Q`K  +HQb2/ T+F2/ 7`K2rQ`F rBi? M ABCABC bi+FBM; b2[m2M+2 r?B+? Bb FMQrM
b M Pj ivT2 bi`m+im`2X (k9) q?2M ?B;?Hv /2HBi?Bi2/ i?2b2 Ki2`BHb i2M/ iQr`/b
M ABAB bi+FBM; b2[m2M+2 r?B+? Bb FMQrM b PR M/ BMi2`K2/Bi2 ?v#`B/ T?b2b
`2 TQbbB#H2X PM2 bm+? ?v#`B/ T?b2 BM i?2 >R@j T?b2 r?B+? +QMbBbib Q7 #HQ+Fb Q7 Pj
2MpB`QMK2Mib Hi2`MiBM; rBi? #HQ+Fb Q7 PR 2MpB`QMK2MibX (k9) h?2 >R@j bi`m+im`2 Bb
FMQrM b  bi;2 AA +QKTQmM/ /m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i i?2 GB bBib QMHv BM i?2 Pj b2+iBQMb
Q7 i?2 bi`m+im`2X h?2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQM 7`QK i?2 Pj bi`m+im`2 iQ i?2 PR bi`m+im`2 +M #2
++QKTHBb?2/ #v  ;HB/BM; Q7 i?2 K2iH QtB/2 Hv2`bX (k9) h?2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQM 7`QK Pj
iQ >R@j Q` PR Bb  }`bi Q`/2` T?b2 i`MbBiBQM M/ `2bmHib BM i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 THi2mb
BM i?2 pQHi;2 pb +T+Biv +m`p2X (k9) h?2 +?M;2 BM bi+FBM; b2[m2M+2 r?2M KQpBM;
7`QK Pj iQ >R@j iQ PR #2;BMb i TT`QtBKi2Hv i?2 pQHi;2 i r?B+? b2`BQmb +T+Biv
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7/2 #2;BMb 7Q` GB*QP2X h?2 pQHi;2 pb +T+Biv +m`p2b Q` b2p2`H LB `B+? Hv2`2/ QtB/2
+i?Q/2b `2 THQii2/ BM };m`2 RXjX h?2 bBKBH`Biv BM i?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H T2`7Q`KM+2
+M #2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 bBKBH` T?vbB+H M/ 2H2+i`QMB+ bi`m+im`2b Q7 i?2b2 Ki2`BHbX
6B;m`2 RXj, oQHi;2 T`Q}H2b b  7mM+iBQM Q7 bT2+B}+ +T+Biv 7Q` bKTH2b ?2H/ 7Q` 8
r22Fb i 9Xd8oX
RXj *m``2Mi Abbm2b qBi? Gv2`2/ PtB/2b
RXjXR P`B;BM Q7 *?`;2 h`Mb72` AKT2/M+2
AM+`2bBM; 2pB/2M+2 ?b /2i2`KBM2/ i?i i?2 +T+Biv 7/2 BM LB@`B+? Hv2`2/ QtB/2b
Bb H`;2Hv /m2 iQ BMi2`+iBQMb i i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 +i?Q/2 i?i Q++m` BM i?2 ?B;?Hv `2@
+iBp2 /2HBi?Bi2/ bii2X(k8ĜjR) h?Bb Bb +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? `2TQ`ib Q7 /`KiB+HHv BKT`Qp2/
T2`7Q`KM+2 7Q` Hv2`2/ QtB/2 2H2+i`Q/2b rBi? T`Qi2+iBp2 bm`7+2 +QiBM;b- bm+? b BMbm@
HiBM; H QtB/2bX(jkĜj9) 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H AKT2/M+2 aT2+i`Qb+QTv U1AaV ?b #22M mb2/
iQ b?Qr i?i i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7  bm`7+2 }HK Bb M BKTQ`iMi bQm`+2 Q7 i?2 Q#b2`p2/
BKT2/M+2 BM+`2b2 /m2 iQ +v+HBM;X(j8) h?Bb ?b #22M /2KQMbi`i2/ iQ #2 i`m2 7Q` L*
b r2HHX(je) h?2 +i?Q/2 2H2+i`QHvi2 BMi2`T?b2 U*1AV bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 QtB/2 +i?Q/2b
Bb H2bb mM/2`biQQ/ i?M 7Q` +`#QM MQ/2bX(jd)
N
h?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 GB2*P3 M/ GB6 bT2+B2b ?p2 #22M /2i2+i2/ QM i?2 bm`7+2b Q7 Hv2`2/
QtB/2 +i?Q/2bX(k3- jR- jd- j3) h?Bb Bb mMmbmH ;Bp2M i?i 2H2+i`QHvi2 `2/m+iBQM b?QmH/ MQi
Q++m` i i?2 +i?Q/2X JQ`2Qp2`- i?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2 ?B;?2bi Q++mTB2/ KQH2+mH` Q`#BiH
H2p2Hb Q7 KQbi +QKK2`+BH 2H2+i`QHvi2b `2 MQi 7pQ`#H2 7Q` 2H2+i`QHvi2 QtB/iBQMX(jd)
h?2`27Q`2- Bi Bb HBF2Hv i?i i?2b2 bm`7+2 bT2+B2b Q`B;BMi2 7`QK bB/2 `2+iBQMb bi2KKBM;
7`QK 2Bi?2` B` 2tTQbm`2 UGB2*P3V Q` i?2 7Q`KiBQM >6 7`QK i?2 GB bHi mb2/ BM i?2
2H2+i`QHvi2 /m2 iQ i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 KQBbim`2 UGB6VX(jd- j3)
h?2b2 bT2+B2b `2 FMQrM iQ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 /2;`/iBQM Q7 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H T2`7Q`@
KM+2 M/ +T+Biv `2i2MiBQMX(jN) >Qr2p2`- bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb `2bmHiBM; BM 
ǳ`Q+FbHi@HBF2Ǵ bm`7+2 +M HbQ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 /2;`/iBQM Q7 #ii2`v T2`7Q`KM+2X(k8Ĝ
jR) LB@`B+? Hv2`2/ QtB/2 2H2+i`Q/2b bm#D2+i2/ iQ +v+HBM; i2bib i 2H2pi2/ i2KT2`im`2b
mM/2`;Q bB;MB}+Mi TQr2` 7/BM; i?i +QBM+B/2b rBi? 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+HHv BM+iBp2 LBP@HBF2
`Q+FbHi T?b2b 7Q`KBM; QM i?2 T`iB+H2 bm`7+2X(9y- 9R) Ai Bb i?Qm;?i i?i i?Bb bm`7+2
T?b2 7Q`Kb /m2 iQ Qtv;2M HQbbX(9y- 9R) h`MbKBbbBQM 2H2+i`QM KB+`Qb+QTv bim/B2b rBi?
bbQ+Bi2/ 2H2+i`QM 2M2`;v HQbb bT2+i`Qb+QTv Uah1J@11GaV ?p2 b?QrM i?2 LBP@HBF2
bm`7+2 T?b2b +M 7Q`K /m`BM; i?2 }`bi +v+H2X(jy) h?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 GB2*P3 M/ GB6
bT2+B2b +QKTHB+i2/ i?2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 i?2 /i KFBM; Bi /B{+mHi iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2
i`m2 Q`B;BM Q7 i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2X aB/2 `2+iBQMb H2/BM; iQ i?2 Q#b2`p2/ bm`7+2 bT2+B2b
+QmH/ BM/m+2 i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2 Q` i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQM
+QmH/ Q++m` BM?2`2MiHv /m2 iQ bm`7+2 Qtv;2M HQbbX
RXjXk _QH2 Q7 GBi?BmK aHi
h?2 Qp2`HH `2[mB`2K2Mib 7Q` i?2 GB bHib mb2/ BM i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 Q7  GB@BQM #ii2`v
`2 p2`v bBKBH` iQ i?Qb2 7Q` i?2 bQHp2MibX h?2 +?2KB+H M/ i?2`KH bi#BHBiv Q7 i?2 GB
bHi- 2bT2+BHHv i?2 MBQM r?2M BM bQHmiBQM- Bb Q7 mTKQbi BKTQ`iM+2X(9k) h?2 bi#BHBiv
Q7 i?2 MBQM ;BMbi QtB/iBp2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM i i?2 +i?Q/2 bm`7+2 Bb Q7 T`iB+mH`
BKTQ`iM+2X(9jĜ98) 6m`i?2`KQ`2- Bi Bb /2bB`#H2 i?i i?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 a1A 7Q`K2/
pB i?2 BMi2`+iBQM #2ir22M i?2 bQHp2Mi- bHi- M/ MQ/2 #2 b bi#H2 b TQbbB#H2X h?2
+?QB+2 Q7 GB bHi +M HbQ BKT+i i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 GB BQMb BM i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 b r2HH
b i?2 KQ#BHBiv Q7 i?2 GB BQMb BM i?2 bQHp2MiX(9e)
*m``2MiHv- GBS66 Qz2`b i?2 #2bi +QKT`QKBb2 BM i2`Kb Q7 i?2 `2[mB`2K2Mib QmiHBM2/
#Qp2X h?2 QmibiM/BM; Bbbm2b rBi? GBS66 +QM+2`M Bib bi#BHBiv #Qp2 ey ◦* M/ Bib
b2MbBiBpBiv iQ i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 ri2`X h?2 S6−6 MBQM `2/BHv `2+ib rBi? ri2` iQ 7Q`K
Ry
>6 r?B+? +Q``Q/2b i?2 2H2+i`Q/2bX(9j) M Hi2`MiBp2 Bb GB"64 r?B+? Bb #Qi? KQ`2 bi#H2
i?2`KHHv M/ rBi? `2bT2+i iQ ri2` #mi ?b HQr2` KQ#BHBiv BM +QKKQM bQHp2Mib M/
Bb FMQrM iQ M2;iBp2Hv BKT+i i?2 TbbBpBxiBQM Q7 i?2 MQ/2X(9e- 9d) AM i?Bb i?2bBb r2
/2KQMbi`i2 i?i GBS66 mM/2`;Q2b M 2tQi?2`KB+ /2+QKTQbBiBQM QM i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2
+i?Q/2 i?i Bb +iHvx2/ #v i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 HmKBMmKX h?2 `2bmHiBM; GBS66 /2+QKTQ@
bBiBQM T`Q/m+ib `2 /2TQbBi2/ QM i?2 +i?Q/2 T`BK`BHv b ~mQ`B/2bX h?2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM
T`Q+2bb +M HbQ `2bmHi BM i?2 /BbbQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb r?B+? i?2M ;Q QM iQ
TQBbQM i?2 a1A M/ T`2p2Mi i?2 +2HH 7`QK /Bb+?`;BM;X
RXjXj >B;? oQHi;2 SHi2m
h?2 pQHi;2 pb +T+Biv T`Q}H2b Q7 +QKK2`+BHHv pBH#H2 L* ?p2  THi2m i
∼9X8 o Ub22 };m`2 kXk8X AMi2`2biBM;Hv- L* bKTH2b T`2T`2/ BM@?Qmb2 #v Q` +QHH#Q@
`iQ`b /Q MQi ?p2 i?Bb ?B;? pQHi;2 THi2mX h?2`2 `2 b2p2`H TQbbB#H2 2tTHMiBQMb
7Q` i?2 Q`B;BM Q7 i?2 THi2m BM+Hm/BM;- bB/2 `2+iBQMb rBi? i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2-  irQ T?b2
`2+iBQM K2+?MBbK- Q` bi;BM; UQ`/2`BM;V Q7 i?2 HBi?BmKX h?2 `2p2`bB#BHBiv Q7 i?2 Q#@
b2`p2/ +T+Biv M/ Qm` bm`7+2 bim/B2b ?p2 `mH2/ Qmi i?2 2tBbi2M+2 Q7 bB;MB}+Mi bB/2
`2+iBQMbX h?2`27Q`2 bB/2 `2+iBQMb `2 mMHBF2Hv iQ #2 i?2 Q`B;BM Q7 i?2 THi2mX q?BH2
bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb /Q Q++m` BM L* i?2 #mHF bi`m+im`2 `2KBMb mM+?M;2/
M/ i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb `2 MQi `2p2`bB#H2 i?mb +MMQi ++QmMi 7Q` i?2
`2p2`bB#H2 +T+Biv Q7 i?2 THi2mX h?2 Q`/2`BM; Q7 HBi?BmK pB bi;BM; BM i?2 Hv2`2/
bi`m+im`2 Bb i?2 KQbi HBF2Hv 2tTHMiBQM 7Q` i?2 THi2m b Bi Bb  #mHF T`Q+2bb2b M/ Bb
`2p2`bB#H2X
RXjX9 h?2 _QH2 Q7 Ptv;2M BM i?2 1H2+i`Q+?2KBbi`v Q7 GB@BQM "ii2`v
Gv2`2/ PtB/2 *i?Q/2b
*QMp2MiBQMHHv- i?2 `2p2`bB#H2 +T+Biv Q7 GB@BQM #ii2`v +i?Q/2b Bb ii`B#mi2/ iQ
+?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM pB i`MbBiBQM K2iHbX h?2 T`iBH Q++mTiBQM Q7 i?2 / 2H2+i`QMB+
bii2b Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb HHQrb i?2K iQ 2tBbi BM KQ`2 i?M QM2 +?`;2 bii2X
"v MHQ;v iQ i?2 `2/Qt `2+iBQMb i?i Q++m` BM bQHmiBQMb i?2 `2p2`bB#H2 QtB/iBQM Q7
i`MbBiBQM K2iHb BM i?2 +i?Q/2 /m`BM; HBi?BmK 2ti`+iBQM Bb i?2 /27mHi 2tTHMiBQM 7Q`
i?2 `2p2`bB#BHBiv Q7 GB@BQM #ii2`B2bX lM/2` i?Bb bbmKTiBQM i?2 i?2Q`2iB+H +T+Biv Q7
Mv +i?Q/2 b?QmH/ #2 HBKBi2/ #v i?2 #BHBiv Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb iQ QtB/Bx2 M/ MQi
i?2 iQiH KQmMi Q7 GB biQ`2/ BM i?2 +i?Q/2X AM ;2M2`H i?2 +QKTQbBiBQM Q7 +i?Q/2b
RR
`2 +QMi`QHH2/ bm+? i?i i?2 2H2+i`QMb pBH#H2 /m2 iQ i`MbBiBQM K2iH QtB/iBQM M/
i?2 KQmMi Q7 biQ`2/ GB `2 2[mHX AM i?2b2 +b2b i?2`2 Bb MQ /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M i?2
/Bz2`2Mi K2bm`2b Q7 +T+BivX *`27mH K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 i?2 QtB/iBQM bii2b Q7 i?2
i`MbBiBQM K2iHb BM Hv2`2/ QtB/2 +i?Q/2b ?p2 b?QrM H2bb p`BiBQM BM i?2 +?`;2 bii2
Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb i?M MiB+BTi2/X(93Ĝ8k) h?Bb ?b +HH2/ BMiQ [m2biBQM i?2 bBKTH2
i`MbBiBQM K2iH #b2/ +?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM KQ/2HX(8jĜ88)
RXjX9XR _2?v#`B/BxiBQM
Ai rb +QMHm/2/ 7`QK bim/B2b Q7 i?2 *Q E@2/;2 s@`v #bQ`TiBQM L2` 1/;2 aT2+@
i`Qb+QTv UsL1aV M/ 1ti2M/2/ s@`v #bQ`TiBQM 6BM2 ai`m+im`2 U1s6aV K2bm`2@
K2Mib Q7 GB*QP2 i?i *Q rb BM/22/ QtB/BxBM; b 7mM+iBQM Q7 /2HBi?iBQM 2tT2+i2/X(8e)
>Qr2p2`- K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 i?2 *Q G@2/;2 b?Qr2/ HBiiH2 p`BiBQM BM i?2 2H2+i`QMB+ bi`m+@
im`2 `QmM/ i?2 *Q b  7mM+iBQM Q7 /2HBi?iBQMX(8R- 88) h?Bb +QMi`/B+iBQM bTm``2/ M
BMi2Mb2 /2#i2 QM i?2 i`m2 Mim`2 Q7 i?2 +?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM BM GB*QP2X J2bm`2K2Mib
i?i BMbi2/ +QM+2Mi`i2/ QM i?2 2H2+i`QMB+ bii2b Q7 Qtv;2M /2KQMbi`i2/ i?i i H2bi
bQK2 KQmMi Q7 +?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM +M +QK2 7`QK i?2 Qtv;2M b r2HHX(8R- 8d) h?2@
Q`2iB+H +H+mHiBQMb ;2M2`HHv bmTTQ`i2/ i?2 B/2 i?i Qtv;2M rb T`iB+BTiBM; BM i?2
+?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM T`Q+2bbX 1`Hv rQ`F #v *2/2` 2biBKi2/ i?i KQbi Q7 i?2 pH2M+2
+?`;2 BMi`Q/m+2/ /m`BM; GB BMb2`iBQM 2M/2/ mT QM i?2 Qtv;2MX(83) h?2 i`m2 Mim`2 Q7
i?2 +?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM BM GB*QP2 rb 2tTHQ`2/ 7m`i?2` #v bim/B2b +QK#BMBM; K2@
bm`2K2Mib Q7 i?2 *Q E@2/;2 M/ G@2/;2 b r2HH b i?2 P E@2/;2X(88) 1p2M sSa rb
mb2/ BM M ii2KTi iQ 7mHHv 2tTHQ`2 i?2 +?M;2b BM 2H2+i`QM /2MbBiv `QmM/ i?2 *Q M/
Qtv;2MX(8d) 1p2MimHHv Bi rb b?QrM i?i BM GB*QP2 #Qi? *Q M/ Qtv;2M /Q +QQT2`i2
BM i?2 +?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM T`Q+2bb r?B+? BM+Hm/2b  `2?v#`B/BxiBQM Q7 i?2 KBt2/ *Q j/
@ P kT 2H2+i`QMB+ bii2bX(8j- 89)
RXjX9Xk AM+`2b2/ *T+Biv
h?2Q`2iB+H +H+mHiBQMb #v *2/2` BM/B+i2/ i?i i?2 //BiBQM Q7 `2/Qt BM+iBp2 K2i@
Hb- HBF2 H- +QmH/ BM+`2b2 i?2 pQHi;2 Q7 +i?Q/2b #v T`QKQiBM; i?2 T`iB+BTiBQM Q7
Qtv;2M BM i?2 +?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM TQi2MiBHHv rBi?Qmi BKT+iBM; i?2 +T+BivX(83) 1t@
TM/BM; QM i?Bb B/2H *2/2` Hi2` +H+mHi2/ i?i r?2M bQK2 Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb
r2`2 `2TH+2/ #v GB  MQM@#QM/BM; P kT bii2 +QmH/ #2 7Q`K2/ i?i Bb 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+HHv
Rk
+iBp2X(8y) h?2 `2TH+2K2Mi Q7 bQK2 Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb rBi? GB +?M;2b i?2 `2H@
iBQMb?BT #2ir22M i?2 i?2Q`2iB+H +T+Biv #b2/ QM i`MbBiBQM K2iH QtB/iBQM M/ i?2
i?2Q`2iB+H +T+Biv #b2/ QM i?2 +imH GB +QMi2MiX h?mb- i?2b2 GB@`B+? Ki2`BHb r2`2
7QmM/ iQ ?p2 +T+Biv BM 2t+2bb Q7 i?2B` i?2Q`2iB+H +T+Biv #b2/ bQH2Hv QM i`MbBiBQM
K2iH QtB/iBQMX q?2M +QMbB/2`2/ 7`QK i?2 pB2rTQBMi Q7 +imH GB +QMi2Mi M/ i?2
T`iB+BTiBQM Q7 Qtv;2M BM i?2 +?`;2 +QKT2MbiBQM T`Q+2bb i?2 2ti` +T+Biv Bb MQi
bm`T`BbBM;X q?i Bb bm`T`BbBM; Bb i?2 `2HiBp2 bi#BHBiv M/ ;QQ/ `2p2`bB#BHBiv Q7 i?2b2
GB@`B+? +i?Q/2bX
RX9 aim/vBM; i?2 AMi`BMbB+ "2?pBQ` Q7 Gv2`2/ PtB/2b
RX9XR  JQ/2H avbi2K
h?2 rB/2 p`B2iv Q7 Hv2`2/ QtB/2b Bb T`BK`BHv /m2 iQ i?2 #BHBiv iQ bm#biBimi2 
MmK#2` Q7 /Bz2`2Mi K2iHb BMiQ i?2 bi`m+im`2X _2;`/H2bb Q7 i?2 K2iHb BM i?2 Hv2`2/
QtB/2 i?2 bBKBH`Biv Q7 i?2 T?vbB+H bi`m+im`2 `2bmHib BM bBKBH`Biv BM KMv Qi?2` T`QT2`iB2b
bm+? b i?2 pQHmK2 +?M;2 mTQM HBi?BiBQM M/ HBi?BmK /BzmbBQMX q?BH2 GB*QP2 Bb biBHH
rB/2Hv mb2/ BM #ii2`B2b 7Q` TQ`i#H2 2H2+i`QMB+b Bi bmz2`b 7`QK bi`m+im`H +?M;2b 7i2`
`QmM/ ?H7 i?2 HBi?BmK Bb `2KQp2/X h?Bb #mHF bi`m+im`H +?M;2 +QKTHB+i2b bim/vBM; i?2
BMi`BMbB+ bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb M/ #mHF 2H2+i`QMB+ +?M;2b mTQM /2HBi?BiBQMX
am#biBimiBM; KQbi Q7 i?2 *Q rBi? LB M/ bKHH KQmMi Q7 H `2bmHib BM L* r?B+? /Q2b
MQi mM/2`;Q  #mHF bi`m+im`H i`Mb7Q`KiBQM mTQM /2HBi?BiBQMX h?Bb KF2b L* B/2H
7Q` bim/vBM; i?2 BMi`BMbB+ bm`7+2 M/ #mHF 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H T`QT2`iB2b Q7 Hv2`2/ QtB/2bX
RX9Xk h?2 "2M2}ib Q7 s@`v aT2+i`Qb+QTv
lM/2`biM/BM; i?2 BMi`BMbB+ 2H2+i`Q+?2KBbi`v Q7  Ki2`BH bvbi2K `2[mB`2b i`+FBM;
+?2KB+H M/ 2H2+i`QMB+ bi`m+im`2 +?M;2b b  7mM+iBQM Q7 +?M;BM; HBi?BmK +QM+2Mi`@
iBQMX s@`v bT2+i`Qb+QTv T`QpB/2b M B/2H iQQH 7Q` T`Q#BM; #Qi? /m2 iQ i?2 2H2K2MiH
b2H2+iBpBiv Q7 HH ivT2b Q7 t@`v bT2+i`Qb+QTvX AM //BiBQM iQ +?2KB+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M s@`v im#2X avM+?`Qi`QMb T`QpB/2 Dmbi bm+?  p+mmK 2MpB`QMK2Mi BM r?B+? 2H2+i`QMb
`2 ++2H2`i2/ pB +?M;BM; i?2B` /B`2+iBQM Q7 KQp2K2Mi i?2`2#v T`Q/m+BM; #Q`/ #M/
s@`v HB;?i rBi?Qmi i?2 HBKBiiBQMb Q7 s@`v im#2bX
6B;m`2 kXj, AM i?2 `2bi 7`K2 Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QM UV i?2 `/BiBQM Bb T`Q/m+2/ BM
 /BTQH2 Tii2`MX AM i?2 `2bi 7`K2 Q7 M Q#b2`p2` BM r?B+? i?2 2H2+i`QM Bb KQp@
BM; i `2HiBpBbiB+ p2HQ+BiB2b U"V i?2 `/BiBQM Bb 7Q+mb2/ BMiQ  +QM2 BM i?2 /B`2+@
iBQM Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMǶb KQp2K2MiX *`2i2/ #v _X "`iQHBMB 7Q` i?2 CQ?Mb /Kb AM@
biBimi2X _2i`B2p2/ 7`QK ?iiTb,ffmTHQ/XrBFBK2/BXQ`;frBFBT2/Bf+QKKQMbf/f/2f
avM+`Qi`QMn`/BiBQMn2M2`;vn7HmtXTM; QM m;mbi kN- kyRdX Sm#HB+ /QKBM BK;2X
AMBiBHHv bvM+?`Qi`QM `/BiBQM rb M mMrMi2/ +QMb2[m2M+2 Q7 +QM}MBM; +?`;2/
T`iB+H2b rBi? `2HiBpBbiB+ p2HQ+BiB2b BM  p+mmK biQ`;2 `BM; BM Q`/2` iQ T`Q/m+2 ?B;?
2M2`;v +QHHBbBQMbX 6Q`+BM; i?2 `2HiBpBbiB+ +?`;2/ T`iB+H2b BMiQ  +m`p2/ Ti? iQ F22T
i?2K BM i?2 bvM+?`Qi`QM +mb2/ i?2 2KBbbBQM Q7 T?QiQMb U7Q` i?2 bK2 `2bQMb b /Bb@
+mbb2/ 7Q` i?2 #`2Kbbi`?HmM; T`Q+2bbV r?B+? `2KQp2b 2M2`;v 7`QK i?2 T`iB+H2b bHQrBM;
i?2K /QrMX 1p2MimHHv Bi rb `2HBx2/ i?i i?Bb `/BiBQM +QmH/ #2 mb2/ 7Q` s@`v #b2/
K2bm`2K2Mib `2bmHiBM; BM bQK2 T`iB+H2 +QHHB/2`b QT2`iBM; BM  ǳT`bBiB+ KQ/2Ǵ r?B+?
K/2 i?2 T`2pBQmbHv mMrMi2/ bvM+?`Qi`QM HB;?i pBH#H2 7Q` K2bm`2K2MibX 1p2MimHHv
bvM+?`Qi`QMb 2tTHB+BiHv /2/B+i2/ iQ T`Q/m+BM; `/BiBQM 7Q` mb2`b r2`2 #mBHiX h?2 #bB+
RN
#mBH/BM; #HQ+Fb Q7  bvM+?`Qi`QM HB;?i bQm`+2 `2 M 2H2+i`QM bQm`+2- M ++2H2`iQ` bi;2-
M 2H2+i`QM biQ`;2 `BM;- M/ p`BQmb K;M2ib iQ 7Q+mb i?2 2H2+i`QM #2K BM i?2 biQ`;2
`BM; M/ T`Q/m+2 T?QiQMb pB ++2H2`iBM; i?2 2H2+i`QMb BM i?2 #2KX 1H2+i`QMb 7`QK i?2
bQm`+2 `2 ++2H2`i2/ iQ `2HiBpBbiB+ p2HQ+BiB2b BM i?2 ++2H2`iBQM bi;2 M/ T+F;2/
BMiQ /Bb+`2i2 #mM+?2b iQ KF2 i?2K 2bB2` iQ +QMiBM BM i?2 biQ`;2 `BM;X h?2 #mM+?2b
`2 i?2M BMb2`i2/ BMiQ i?2 biQ`;2 `BM; r?2`2  b2`B2b Q7 K;M2ib `2 mb2/ iQ 7Q+mb i?2
2H2+i`QM #2K M/ F22T Bi BM i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 biQ`;2 `BM;X Pi?2` K;M2ib `2 mb2/ iQ
/2~2+i i?2 2H2+i`QMb BM Q`/2` iQ T`Q/m+2 HB;?i M/ F22T i?2K KQpBM; BM  +B`+mH` Ti?X
GB;?i T`Q/m+2/ #v  bvM+?`Qi`QM ?b Qi?2` mb27mH T`QT2`iB2/ BM //BiBQM iQ #2BM;
#`Q/#M/ M/ pQB/BM; i?2 Bbbm2b Q7 H#Q`iQ`v #b2/ s@`v im#2bX h?2 `2HiBpBbiB+
p2HQ+Biv Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb mb2/ iQ T`Q/m+2 bvM+?`Qi`QM `/BiBQM K2Mb i?i i?2 Q#b2`p2/
#`B;?iM2bb Q7 i?2 ;2M2`i2/ HB;?i Bb BM+`2b2/ BM i?2 `2bi 7`K2 Q7 i?2 H#Q`iQ`v Ub22
};m`2 kXjVX h?Bb Bb FMQrM b `2HiBpBbiB+ #2``iBQM M/ +mb2b i?2 HB;?i 2KBii2/ 7`QK 
bQm`+2 iQ TT2` iQ iBHi iQr`/b i?2 /B`2+iBQM Q7 KQiBQM Q7 i?2 bQm`+2 BM MQi?2` 7`K2X
h?2 BM+`2b2 BM #`B;?iM2bb BM i?2 /B`2+iBQM Q7 KQiBQM 7Q` `2HiBpBbiB+ bQm`+2b 2bb2MiBHHv
BM+`2b2b i?2 2{+B2M+v Q7 bvM+?`Qi`QM bQm`+2bX AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 7Q`r`/ 7Q+mbBM; /m2
iQ `2HiBpBbiB+ 2z2+ib bvM+?`Qi`QM HB;?i Bb HbQ ?B;?Hv +QM+2Mi`i2/ M/ HBM2`Hv TQH`Bx2/
BM i?2 THM2 Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMǶb /2~2+iBQM M/ BM bQK2 +b2b U2X;X mM/mHiQ` `/BiBQMV Bb
?B;?Hv +Q?2`2MiX(ek) h?2 TQH`BxiBQM HHQrb 7Q` Q`#BiH b2H2+iBpBiv BM sa K2bm`2K2Mib
Q7 ?B;?Hv Q`/2`2/ bKTH2b pB +?M;BM; i?2 M;H2 #2ir22M i?2 TQH`BxiBQM /B`2+iBQM M/
i?2 bKTH2bX >B;? +Q?2`2M+2 HHQrb 7Q` /Bz`+iBQM #b2/ BK;BM; i2+?MB[m2b #b2/ QM
T?b2 `2i`B2pH UTiv+?Q;`T?vV(ej) M/ B/b BM 7Q+mbBM; i?2 `2bmHiBM; #2Kb BMiQ bKHH
bTQi bBx2b #Qi? Q7 r?B+? 2M#H2 bTiBHHv `2bQHp2/ bT2+i`Qb+QTvX(ek)
h?2 bBKTH2bi K;M2iB+ bi`m+im`2 mb2/ iQ T`Q/m+2 s@`vb BM  bvM+?`Qi`QM HB;?i bQm`+2
Bb FMQrM b  #2M/BM; K;M2iX  b+?2KiB+ /B;`K Q7  #2M/BM; K;M2i #b2/ s@`v
bQm`+2 Bb TB+im`2/ BM };m`2 kX9X  #2M/BM; K;M2i 7Q`+2b i?2 2H2+i`QMb iQ KQp2 BM 
H`;2 +QMiBMmQmb +B`+mH` `+ T`Q/m+BM; bvM+?`Qi`QM HB;?i iM;2MiBH iQ i?2 `+ i 2p2`v
TQBMi HQM; i?2 `+X h?2 b?T2 M/ TQbBiBQM Q7 #2M/BM; K;M2ib `2 /B+ii2/ #v i?2
b?T2 Q7 i?2 bvM+?`Qi`QM biQ`;2 `BM; #2+mb2 BM //BiBQM iQ T`Q/m+BM; HB;?i i?2 #2M/BM;
K;M2ib `2 mb2/ iQ KQp2 i?2 2H2+i`QMb `QmM/ i?2 +B`+mH` Ti? Q7 i?2 biQ`;2 `BM;X
h?Bb K2Mb i?i i?2 +?`+i2`BbiB+b Q7 i?2 HB;?i ;2M2`i2/ #v #2M/BM; K;M2ib Bb }t2/ #v
i?2 bi`m+im`2 Q7 i?2 bvM+?`Qi`QM Bib2H7X h?2 #`B;?iM2bb Q7 s@`vb T`Q/m+2/ pB #2M/BM;
K;M2ib Bb Km+? ?B;?2` i?M i?2 #`B;?iM2bb Q7 s@`v im#2b #mi i?2`2 Bb biBHH `QQK 7Q`
BKT`Qp2K2Mi mbBM; Qi?2` K;M2i bi`m+im`2bX
ky
6B;m`2 kX9, a+?2KiB+ Q7 i?2 ;2M2`iBQM Q7 bv+?`Qi`QM HB;?i 7`QK  #2M/BM; K;M2i
bQm`+2X
 T2`BQ/B+ K;M2iB+ bi`m+im`2 +M HbQ #2 mb2/ iQ ;2M2`i2 s@`vb BM  bvM+?`Qi`QM
HB;?i bQm`+2X PM2 2tKTH2 Q7 r?B+? Bb i?2 mM/mHiQ` Ub22 };m`2 kX8VX AM //BiBQM iQ
i?2 mM/mHiQ` i?2`2 Bb MQi?2` T2`BQ/B+ K;M2iB+ bi`m+im`2 7Q` T`Q/m+BM; s@`vb +HH2/
 rB;;H2`X h?2 KBM /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M M mM/mHiQ` M/  rB;;H2` Bb i?2 KQmMi Q7
/2~2+iBQM i?i i?2 2H2+i`QMb mM/2`;Q r?BH2 TbbBM; i?`Qm;? i?2 T2`BQ/B+ bi`m+im`2X AM
#Qi? +b2b i?2 2H2+i`QMb 7Q` 7Q`+2/ iQ mM/2`;Q bBMmbQB/H KQiBQM b i?2v Tbb i?`Qm;?
i?2 T2`BQ/B+ K;M2iB+ }2H/X AM i?2 +b2 Q7 i?2 rB;;H2` i?2 /2~2+iBQM Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb iF2
i?2K QmibB/2 i?2 M``Qr +QM2 +?`+i2`BbiB+ Q7 i?2 bvM+?`Qi`QM HB;?iX h?Bb T`2p2Mib i?2
HB;?i 2KBii2/ 7`QK /Bz2`2Mi T`ib Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QM i`D2+iQ`v 7`QK //BM; +Q?2`2MiHv BM
2z2+i KFBM; i?2 rB;;H2` +i HBF2  b2`B2b Q7 #2M/BM; K;M2ibX h?Bb BM+`2b2b i?2 Qp2`HH
~mt BM T`QTQ`iBQM iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 K;M2iB+ T2`BQ/bX AM +QMi`bi i?2 /2~2+iBQM Q7 i?2
2H2+i`QMb BM M mM/mHiQ` Bb bKHH 2MQm;? iQ `2KBM BMbB/2 i?2 +QM2 Q7 2KBii2/ HB;?iX
h?Bb HHQrb i?2 HB;?i T`Q/m+2/ #v M mM/mHiQ` iQ // +Q?2`2MiHv Qp2` i?2 H2M;i? Q7 i?2
mM/mHiQ` T`Q/m+BM; bi`QM;Hv T2F2/ `2bQMM+2b i ?`KQMB+b Q7 i?2 bBMmbQB/H 2H2+i`QM
KQiBQMX h?Bb H2/b iQ i?2 ~mt Q7 M mM/mHiQ` #2BM; bi`QM;Hv T2F2/ i i?2b2 ?`KQMB+b
r?B+? `2 /2i2`KBM2/ #v i?2 T2`BQ/ Q7 mM/mHiQ`- i?2 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb- M/ i?2
bi`2M;i? Q7 i?2 K;M2iB+ }2H/X h?2 TQbBiBQM Q7 i?2b2 ?`KQMB+b +M #2 /Dmbi2/ #v
kR
6B;m`2 kX8, a+?2KiB+ Q7 i?2 ;2M2`iBQM Q7 bv+?`Qi`QM HB;?i 7`QK M mM/mHiQ`
bQm`+2X *`2i2/ #v "biBM >QHibX _2i`B2p2/ 7`QK ?iiTb,ffmTHQ/XrBFBK2/BXQ`;f
rBFBT2/Bf+QKKQMbfNfN7flM/mHiQ`XTM; QM m;mbi kN- kyRdX pBH#H2 mM/2` i?2
*`2iBp2 *QKKQMb ii`B#miBQM@a?`2 HBF2 GB+2Mb2 jXy ?iiTb,ff+`2iBp2+QKKQMbX
Q`;fHB+2Mb2bf#v@bfjXyf/22/X2M
p`vBM; i?2 K;M2iB+ }2H/ bi`2M;i? r?B+? Bb 2bBHv ++QKTHBb?2/ #v KQpBM; i?2 mM/mHiQ`
K;M2ib +HQb2` iQ Q` 7`i?2` 7`QK i?2 2H2+i`QMbX *QMiBMmQmbHv p`vBM; i?2 ;T #2ir22M
i?2 mM/mHiQ` M/ i?2 2H2+i`QM #2K HHQrb i?2 mM/mHiQ` iQ T`Q/m+2 i?2 KtBKmK ~mt
TQbbB#H2 i 2p2`v T?QiQM 2M2`;v Bi Bb +T#H2 Q7 T`Q/m+BM;X
AM Q`/2` iQ #2 mb27mH 7Q` sa M/ _Asa i?2 #`Q/#M/ HB;?i U2p2M i?2 ?B;?Hv T2F2/
mM/mHiQ` `/BiBQM ?b M 2M2`;v bT`2/ i?i Bb iQQ H`;2 iQ #2 mb27mHV T`Q/m+2/ #v i?2
2H2+i`QM #2K BM i?2 bvM+?`Qi`QM Kmbi #2 KQMQ+?`QKi2/X 6Q` s@`vb KQMQ+?`QKiBQM
Bb +?B2p2/ H`;2Hv pB /Bz`+iBQM 7`QK `2;mH` bi`m+im`2b r?B+? +M #2 2Bi?2` `iB}+BHHv
+QMbi`m+i2/ bi`m+im`2b Q` Mim`HHv Q++m``BM; bBM;H2 +`vbiHbX .Bz`+iBQM Q7 HB;?i #v 
T2`BQ/B+ bi`m+im`2 +mb2b /Bz2`2Mi rp2H2M;i?b Q7 HB;?i iQ H2p2 i?2 /Bz`+iBM; bm`7+2
i /Bz2`2Mi M;H2bX 6Q` i?2 /Bz`+iBQM iQ #2 r2HH +QMi`QHH2/ i?2 HB;?i ?BiiBM; i?2 ;`iBM;
M22/b iQ #2 ?B;?Hv +QHHBKi2/X h?Bb Bb +?B2p2/ mbBM; i?2 +QK#BMiBQM Q7 M 2Mi`M+2 bHBi
M/  +m`p2/ KB``Q`X SH+BM; i?2 2Mi`M+2 bHBi i i?2 7Q+H TQBMi Q7 i?2 +m`p2/ KB``Q`
+mb2b i?2 `2~2+i2/ HB;?i iQ #2+QK2 ?B;?Hv +QHHBKi2/X 7i2` 7HHBM; QM i?2 /Bz`+iBQM
;`iBM; i?2 +QHHBKi2/ HB;?i Bb `2~2+i2/ i bHB;?iHv /Bz2`2Mi M;H2b Ur?B+? /2T2M/ QM
rp2H2M;i?V QMiQ  b2+QM/ KB``Q` r?B+? 7Q+mb2b i?2 HB;?i QMiQ  b2i Q7 2tBi bHBibX .m2 iQ
kk
6B;m`2 kXe, PTiB+H GvQmi Q7 #2KHBM2 3XyXR i i?2 Ga b?QrBM; i?2 p`BQmb QTiB@
+H +QKTQM2Mib Q7  biM/`/ bQ7i s@_v #2KHBM2X _2i`B2p2/ 7`QK ?iiTb,ffbBi2bX
;QQ;H2X+QKffH#HX;Qpf#2KHBM2@3@y@R@`272`2M+2f QM a2Ti2K#2` 9- kyRd
i?2 rp2H2M;i? /2T2M/2Mi `2~2+iBQM M;H2b i?2 HB;?i 7`QK i?2 b2+QM/ KB``Q` Bb 7Q+mb2/
i bHB;?i /Bz2`2Mi bTQib /2T2M/BM; QM rp2H2M;i?X h?2 TH+2K2Mi Q7 i?2 2tBi bHBib rBi?
`2bT2+i iQ i?2 b2+QM/`v KB``Q` +QMi`QHb i?2 rp2H2M;i? b2H2+i2/ 7Q` i?2 KQMQ+?`QKi2/
HB;?i r?BH2 i?2 bBx2 Q7 i?2 QT2MBM; BM i?2 2tBi bHBib BM i?2 /BbT2`bBQM /B`2+iBQM /2i2`KBM2b
i?2 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQMX //BiBQMH `27Q+mbBM; KB``Q`b 7i2` i?2 2tBi bHBib `2 mb2/ iQ 7Q+mb
M/ bi22` i?2 `2bmHiBM; KQMQ+?`QKiB+ #2K QMiQ  bKTH2 iQ #2 K2bm`2/X 6B;m`2 kXe
Bb  b+?2KiB+ /B;`K Q7 i?2 QTiB+H HvQmi #2KHBM2 3XyXR i i?2 Ga r?B+? rb mb2/
iQ T2`7Q`K Km+? Q7 i?2 rQ`F BM i?Bb i?2bBb UbT2+B}+HHv i?2 _Asa KT K2bm`2K2MibVX
aQK2 H#Q`iQ`v #b2/ s@`v bvbi2Kb HbQ +QMiBM KQMQ+?`QKiQ`b M/ 7Q+mbBM; KB``Q`b
iQ BM+`2b2 2M2`;v M/ bTiBH `2bQHmiBQM `2bT2+iBp2HvX
kXRXj s@`v S?QiQ2H2+i`QM aT2+i`Qb+QTv
S?QiQ2H2+i`QM bT2+i`Qb+QTv mb2b i?2 T?QiQ2H2+i`B+ 2z2+i U7KQmbHv 2tTHBM2/ #v
1BMbi2BMV(e9) iQ bim/v i?2 Q++mTB2/ 2H2+i`QMB+ /2MbBiv Q7 bii2b Q7  Ki2`BHX h?2 T?Q@
iQ2H2+i`B+ 2z2+i Bb i?2 2KBbbBQM Q7 2H2+i`QMb 7`QK  bm`7+2 mTQM 2tTQbm`2 iQ HB;?iX h?Bb
Q++m`b /m2 iQ i?2 i`Mb72` Q7 2M2`;v 7`QK i?2 BM+QKBM; T?QiQMb iQ i?2 #QmM/ 2H2+i`QMb
BM i?2 Ki2`BHX A7 i?2 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 #bQ`#2/ T?QiQM Bb ;`2i2` i?M i?2 #BM/BM; 2M2`;v
kj
Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QM i?M i?2 2H2+i`QM Bb 2t+Bi2/ BMiQ  7`22 bii2 M/ +M H2p2 i?2 Ki2`BH
B7 Bi Bb +HQb2 2MQm;? iQ i?2 bm`7+2 M/ KQpBM; BM i?2 `B;?i /B`2+iBQMX h?mb 2H2+i`QMB+
bii2b rBi? ?B;?2` #BM/BM; 2M2`;B2b +M #2 T`Q#2/ #v BM+`2bBM; T?QiQM 2M2`;vX h?2
/22T2` +Q`2 2H2+i`QMb UrBi? ?B;?2` #BM/BM; 2M2`;v i?M i?2 pH2M+2f#QM/BM; 2H2+i`QMbV
?p2 #BM/BM; 2M2`;B2b i?i `2 ?B;?Hv +?`+i2`BbiB+ Q7 i?2 bQm`+2 2H2K2MiX h?mb i?2
bB;MHb 7`QK i?2b2 +Q`2 2H2+i`QMb +M #2 mb2/ iQ B/2MiB7v M/ [mMiB7v i?2 2H2K2Mib BM 
bKTH2X 6m`i?2`- /2bTBi2 MQi /B`2+iHv T`iB+BTiBM; BM i?2 #QM/BM; i?2 #BM/BM; 2M2`;B2b
Q7 i?2b2 +Q`2 2H2+i`QMb `2 bHB;?iHv BKT+i2/ #v i?2 bm``QmM/BM; #QM/BM; 2MpB`QMK2Mi
M/ i?2`2#v T`QpB/2 bQK2 +?2KB+H BM7Q`KiBQM Ubm+? b i?2 QtB/iBQM bii2 Q7 i`MbBiBQM
K2iHbVX
h?2 #BM/BM; 2M2`;B2b Q7 KQbi +Q`2 H2p2H 2H2+i`QMb `2 H`;2 2MQm;? iQ `2[mB`2 T?QiQMb
rBi? 2M2`;B2b BM i?2 s@`v `M;2 7Q` HH 2H2K2Mib ?2pB2` i?M #2`vHHBmK r?B+? b  Rb
#BM/BM; 2M2`;v Q7 RRRX8 2o UbQ7i s@`v `/BiBQM Bb +QKKQMHv +QMbB/2`2/ iQ bi`i i ∼Rk9
2oVX G#Q`iQ`v #b2/ sSa bvbi2Kb `2Hv QM +?`+i2`BbiB+ s@`vb ;2M2`i2/ 7`QK s@`v
im#2bX h?2 Qp2`HH 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 s@`v bQm`+2 /B`2+iHv BKT+ib i?2 2M2`;v
`2bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 `2bmHiMi bT2+i` r?B+? BM~m2M+2b i?2 KQmMi Q7 BM7Q`KiBQM pBH#H2
#Qmi bHB;?iHv /Bz2`2Mi +?2KB+H 2MpB`QMK2MibX h?mb Bi Bb Q7 mTKQbi BKTQ`iM+2 iQ KF2
bm`2 i?2 s@`v bQm`+2 mb2/ T`Q/m+2b T?QiQMb rBi? M 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM i?i Bb b ?B;?
b TQbbB#H2X AM //BiBQM i?2 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 T?QiQMb Kmbi #2 ?B;? 2MQm;? iQ 2t+Bi2 i H2bi
bQK2 +Q`2 2H2+i`QMb 7`QK b KMv 2H2K2Mib b TQbbB#H2 BM Q`/2` iQ KtBKBx2 i?2 miBHBiv
Q7 i?2 BMbi`mK2MiX h?2 2M2`;v M/ Qp2`HH 2M2`;v rB/i? Q7 +?`+i2`BbiB+ s@`v HBM2b
BM+`2b2 rBi? BM+`2bBM; iQKB+ MmK#2` i?2`27Q`2 7Q`  H#Q`iQ`v s@`v bQm`+2 ?B;?2`
T?QiQM 2M2`;v +QK2b i i?2 2tT2Mb2 Q7 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQMX AM T`iB+mH` H E@α `/BiBQM
Qz2`b  M2`Hv QTiBKH i`/2 Qz #2ir22M T?QiQM 2M2`;v M/ 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM KFBM;
Bi QM2 Q7 i?2 KQbi +QKKQM s@`v bQm`+2b 7Q` H#Q`iQ`v #b2/ sSaX
h?2 #bB+ T`ib Q7 M sSa bvbi2K `2  bQm`+2 Q7 s@`v- M 2H2+i`QbiiB+ H2Mb iQ
+QHH2+i 2KBii2/ 2H2+i`QMb- M 2H2+i`QM 2M2`;v MHvx2`- M/ M 2H2+i`QM /2i2+iQ`X h?2b2
T`ib `2 BHHmbi`i2/ b+?2KiB+HHv BM };m`2 kXdX h?2 KQbi TQTmH` ivT2 Q7 2H2+i`QM
2M2`;v MHvx2` 7Q` sSa BM mb2 iQ/v Bb i?2 ?2KBbT?2`B+H MHvx2` U>aVX h?2 >a
Qz2`b b2p2`H /pMi;2b bm+? ?b ?B;? i`MbKBiiM+2- M2`Hv +QMbiMi 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM-
bKHH2` T?vbB+H bBx2 7Q`  ;Bp2M 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM- 2i+X h?2 2H2+i`QbiiB+ H2Mb T2`7Q`Kb
 b2+QM/ 7mM+iBQM BM //BiBQM iQ i?2 2tT2+i2/ 7mM+iBQM Q7  H2Mb UBX2X 7Q+mbBM; i?2
2H2+i`QMbVX AM //BiBQM iQ 7Q+mbBM; i?2 2H2+i`QbiiB+ H2Mb bHQrb i?2 2H2+i`QMb i?i Tbb
i?`Qm;? Bi bQ i?i i?2 FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb 2Mi2`BM; i?2 >a `2 Hrvb BM
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6B;m`2 kXd, a+?2KiB+ Q7  #bB+ H#Q`iQ`v #b2/ sSa bvbi2KX _2i`B2p2/ 7`QK
?iiTb,ffmTHQ/XrBFBK2/BXQ`;frBFBT2/Bf+QKKQMbf7f7kfavbi2KkX;B7 QM m;mbi
k3- kyRdX _2H2b2/ BMiQ i?2 Tm#HB+ /QKBMX
i?2 bK2 2M2`;v `M;2 `2;`/H2bb Q7 i?2 FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb i?i 2Mi2` i?2
H2MbX E22TBM; i?2 FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb BM i?2 >a BM i?2 bK2 M``Qr `M;2
HHQrb i?2 /BbT2`bBQM Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb- M/ i?2`27Q`2 i?2 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 >a-
iQ `2KBM +QMbiMiX *?M;BM; i?2 pQHi;2b BM i?2 2H2+i`QbiiB+ H2Mb HHQrb 2H2+i`QMb rBi?
/Bz2`2Mi bi`iBM; FBM2iB+ 2M2`;B2b BMiQ i?2 MHvx2` r?B+? +M #2 mb2/ iQ b+M +`Qbb 
H`;2 2M2`;v `M;2X h?2 FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb BMbB/2 i?2 >a UFMQrM b Tbb
2M2`;vV /2i2`KBM2b i?2 KQmMi Q7 /BbT2`bBQM r?B+? BM im`M +QMi`QHb i?2 mHiBKi2 2M2`;v
`2bQHmiBQMX GQr2` Tbb 2M2`;B2b `2bmHi BM ?B;?2` 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM #mi `2/m+2 i?2 #bQHmi2
bBx2 Q7 i?2 2M2`;v rBM/Qr i?i +M #2 MHvx2/ i QM+2 UBM+`2bBM; i?2 MmK#2` Q7 b+Mb
M22/2/ 7Q`  7mHH bT2+i`mKV /m2 iQ i?2 }MBi2 M/ +QMbiMi T?vbB+H bBx2 Q7 i?2 /2i2+iQ`X
GQr2` Tbb 2M2`;B2b HbQ `2D2+i KQ`2 2H2+i`QMb `2/m+BM; i?2 Qp2`HH bB;MH i`MbKBii2/
i?`Qm;? i?2 MHvx2`X h?2`27Q`2 +?QQbBM; M TT`QT`Bi2 Tbb 2M2`;v BMpQHp2b i`/2 Qzb
#2ir22M bB;MH iQ MQBb2 `iBQ- Qp2`HH iBK2 `2[mB`2/ 7Q` Q#iBMBM; M 2MiB`2 bT2+i`mK-
M/ 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQMX _Qm;? +?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQMb +M #2 Q#iBM2/ rBi? H`;2 Tbb
2M2`;B2b i?i HHQr i?2 `TB/ +QHH2+iBQM Q7 i?2 2MiB`2 #BM/BM; 2M2`;v `M;2 pBH#H2 iQ M
H E@α H#Q`iQ`v bQm`+2 #mi KQ`2 2t+i +QKTQbBiBQMb M/ }M2` /2iBHb- HBF2 QtB/iBQM
bii2- `2[mB`2 ?B;?2` `2bQHmiBQM- HQr2` Tbb 2M2`;B2b- M/ bKHH 2M2`;v rBM/Qrb 7Q+mb2/
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QM `2b Q7 BMi2`2biX(8N)
M sSa bT2+i` +QMbBbib Q7  b2`B2b Q7 T2Fb i?i +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?2 FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v
Q7 i?2 T?QiQ2H2+i`QMb Ub22 };m`2 kX3VX A7 i?2 2t+BiBM; T?QiQM 2M2`;v Bb FMQrM i?2 FBM2iB+
2M2`;v +M #2 +QMp2`i2/ iQ i?2 #BM/BM; 2M2`;v `2HiBp2 iQ i?2 62`KB H2p2H #v bm#i`+iBM;
i?2 K2bm`2/ FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v M/ i?2 rQ`F 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 bT2+i`QK2i2` 7`QK i?2 T?QiQM
2M2`;vX h?Bb H2/b iQ i?2 2[miBQM,
EFBE = hν − EKE − φspec UkXRV
*?2KB+H [mMiB}+iBQM mbBM; sSa Bb TQbbB#H2 #2+mb2 i?2 BMi2MbBiv Q7 i?2 bB;MH
7`QK i?2 +Q`2 H2p2H Q7 M 2H2K2Mi Ui?2 T2FbV Bb T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 i?i
2H2K2MiX 7i2` T`QT2` +Q``2+iBQMb 7Q` #Qi? BMbi`mK2MiH M/ BMi`BMbB+ 2z2+ib i?2 BMi2MbBiv
Q7 QM2 +Q`2 H2p2H T2` 2H2K2Mi BM i?2 bKTH2 /BpB/2/ #v i?2 bmK Q7 i?2 BMi2MbBiB2b Q7 HH
+Q`2 H2p2Hb #2BM; MHvx2/ vB2H/b i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b Q7 i?Qb2 2H2K2MibX PM2 Q7
i?2 KQbi BKTQ`iMi BMbi`mK2MiH +Q``2+iBQMb Bb i?2 i`MbKBbbBQM 7mM+iBQM Q7 i?2 MHvx2`
r?B+? rBHH p`v rBi? i?2 FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 2H2+i`QMb #2BM; +QHH2+i2/ M/ i?mb i?2
Q#b2`p2/ BMi2MbBiB2b M22/ iQ #2 +Q``2+i2/ 7Q` i?BbX h?2 i`MbKBbbBQM 7mM+iBQM +M HbQ
p`v rBi? BM+B/2Mi T?QiQM 2M2`;v #mi 7Q`  H#Q`iQ`v #b2/ bvbi2K rBi? QMHv  72r
pBH#H2 2M2`;B2b U/2T2M/2Mi QM pBH#H2 MQ/2bV HH TQbbB#H2 i`MbKBbbBQM 7mM+iBQMb
+M #2 K2bm`2/ M/ +Q``2+i2/ 7Q` miQKiB+HHvX s@`v ~mt HbQ BKT+ib i?2 Q#b2`p2/
BMi2MbBiB2b #mi HH H# #b2/ bQm`+2b ?p2 ?B;?Hv bi#H2 s@`v QmiTmib i?i `2 r2HH
FMQrMX avM+?`Qi`QM #b2/ sSa Bb Km+? KQ`2 /B{+mHi iQ [mMiB7v /m2 iQ i?2 +?HH2M;2b
bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? /2i2`KBMBM; i?2 i`MbKBbbBQM 7mM+iBQM M/ s@`v ~mtX h?2 BMi`BMbB+
7+iQ`b `2 i?2 +QM+2Mi`iBQM Q7 i?2 2H2K2Mib BM i?2 `2 #2BM; MHvx2/ Ur?B+? BM i?2 +b2
Q7 [mMiB}+iBQM Bb mMFMQrMV- i?2 T?QiQBQMBxiBQM +`Qbb@b2+iBQM- M/ i?2 #+F;`QmM/X
h?2 T?QiQBQMBxiBQM +`Qbb@b2+iBQM Bb  K2bm`2 Q7 ?Qr HBF2Hv Bi Bb 7Q` M BM+QKBM;
T?QiQM iQ ;Bp2 bQK2 Q7 Bib 2M2`;v iQ  #QmM/ 2H2+i`QMX Ai /2T2M/b QM KMv i?BM;b
BM+Hm/BM; i?2 2H2K2Mi- i?2 +Q`2 H2p2H- i?2 M;H2 Q7 i?2 BM+QKBM; s@`v M/ i?2 Qmi;QBM;
2H2+i`QM- M/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 2H2+i`QMb BM i?2 +Q`2 H2p2HX h?2 T?QiQBQMBxiBQM +`Qbb@b2+iBQM








hν[lR2l−1(kin) + (l + 1)R
2
l+1(kin)] UkXkV
r?2`2 α0 Bb i?2 }M2@bi`m+im`2 +QMbiMi- a0 Bb i?2 "Q?` `/Bmb- Nnl /2MQi2b i?2 2H2+i`QM






























































i?2 BMBiBH #QmM/ M/ }MH mM#QmM/ bii2b `2 Rl±1(kin)- M/ kin Bb i?2 FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v
+``B2/ rv #v i?2 BQMBx2/ 2H2+i`QMX (e8) 6Q` HBM2`Hv TQH`Bx2/ HB;?i 7`QK  bvM+?`Qi`QM









(3 cos2 γ − 1)] UkXjV
r?2`2 γ Bb i?2 M;H2 #2ir22M i?2 TQH`BxiBQM p2+iQ` b i?2 T?QiQ2H2+i`QM /B`2+iBQM
M/ βnl(hν) `2T`2b2Mib i?2 2M2`;v /2T2M/2M+2 Q7 i?2 bvKK2i`v T`K2i2` 7Q` i?2 bm#@
b?2HH φnlX(e8) h?2Q`2iB+H +H+mHiBQMb Q7 i?2b2 +`Qbb@b2+iBQM ?p2 #22M /QM2 #Qi? rBi?
M/ rBi?Qmi `2HiBpBbiB+ +Q``2+iBQMbX(e8Ĝed) AM H#Q`iQ`v #b2/ sSa bvbi2K i?2b2 +`Qbb@
b2+iBQMb `2 +QK#BM2/ rBi? i?2 p`BQmb BMbi`mK2MiH T`K2i2`b Ubm+? b i`MbKBbbBQM
7mM+iBQMV BMiQ r?i `2 FMQrM b b2MbBiBpBiv 7+iQ`bX h?2b2 b2MbBiBpBiv 7+iQ`b `2 mMB[m2
iQ i?2 bT2+B}+b Q7 i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH bvbi2K #mi /Q MQi +?M;2 Qp2` iBK2 M/ +M #2 /2@
}M2/ iQ  ?B;? /2;`22 Q7 ++m`+vX h?Bb HHQrb H#Q`iQ`v #b2/ sSa bvbi2K iQ T`QpB/2
+?2KB+H +QKTQbBiBQM iQ  ?B;? /2;`22 Q7 ++m`+v r?2M T`QT2`Hv miBHBx2/X
h?2 Q`B;BM Q7 i?2 #+F;`QmM/ BM sSa Bb r2HH mM/2`biQQ/ M/ ?b #22M 2ti2MbBp2Hv
KQ/2H2/X(e3Ĝdy) h?2 #+F;`QmM/ +QK2b 2Bi?2` 7`QK 2H2+i`QMb i?i ?p2 b+ii2`2/ M/ HQbi
bQK2 Q7 i?2B` FBM2iB+ 2M2`;v #27Q`2 2b+TBM; i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 Ki2`BH #2BM; MHvx2/ Q`
2H2+i`QMb i?i ;BM 2M2`;v 7`QK i?2 T?QiQ2H2+i`QMb M/ `2 T`QKQi2/ iQ 7`22 bii2b r?B+?
`2 FMQrM b b2+QM/`v 2H2+i`QMbX a2+QM/`v 2H2+i`QMb ;2M2`HHv ?p2 p2`v HQr FBM2iB+
2M2`;B2b M/ i?mb TT2` i i?2 ?B;?2bi #BM/BM; 2M2`;B2b ++2bbB#H2 7Q`  ;Bp2M T?QiQM
2M2`;v r?BH2 i?2 b+ii2`2/ 2b+TBM; 2H2+i`QMb KBMHv +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 #+F;`QmM/ iQ i?2
?B;?2` #BM/BM; 2M2`;v bB/2 Q7 i?2 +Q`2 H2p2H i?2v +QK2 7`QKX h?2`2 `2 #Qi? 2KTB`B+H(dy)
M/ i?2Q`2iB+H KQ/2Hb(e3) 7Q` i?2 2H2+i`QM #+F;`QmM/ M/ KQbi sSa MHvbBb bQ7ir`2
HHQr miQKiB+ #+F;`QmM/ `2KQpH mbBM; QM2 Q` KQ`2 Q7 i?2b2 biM/`/ K2i?Q/bX
PM+2 i?2 #+F;`QmM/ ?b #22M `2KQp2/ i?2 T2Fb +M #2 }ii2/ BM Q`/2` iQ [mMiB7v
i?2B` BMi2MbBivX h?2M i?2 BMi2MbBiB2b `2 +Q``2+i2/ #v i?2 b2MbBiBpBiv 7+iQ`b HHQrBM;
7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b iQ #2 +H+mHi2/X
P#iBMBM; 2H2+i`QMB+ bii2 BM7Q`KiBQM bm+? b QtB/iBQM bii2- +?2KB+H #QM/BM;- M/
i?2 iQiH .Pa M2` i?2 62`KB H2p2H Bb bHB;?iHv KQ`2 +QKTHB+i2/X h?2 ?B;?2bi FBM2iB+
2M2`;v UHQr2bi #BM/BM; 2M2`;vV 2H2+i`QMb 7`QK  bQHB/ +QK2 7`QK i?2 pHM+2 #M/ bii2bX
>Qr2p2`- 2H2+i`QMb BM bii2b i?i `2 KQ`2 bi`QM;Hv bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? QM2 2H2K2Mi `i?2`
i?M MQi?2` rBHH BMi2`+i KQ`2 Q` H2bb bi`QM;Hv rBi? i?2 T?QiQMb i?M Qi?2` 2H2+i`QMbX
h?Bb +?M;2b i?2 BMi2MbBiB2b Q7 i?2 pHM+2 #M/ bii2b /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 Q`B;BM Q7 i?2
k3
2H2+i`QM i?mb /BbiQ`iBM; i?2 Q#b2`p2/ .Pa rBi? `2bT2+i iQ i?2 i`m2 .PaX h?Bb +M #2
T`iBHHv +Q``2+i2/ 7Q` #2 +H+mHiBM; i?2 S.Pa 7Q` 2p2`v 2H2K2Mi M/ i?2M b+HBM; #v
i?2 TT`QT`Bi2 +`Qbb@b2+iBQMb Km+? HBF2 r?2M /QBM; +?2KB+H [mMiB}+iBQMX(8N)
h?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 +Q`2@H2p2H #BM/BM; 2M2`;B2b `2 ;2M2`HHv bm{+B2MiHv H`;2
2MQm;? 7Q` mMK#B;mQmb B/2MiB}+iBQM Q7 T2Fb BM M sSa bT2+i` Ui?Qm;? BM };m`2
kX3 i?2`2 `2 bQK2 +QmMi2` 2tKTH2b 2X;X *Q M/ LB jTVX >Qr2p2`- i?2 +Q`2 H2p2H #BM/@
BM; 2M2`;B2b `2 MQi +QKTH2i2Hv }t2/ M/ /Q p`v #b2/ QM  MmK#2` Q7 7+iQ`bX JQbi
Q7 i?2 2M2`;v b?B7ib +M #2 ++QmMi2/ 7Q` rBi?  bBKTH2 KQ/2H HBF2 i?2 7QHHQrBM;,
Ei = E
0
i + kqi + eV i UkX9V
r?2`2 i?2 #BM/BM; 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 +Q`2 H2p2H QM iQK i Bb ;Bp2M #v Ei- i?2 `272`2M+2
2M2`;v #v E0i - k Bb bBKTHv  +QMbiMi Q7 T`QTQ`iBQMHBiv- qi Bb i?2 +?`;2 QM i?2 ith
iQK- M/ i?2 iQiH 2z2+i Q7 i?2 TQBMi +?`;2b Q7 HH i?2 Qi?2` iQKb T`2b2Mi QM iQK
i Bb ++QmMi2/ 7Q` BM ViX(8N) h?2`27Q`2 i?2 /Bz2`2M+2 #2ir22M irQ iQKb BM /Bz2`2Mi
2MpB`QMK2Mib Bb ;Bp2M #v,
ΔEi = kΔqi + eΔV i UkX8V
AM bQHB/b r?B+? `2 ?2H/ iQ;2i?2` T`BK`BHv #v pM /2` qHb 7Q`+2b i?2 +?`;2 /2MbBiv
i2`K Δqi /QKBMi2b /m2 iQ i?2 r2F BMi2`+iBQMb #2ir22M iQKb i?i `2 MQi /B`2+iHv
#QM/2/ iQ i?2 iQK Q7 BMi2`2biX AM bQHB/b rBi? bi`QM;2` #QM/BM; i?2 ΔVi i2`K +M ?p2
+QMi`B#miBQMb 7`QK M2`Hv i?2 2MiB`2 bQHB/ M/ #2 QTTQbBi2 BM bB;M iQ ΔqiX h?2 `2bmHi Bb
i?i i?2 +?2KB+H b?B7ib BM bi`QM;Hv #QM/2/ bQHB/b Ubm+? b i`MbBiBQM K2iH QtB/2bV +M
#2 `i?2` bKHH 2p2M r?2M i?2 iQK Q7 BMi2`2bi +?M;2b QtB/iBQM bii2X(8N)
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pBH#H2 s@`v ~mt M/ i?2 +QK#BM2/ 2{+B2M+v Q7 i?2 s@`v /2i2+iQ`
M/ bT2+i`QK2i2`X h?2 BM+`2b2/ ~mt pBH#H2 i mM/mHiQ` #2KHBM2b Q7 i?B`/ ;2M@
2`iBQM bvM+?`Qi`QM 7+BHBiB2b H`;2Hv bQHp2/ i?2 Bbbm2b rBi? ~mtX _2+2Mi /pM+2b BM
?B;? 2{+B2M+v bT2+i`QK2i2` /2bB;M ?b 7m`i?2` `2/m+2/ +[mBbBiBQM iBK2 M/ BM+`2b2/
`2bQHmiBQM bQ i?i ?B;? `2bQHmiBQM _Asa KTb +QMbBbiBM; Q7 ∼8y@Ryy BM/BpB/mH bT2+i`
+M #2 +QHH2+i2/ BM  Kii2` Q7 ?Qm`bX S`2pBQmbHv  bBM;H2 QM2 Q7 i?Qb2 bT2+i` rBi?
++2Ti#H2 bB;MH iQ MQBb2 `iBQ rQmH/ ?p2 M +[mBbBiBQM iBK2 K2bm`2/ BM ?Qm`bX h?Bb
je
6B;m`2 kXRj, a+?2KiB+ /B;`K Q7 i?2 bT2+i`QK2i2` mb2/ iQ K2bm`2 _Asa KTb i
#2KHBM2 3 i i?2 GaX _2T`Q/m+2/ 7`QK ZBQ 2iX HX
M2r bT2+i`QK2i2` /2bB;M Bb /2TB+i2/ BM };m`2 kXRjX(d8) h?2 BKT`Qp2K2Mib BM i?`Qm;?Tmi
+QK2 7`QK i?2 mMB[m2 QTiB+b i?i HHQrb i?2 s@`vb iQ #2 7Q+mb2/ BM  THM2 T2`T2M/B+@
mH` iQ i?2 QTiB+H tBb M/ `2KQp2b i?2 M22/ 7Q` M 2Mi`M+2 bHBi #v mbBM; i?2 bKTH2
b  TQBMi bQm`+2 M/ TH+BM; Bi i i?2 7Q+mb Q7 i?2 T`2@KB``Q`X aBM+2 i?2 7Q+mb THM2
Bb T2`T2M/B+mH` iQ i?2 QTiB+H tBb Bi HHQrb i?2 s@`v /2i2+iQ`b iQ #2 mb2/ BM i?2 MQ`@
KH BM+B/2M+2 +QM};m`iBQM r?B+? KtBKBx2b [mMimK 2{+B2M+vX h?2 bHBi@H2bb /2bB;M
BM+`2b2b i?2 ++2TiM+2 M;H2 HHQrBM; 7Q` i?2 +QHH2+iBQM Q7 KQ`2 Q7 i?2 2KBii2/ T?QiQMb
i?M  /2bB;M rBi? bHBib rBi?Qmi +QKT`QKBbBM; 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQMX
6Q` i?2 M2r bT2+i`QK2i2` /2bB;M i?2 `M;2 Q7 2M2`;B2b i?i ?Bi i?2 /2i2+iQ` Bb +QM@
i`QHH2/ #v i?2 M;H2 φ #2ir22M i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 ;`iBM; M/ i?2 /2i2+iQ`X "v +?M;BM;
φ M 2ti`2K2Hv H`;2 `M;2 Q7 2KBbbBQM 2M2`;B2b +M #2 T`Q#2/ b b?QrM BM };m`2 kXR9X
h?2 bT2+i`QK2i2` Bb #H2 iQ +Qp2`  `M;2 Q7 2KBbbBQM 2M2`;B2b 7`QK ∼9yy@Rkey 2o rBi?
Dmbi  ?M/7mH Q7 pHm2b Q7 φX h?2 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM BM+`2b2b i HQr2` T?QiQM 2M2`;B2b
+mbBM; i?2 `M;2 Q7 2M2`;B2b BM+B/2Mi QM i?2 /2i2+iQ` iQ b?`BMFX >Qr2p2`- BM HH +b2b
i?2 `M;2 Q7 2M2`;B2b BM+B/2Mi QM i?2 /2i2+iQ` +Qp2`b ?mM/`2/b Q7 2oX 6Q` K2bm`2K2Mib
Q7 LB `B+? Hv2`2/ QtB/2 +i?Q/2b i?2`2 Bb  QTiBKH pHm2 Q7 φ i?i HHQrb i?2 /2i2+iQ` iQ
+Qp2` M 2M2`;v `M;2 i?i bTMb 7`QK #2HQr i?2 Qtv;2M E@2/;2 iQ #Qp2 i?2 LB G@2/;2X
h?Bb Bb BKTQ`iMi #2+mb2 Bi bBKTHB}2b i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi M/ 2M2`;v +HB#`iBQM T`Q+2bb
M/ HbQ HHQrb 7Q` M2r K2bm`2K2Mi KQ/2b i?i ;Q #2vQM/ bBKTH2 S6u K2bm`2K2MibX
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6B;m`2 kXR9, 1M2`;v +HB#`i2/ `272`2M+2 K2iH MQ`KH 2KBbbBQM bT2+i` b  7mM+iBQM
Q7 bT2+i`QK2i2` TQbBiBQM b?QrBM; i?2 H`;2 2M2`;v `M;2 Q7 i?2 _Asa bT2+i`QK2i2`X HbQ
pBbB#H2 Bb i?2 b2+QM/`v jb → kT i`MbBiBQM i?i Q++m` r?2M K2bm`BM; i?2 kT → j/
#bQ`TiBQM i`MbBiBQMX h?2b2 b2KB@+Q`2 i`MbBiBQM +M #2 mb2/ iQ +QMbi`m+i  T`iBH
~mQ`2b+2M+2 vB2H/ i?i Bb 7`22 Q7 b2H7@#bQ`TiBQM M/ `2bQMM+2 2z2+ibX
s@`vb BM+B/2Mi QM  bKTH2 ?p2  +?M+2 iQ 2t+Bi2 HH 2H2+i`QMB+ i`MbBiBQMb i?i
?p2 M 2M2`;v HQr2` i?M i?2 T?QiQM 2M2`;v M/ Q#2v i?2 [mMimK K2+?MB+H b2H2+iBQM
`mH2bX h`MbBiBQMb rBi? 2M2`;B2b Km+? H2bb i?M i?2 T?QiQM 2M2`;v `2bmHi BM r?i Bb FMQrM
b MQ`KH 2KBbbBQMX q?2M K2bm`BM; i?2 LB G@2/;2 Q7 M L* +i?Q/2 #Qi? i?2 *Q
G@2/;2 M/ P E@2/;2 MQ`KH 2KBbbBQM bT2+i` `2 T`2b2Mi BM i?2 _Asa KT b b?QrM
BM };m`2 kXR8X b i?2 BM+B/2Mi 2M2`;v Bb b+MM2/ i?`Qm;? i?2 LB G@2/;2 i?2 MQ`KH
2KBbbBQM BMi2MbBiv Q7 i?2 *Q G@2/;2 M/ P E@2/;2 p`B2b #2+mb2 i?2 `i2 Q7 MQ`KH
2KBbbBQM Bb T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 T?QiQMb pBH#H2 iQ 2t+Bi2 i?2 +Q`2 2H2+i`QM
M/ i?2 #bQ`TiBQM +Q2{+B2Mi Q7 i?2 LB G@2/;2 Bb p`vBM;X AM 7+i i?2 MQ`KH 2KBbbBQM
BMi2MbBiB2b Q7 HH 2H2K2Mib rBi? i`MbBiBQMb i 2M2`;B2b #2HQr i?2 2/;2 #2BM; K2bm`2/
`2 BMp2`b2Hv T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 #bQ`TiBQM +Q2{+B2Mi #2BM; K2bm`2/X  M2r sa
K2bm`2K2Mi KQ/2 +M #2 +`2i2/ #v bmKKBM; Qp2` i?2 2KBbbBQM 2M2`;B2b Q7 i?2 HQr2`
2M2`;v MQ`KH 2KBbbBQM HBM2b r?B+? Bb FMQrM b BMp2`b2 T`iBH ~mQ`2b+2M+2 vB2H/ UAS6uV
/m2 iQ i?2 BMp2`b2 `2HiBQMb?BT iQ i?2 #bQ`TiBQM +Q2{+B2MiX h?2 KBM /pMi;2 Q7 AS6u
Bb i?i Bi BMpQHp2b i`MbBiBQMb #2ir22M 2H2+i`QM bii2b i?i `2 7` 7`QK `2bQMM+2 rBi? i?2
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6B;m`2 kXR8,  7mHH _Asa KT Q7 L* b?QrBM; i?2 2M2`;v `M;2 +Qp2`2/ 7`QK i?2 LB
G@2/;2 iQ i?2 P E@2/;2X
BM+QKBM; s@`vbX h?2 T?QiQMb i?i `2 T`Q/m+2/ #v i?2 i`MbBiBQMb M2` `2bQMM+2 ?p2
2MQm;? 2M2`;v iQ HbQ 2t+Bi2 i?2 i`MbBiBQM #2BM; T`Q#2/ M/ i?mb ?p2  `2HiBp2Hv ?B;?
+?M+2 Q7 #2BM; #bQ`#2/X h?Bb Bb FMQrM b b2H7 bim`iBQM M/ /BbiQ`ib i?2 `2bmHiBM;
~mQ`2b+2M+2 bT2+i` #v /2+`2bBM; i?2 BMi2MbBiv Q7 bQK2 Q7 i?2 T2FbX J2bm`2K2Mib
K/2 mbBM; AS6u `2 BKKmM2 iQ b2H7 bim`iBQM 2z2+ibX AS6u K2bm`2K2Mib `2[mB`2
i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 MQi?2` 2H2K2Mi rBi?  i`MbBiBQM i?i Bb #2HQr i?2 #bQ`TiBQM 2/;2 i?i
Bb #2BM; K2bm`2/X h?mb Bi rQ`Fb r2HH 7Q` K2bm`BM; i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iH G@2/;2b Q7
i`MbBiBQM K2iH QtB/2b +QMiBMBM; }`bi `Qr i`MbBiBQM K2iHb bi`iBM; i +?`QKBmKX
b K2MiBQM2/ T`2pBQmbHv G@2/;2 i`MbBiBQMb +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i`MbBiBQMb 7`QK kT iQ j/
bii2bX h?Bb H2p2b  ?QH2 BM i?2 kT bii2b i?i +M #2 }HH2/ pB `2+QK#BMiBQM rBi?
2Bi?2`  j/ Q`  jb 2H2+i`QMX h?2 j/ `2+QK#BMiBQM 2p2Mib `2bmHi BM i?2 `2bQMMi TQ`iBQM
Q7 i?2 _Asa bT2+i`mK r?BH2 i?2 jb `2+QK#BMiBQMb 7Q`K  MQ`KH 2KBbbBQM ivT2 bT2+i`
i?i Bb 7`22 7`QK `2bQMM+2 2z2+ib M/ /B`2+iHv T`QTQ`iBQMH iQ i?2 #bQ`TiBQM +Q2{+B2Mi
bBM+2 Bi +M QMHv Q++m` BM i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7  ?QH2 BM  kT bii2X GBF2 i?2 MQ`KH 2KBbbBQM
mb2/ BM i?2 AS6u KQ/2 K2bm`2K2Mib i?2 T?QiQMb T`Q/m+2/ #v i?2 jb→kT i`MbBiBQM
`2 7` 2MQm;? #2HQr i?2 `2bQMM+2 2M2`;v iQ pQB/ b2H7 #bQ`TiBQM 2z2+ibX h?Bb HHQrb
7Q`  b2+QM/ M2r s@`v K2bm`2K2Mi KQ/2 i?i Bb 7`22 7`QK i?2 /BbiQ`iBM; 2z2+ib b22M BM
jN
Qi?2` ~mQ`2b+2M+2 K2bm`2K2MibX i i?2 KQK2Mi i?2`2 Bb MQ rB/2Hv ;`22/ mTQM MK2
7Q` i?Bb K2bm`2K2Mi KQ/2 bQ 7Q` i?2 `2KBM/2` Q7 i?2 i?2bBb Bi rBHH #2 `272``2/ iQ b
b2KB@+Q`2 T`iBH ~mQ`2b+2M+2 vB2H/ Ua*@S6uV /m2 iQ i?2 BMpQHp2K2Mi Q7 i?2 jb b2KB@+Q`2
bii2X
kXk .i MHvbBb 7Q` aT2+i`Qb+QTv Q7 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H avb@
i2Kb
q?2M MHvxBM; bT2+i`Qb+QTB+ /i Q7 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H bvbi2Kb r?B+? +QMbBbi Q7 +QK@
TH2t KBtim`2b i?2 KQbi BKK2/Bi2 [m2biBQMb `2 r?i /Q i?2 mM/2`HvBM; bQm`+2 bT2+i`
i?i KF2 mT i?2 KBtim`2b HQQF HBF2 Ur?iǶb BM i?2 bKTH2V M/ ?Qr Km+? Q7 2+? Q7
i?2b2 bQm`+2 bT2+i` `2 BM i?2 KBtim`2b Ur?i `2 i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2bVX h?2`2
`2  MmK#2` Q7 rvb iQ Mbr2` i?2b2 [m2biBQMbX PM2 +QKKQM TT`Q+? Bb iQ +QKT`2
i?2 Q#iBM2/ bT2+i` iQ  /i#b2 Q7 FMQrM bT2+i` M/ mb2 HBM2` +QK#BMiBQM }iiBM;
iQ 2ti`+i i?2 /2bB`2/ BM7Q`KiBQMX(de) h?Bb TT`Q+? `2HB2b QM ?pBM; ;QQ/ biM/`/
`272`2M+2b Ur?B+? Bb MQi Hrvb TQbbB#H2V M/ Bi Bb MQi Hrvb 2bv iQ /2i2`KBM2 r?i
`272`2M+2b `2 M22/2/ M/ ?Qr KMv i?BM;b i?2`2 `2 BM i?2 Q#b2`p2/ KBtim`2X A7  H`;2
2MQm;? /i b2i i?i +QM7Q`Kb iQ i?2 HBM2` KBtBM; KQ/2H Bb pBH#H2 Bi Bb TQbbB#H2 iQ mb2
mMbmT2`pBb2/ K+?BM2 H2`MBM; i2+?MB[m2b FMQrM +QHH2+iBp2Hv b #HBM/ bQm`+2 b2T`iBQM
iQ KF2 biiBbiB+H BM72`2M+2b #Qmi i?2 MmK#2` M/ b?T2 Q7 i?2 bQm`+2 bT2+i` b r2HH
b i?2B` 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b BM i?2 K2bm`2/ KBtim`2bX(ddĜ3j)
JQ/2`i2Hv /2+2Mi BM72`2M+2b +M #2 K/2 rBi? b HBiiH2 b i2Mb Q7 bT2+i` #mi i?2 i`m2
TQr2` Q7 i?2 K2i?Q/ HB2b BM MHvxBM; ?mM/`2/b iQ i?QmbM/b Q` 2p2M i2Mb Q7 i?QmbM/b
Q7 bT2+i` bBKmHiM2QmbHvX 1t@bBim K2bm`2K2Mib ``2Hv `2bmHi BM Km+? KQ`2 i?M i2M
bT2+i` /m2 iQ i?2 iBK2 +QMbmKBM; Mim`2 Q7 2t@bBim K2bm`2K2MibX PT2`M/Q K2bm`2@
K2Mib Q7 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +2HHb +M 2bBHv `2bmHi BM /i b2ib rBi? ?mM/`2/b Q7 bT2+i` b
K2bm`2K2Mib `2 iF2M b 7bi b TQbbB#H2 r?BH2 i?2 +2HH QT2`i2bX >vT2`bT2+i`H BK;@
BM; T`Q/m+2b BK;2b r?2`2 2p2`v TBt2H ?b M bbQ+Bi2/ bT2+i` M/ +M 2bBHv T`Q/m+2
/i b2ib +QMiBMBM; i2Mb Q7 i?QmbM/b Q7 bT2+i` /2T2M/BM; QM i?2 iQiH MmK#2` Q7 TBt2Hb
BM 2+? BK;2 M/ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 /Bz2`2Mi BK;2bX AM i?2 7mim`2 bT2+i`QiQKQ;`T?v rBHH
T`Q/m+2 j. BK;2b BM r?B+? 2p2`v pQt2H Uj. TBt2HV ?b  +Q``2bTQM/BM; bT2+i` `2bmHi@
BM; BM  bi;;2`BM; KQmMi Q7 /i 2bT2+BHHv B7 +QK#BM2/ rBi? 2t@bBim K2i?Q/b iQ i`+F
+?M;2b b  7mM+iBQM Q7 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +v+HBM;X PT2`M/Q K2bm`2K2Mib- k. ?vT2`@
bT2+i`H BK;BM;- M/ j. bT2+i`QiQKQ;`T?v HH T`QKBb2 iQ T`QpB/2 M mMT`2+2/2Mi2/
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6B;m`2 kXRe, aBKmHi2/ BK;2 /i r?B+? HHQrb  [mMiBiiBp2 +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2
bm++2bb Q7 S* pb "v2bBM LLJ6 H;Q`Bi?Kb 7Q` 2biBKiBM; ?B//2M bQm`+2bX
KQmMi Q7 BM7Q`KiBQM QM i?2 BMM2` rQ`FBM;b Q7 M 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +2HH /m`BM; +v+HBM;X
++2bbBM; i?Bb BM7Q`KiBQM rBHH #2 /B{+mHi M/ i?2 /pM+2/ /i MHvbBb i2+?MB[m2b
mb2/ BM i?Bb i?2bBb rBHH #2 2bb2MiBHX
AM Q`/2` iQ 7mHHv i2bi i?2 miBHBiv Q7 #HBM/ bQm`+2 b2T`iBQM 7Q` i?2 MHvbBb Q7 ?vT2`@
bT2+i`H BK;2b  KQ+F /i b2i rb +`2i2/X h?2 /i b2i +QMbBbib Q7 i?`22 bBKmHi2/
G@2/;2 bT2+i` rBi? +Q``2bTQM/BM; BK;2b r?2`2 i?2 TBt2H pHm2b `M;2 7`QK y iQ R #b2/
QM r?i i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2 Q7 i?2 Ki+?BM; bT2+i` b?QmH/ #2 7Q` i?i TBt2HX h?2
bBKmHi2/ ?vT2`bT2+i`H BK;2b r2`2 7Q`K2/ #v KmHiBTHvBM; i?2 2MiB`2 bT2+i` #v i?2
7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2 i 2p2`v TBt2H M/ i?2M //BM; iQ;2i?2` i?2 `2bmHib 7Q` 2+? bT2+i`
M/ #mM/M+2 +QK#BMiBQM BM Q`/2` iQ 7Q`K  bBM;H2 ?vT2`bT2+i`H BK;2X AM };m`2 kXRe
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i?2 iQT BK;2 Bb  k. bHB+2 +`Qbb i?2 2M2`;v tBb iF2M i i?2 2M2`;v Q7 i?2 HBM2 BM/B@
+i2/ QM i?2 bT2+i` THQii2/ M2ti iQ BiX h?2 KB//H2 M/ #QiiQK BK;2b r?2`2 7Q`K2/ BM
i?2 bK2 rv rBi? i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; 2M2`;B2b BM/B+i2/ #v HBM2b QM i?2 bT2+i` THQii2/
M2ti iQ i?2KX h?2 H#2H2/ TQBMib `2T`2b2Mi i?2 TBt2Hb i?i +Q``2bTQM/ iQ i?2 bBKmHi2/
Q#b2`p2/ bT2+i` i?i `2 THQii2/ QM i?2 `B;?i UBX2X TQBMi OR +Q``2bTQM/b iQ bT2+i` OR
2+iVX h?2 bBKmHi2/ ?vT2`bT2+i`H BK;2 Bb kyy TBt2Hb rB/2 #v kyy TBt2Hb ?B;? BM i?2
BK;2 THM2 `2bmHiBM; BM  iQiH /i b2i +QMbBbiBM; Q7 9y-yyy bT2+i`X
kXkXR S`BM+BTH2 *QKTQM2Mi MHvbBb
S`BM+BTH2 +QKTQM2Mi MHvbBb US*V Bb  Ki?2KiB+H i2+?MB[m2 #b2/ QM KmHiB@
p`Bi2 biiBbiB+b r?B+? /2i2`KBM2b i?2 KBMBKmK /BK2MbBQMHBiv Q7 Ki`B+2b 7Q`K2/ 7`QK
b2ib Q7 /i M/ i?2M }M/b M Q`i?Q;QMH #bBb b2i rBi? i?2 KBMBKmK /BK2MbBQMHBiv
r?2`2 2+? #bBb p2+iQ` ++QmMib 7Q` i?2 KtBKmK KQmMi Q7 p`BM+2 BM i?2 /iX(3k)
AM Q`/2` iQ T2`7Q`K S* QM  bT2+i`Qb+QTB+ /i b2i i?2 /i Bb ``M;2/ BMiQ  K@
i`Bt bm+? i?i 2+? +QHmKM `2T`2b2Mib  bBM;H2 2t@bBim bKTH2 Q` b+M 7`QK M QT2`M/Q
K2bm`2K2Mi M/ 2+? `Qr `2T`2b2Mib  bBM;H2 2M2`;vX 1bb2MiBHHv 2+? +QHmKM Q7 i?2
Ki`Bt `2T`2b2Mib M BM/BpB/mH bT2+i` M/ 2+? `Qr `2T`2b2Mib i?2 p`BiBQM #2ir22M
bKTH2bX PMHv /i b2ib i?i +M #2 /2+QKTQb2/ BMiQ HBM2` +QK#BMiBQMb Q` mM/2`HvBM;
+QKTQM2Mib +M #2 MHvx2/ #v S*X AM KQbi +b2b bT2+i`Qb+QTB+ /i b2ib /2HBM; rBi?
+?2KB+H +?M;2b biBb7v i?Bb +`Bi2`B b HQM; b i?2v +QM7Q`K iQ i?2 "22`@GK#2`i HrX
Ji?2KiB+HHv i?2 HBM2` +QK#BMiBQM `2[mB`2K2Mi K2Mb i?i i?2 /i b2i 7QHHQrb i?2
7QHHQrBM; 2[miBQM,
D = SF UkXdV
h?2 Ki`Bt Q7 Q#b2`p2/ /i Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ #v D- S Bb i?2 mMFMQrM bQm`+2bf+QKTQ@
M2Mib- M/ F +QMiBMb i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b Q7 i?2 bQm`+2 bT2+i` 7Q` 2+? BM/BpB/mH
Q#b2`p2/ bT2+i`X h?2 Ki`Bt F Bb HbQ FMQrM b i?2 KBtBM; Ki`Bt #2+mb2 Bi +QMi`QHb
?Qr i?2 bQm`+2 bT2+i` `2 KBt2/ iQ;2i?2`X A7 r2 ?/ FMQrH2/;2 Q7 irQ Q7 i?2 #Qp2
Ki`B+2b Bi Bb ;2M2`HHv TQbbB#H2 iQ }M/ i?2 `2KBMBM; i?B`/ mbBM; HBM2` H;2#`X AM 7+i
}M/BM; i?2 KBtBM; Ki`Bt F `2/m+2b iQ HBM2` +QK#BMiBQM }iiBM; r?2M i?2 bQm`+2b M/
i?2`27Q`2 i?2 Ki`Bt a Bb FMQrMX
AM ;2M2`H #Qi? i?2 bQm`+2 M/ KBtBM; Ki`Bt `2 mMFMQrM M/ i?2`27Q`2 bQHpBM;
2[miBQM UkXdV Bb M BHH@/2}M2/ T`Q#H2K r?B+? `2[mB`2b i?2 mb2 Q7 //BiBQMH BM7Q`KiBQMX
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1bb2MiBHHv r?2M irQ Q7 i?2 Ki`B+2b `2 mMFMQrM i?2`2 `2 M BM}MBi2 MmK#2` Q7 TQ@
i2MiBH bQHmiBQMb i?i `2 HH Ki?2KiB+HHv pHB/X h?2 ;QH Q7 S* Bb iQ b2`+? i?Bb
BM}MBi2 bQHmiBQM bT+2 M/ +?QQb2  bBM;H2 bQHmiBQM ;mB/2/ QMHv #v i?2 /i M/  72r
bbmKTiBQMb #Qmi i?2 Mim`2 Q7 i?2 bQm`+2bX h?2 }`bi bbmKTiBQM Bb i?i i?2 bQm`+2b `2
KmimHHv Q`i?Q;QMH M/ i?2 b2+QM/ Bb i?i 2+? bQm`+2 2tTHBMb i?2 KtBKmK KQmMi
Q7 p`BM+2 TQbbB#H2 r?BH2 KBMiBMBM; KmimH Q`i?Q;QMHBivX h?2b2 bbmKTiBQMb `2
K/2 T`BK`BHv BM Q`/2` iQ bBKTHB7v i?2 `2[mB`2/ Ki?2KiB+bX "v KFBM; i?2 bbmKT@
iBQMb #Qp2 Bi #2+QK2b TQbbB#H2 iQ }M/ i?2 Ki`B+2b S M/ F pB /B;QMHBxiBQM Q7 i?2
+Qp`BM+2 Ki`Bt Q7 i?2 /i Ki`Bt DX h?2 +Qp`BM+2 Ki`Bt Q7 i?2 /i Ki`Bt D
+M #2 +QMbi`m+i2/ #v T`2KmHiBTHB+iBQM Q7 i?2 /i Ki`Bt rBi? Bib i`MbTQb2,
Z = D′D UkX3V
h?2 /B;QMHBxiBQM Q7 i?2 Ki`Bt Z Bb ++QKTHBb?2/ #v }M/BM;  Ki`Bt Q bm+? i?i
Q−1ZQ = Λ UkXNV
r?2`2 i?2 Ki`Bt Λ Bb  /B;QMH Ki`Bt +QMbBbiBM; Q7 i?2 2B;2MpHm2b Q7 Z M/ i?2
+QHmKMb Q7 i?2 Ki`Bt Q +QMiBM i?2 bbQ+Bi2/ 2B;2Mp2+iQ`bX h?2 Ki`Bt Q′ Bb i?2









h?2 }`bi bm#biBimiBQM Bb /m2 iQ i?2 7+i i?i 2B;2Mp2+iQ`b Q7  Ki`Bt Mim`HHv 7Q`K
M Q`i?QMQ`KH b2i M/ i?2 b2+QM/ bm#biBimiBQM Bb bBKTHv  /2}MBiBQM Q7 +QMp2MB2M+2X
q2 +M bQHp2 i?2 b2+QM/ bm#biBimiBQM 7Q` D,
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D = PQ′ UkXRkV
r?B+? T`Qp2b i?i i?2 Ki`Bt Q′ Bb i?2 Ki`Bt F M/ i?i i?2 Ki`Bt P Bb i?2 Ki`Bt
SX(3k)
6B;m`2 kXRd, S* `2bmHib b?QrBM; TQQ` b2T`iBQM Q7 i?2 BK;2b BMiQ +QKTQM2Mib
UH27iV M/ bQm`+2 bT2+i` i?i `2 +H2`Hv MQM@T?vbB+H U`B;?iVX
*H2`Hv- i?2 /i +M #2 2t+iHv `2T`Q/m+2/ #v mbBM; i?2 2MiB`2iv Q7 i?2 Ki`B+2b Q
M/ P #mi i?2 `2H TQr2` Q7 S* HB2b BM miBHBxBM; i?2 bKHH2bi bm#b2i Q7 2B;2Mp2+iQ`b
7`QK Q i?i `2T`Q/m+2 i?2 /i D iQ rBi?BM i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH 2``Q`X h?2 K;MBim/2
Q7 i?2 2B;2MpHm2 bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? M 2B;2Mp2+iQ` Q7 i?2 +Qp`BM+2 Ki`Bt Z Bb  /B`2+i
K2bm`2 Q7 i?2 KQmMi Q7 p`BM+2 i?i Bb ++QmMi2/ 7Q` #v i?i 2B;2Mp2+iQ`X(3k) h?i
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Bb iQ bv i?2 irQ bbmKTiBQMb K/2 #Qmi i?2 bQm`+2b BM Q`/2` iQ KF2 S* i`+i#H2
r2`2 K/2 bT2+B}+HHv bQ i?i i?2 bQHmiBQM b2H2+i2/ rQmH/ bBKTHv #2 i?2 2B;2Mp2+iQ`b Q7
i?2 +Qp`BM+2 Ki`BtX .BK2MbBQMHBiv `2/m+iBQM Bb +?B2p2/ pB M Bi2`iBp2 T`Q+2bb Q7
`2THB+iBM; i?2 /i rBi?  bm#b2i Q7 i?2 Ki`B+2b Q M/ P 7QHHQr2/ #v +?2+FBM; i?i
i?2 `2T`Q/m+2/ /i Bb rBi?BM i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH 2``Q`X h?2 Bi2`iBp2 T`Q+2bb bi`ib rBi?
i?2 2B;2Mp2+iQ` rBi? i?2 H`;2bi 2B;2MpHm2 //BM; //BiBQMH 2B;2Mp2+iQ`b iQ i?2 b2i BM
Q`/2` ++Q`/BM; iQ i?2 K;MBim/2 Q7 i?2B` bbQ+Bi2/ 2B;2MpHm2bX q?2M i?2 /i ?b
#22M `2T`Q/m+2/ iQ rBi? i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH 2``Q` i?2 `2bmHiBM; b2i Q7 2B;2Mp2+iQ`b `2 i?2
KBMBKmK MmK#2` Q7 `2[mB`2/ 2B;2Mp2+iQ`bX (3k)
h?2 KBMBKmK MmK#2` Q7 2B;2Mp2+iQ`b `2[mB`2/ iQ `2T`Q/m+2 i?2 /i iQ rBi?BM;
i?2 2tT2`BK2MiH 2``Q` Bb 2[mH iQ i?2 MmK#2` Q7 ?B//2M bQm`+2bX >Qr2p2`- #2+mb2 Q7
i?2 bbmKTiBQMb K/2 BM Q`/2` iQ KF2 i?2 T`Q#H2K i`+i#H2 i?2 bQm`+2b BM S UPV `2
Ki?2KiB+H #bi`+iBQMb i?i /Q MQi `2T`2b2Mi i`m2 T?vbB+HHv TQbbB#H2 bQm`+2bX aBM+2
i?2 bQm`+2b 2ti`+i2/ #v S* `2 BM ;2M2`H MQi T?vbB+H i?2v `2 Q7i2M +HH2/ #bi`+iX
.2bTBi2 i?2 #bi`+i Mim`2 Q7 i?2 2ti`+i2/ bQm`+2b pHm#H2 BM7Q`KiBQM Bb biBHH Q#iBM2/
7`QK S* BM i?2 7Q`K Q7 i?2 MmK#2` Q7 ?B//2M bQm`+2b M/  `m/BK2Mi`v b2T`iBQM Q7
i?2 /i b2i BMiQ i?2 KQbi T`QKBM2Mi 72im`2bX 6B;m`2 kXRd /2KQMbi`i2b i?2 Hii2` TQBMi
7Q` i?2 bBKmHi2/ /i b2iX 1p2M i?Qm;? i?2 2ti`+i2/ bT2+i` `2 +H2`Hv MQM@T?vbB+H
i?2 KQbi bB;MB}+Mi 72im`2b BM #Qi? i?2 BK;2b M/ i?2 bT2+i` r2`2 b2T`i2/ 7`QK
2+? Qi?2`X
aQm`+2b 2ti`+i2/ mbBM; S* `2 MQM@T?vbB+H 7Q` irQ KDQ` `2bQMbX h?2 }`bi
`2bQM Bb i?i BM ;2M2`H bT2+i` `2 MQi Q`i?Q;QMH iQ 2+? Qi?2` M/ i?2`27Q`2 i?2`2 Bb
MQ `2bQM iQ bmbT2+i i?i i?2 ?B//2M bQm`+2b BM M Q#b2`p2/ /i b2i rBHH #2 Q`i?Q;QMHX
h?2 b2+QM/ Bb i?i r?2M T2`7Q`KBM; S* i?2`2 Bb MQ `2bi`B+iBQM QM i?2 MmK2`B+H pHm2b
Q7 i?2 Ki`B+2b S M/ FX >Qr2p2`- i?2 Mim`2 Q7 i?2 bT2+i`Qb+QTB+ i2+?MB[m2b T2`7Q`K2/
BM i?2bBb `2bmHi BM bT2+i` i?i +QMiBM QMHv TQbBiBp2 pHm2bX 6m`i?2`- i?2 7`+iBQMH
#mM/M+2b b?QmH/ HbQ QMHv ?p2 TQbBiBp2 pHm2b M/ i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b b?QmH/
bmK iQ QM2 7Q` 2+? BM/BpB/mH K2bm`2K2Mi U2X;X  bBM;H2 2t@bBim bKTH2VX h?2 BM+HmbBQM
Q7 +QMbi`BMib QM S M/ F /m`BM; i?2 S* T`Q+2bb +M bQHp2 i?2 Bbbm2 rBi? M2;iBp2 pHm2b
M/ `2bmHib BM r?i Bb ;2M2`HHv FMQrM b LQM@M2;iBp2 Ji`Bt 6+iQ`BxiBQM ULLJ6VX
lM7Q`imMi2Hv- i?2 Q`i?Q;QMHBiv T`Q#H2K Bb  7mM/K2MiH bT2+i Q7 ?Qr S* `2bi`B+ib
i?2 BM}MBi2 bQHmiBQM b2i M/ i?2`27Q`2  /Bz2`2Mi TT`Q+? Bb M22/2/ B7 T?vbB+HHv `2H2pMi
bQm`+2b `2 /2bB`2/X
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kXkXk "HBM/ aQm`+2 a2T`iBQM mbBM; "v2bBM LQM@M2;iBp2 Ji`Bt
6+iQ`BxiBQM
q?BH2 LLJ6 +M #2 mb2/ iQ `2bi`B+i i?2 bQm`+2b M/ 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b iQ i?2
`2;BQM Q7 T?vbB+HHv `2HBbiB+ bQHmiBQMb Bi Bb MQi `2bi`B+iBp2 2MQm;? #v Bib2H7 iQ /2i2`KBM2
 mMB[m2 bQHmiBQMX 6m`i?2` BM7Q`KiBQM Bb `2[mB`2/ BM Q`/2` iQ `2TH+2 i?2 Q`i?Q;QMHBiv
+QM/BiBQM BM S* M/ /2i2`KBM2  mMB[m2 bQHmiBQMX JMv KQ/B}+iBQMb ?p2 #22M K/2
iQ i?2 #bB+ S* 7Q`KmHiBQM i?i `2KQp2 i?2 Q`i?Q;QMHBiv +QMbi`BMiX  bT2+B}+ 2tK@
TH2 Bb FMQrM b AM/2T2M/2Mi *QKTQM2Mi MHvbBb UA*V r?B+? `2Ht2b i?2 Q`i?Q;QMHBiv
+QMbi`BMi QM i?2 bQm`+2b M/ 7Q`2;Q2b i?2 mb2 Q7 p`BM+2 #v BMbi2/ +QMbi`BMBM; i?2
2ti`+i2/ bQm`+2b bm+? i?i i?2v `2 KmimHHv biiBbiB+HHv BM/2T2M/2Mi mbBM; ?B;?2` Q`@
/2` biiBbiB+b BM i?2 TH+2 Q7 p`BM+2X(dd) h?2 `2bmHib Q7 A* `2 BM ;2M2`H KQ`2 T?vbB+H
i?M S* #2+mb2 ?B//2M bQm`+2b `2 Km+? KQ`2 HBF2Hv iQ #2 biiBbiB+HHv BM/2T2M/2Mi
i?M KmimHHv Q`i?Q;QMHX >Qr2p2`- A* biBHH KF2b BKTHB+Bi bbmKTiBQMb #Qmi i?2
Mim`2 Q7 i?2 bQm`+2b i?i Kv Q` Kv MQi #2 i`m2 M/ biBHH `2[mB`2b +QMbi`BMib QM i?2
2ti`+i2/ bQm`+2b M/ 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b BM Q`/2` iQ +?B2p2 MQM@M2;iBpBivX 6m`@
i?2`KQ`2- Bi Bb MQi +H2` ?Qr iQ BM+Hm/2 Mv 2ti` BM7Q`KiBQM i?i KB;?i #2 pBH#H2
7Q`  bT2+B}+ T`Q#H2KX AMbi2/ M 2MiB`2Hv /Bz2`2Mi MHvbBb K2i?Q/QHQ;v Bb M22/2/ M/
i?i M2r K2i?Q/QHQ;v +M #2 T`QpB/2/ pB i?2 mb2 Q7 "v2bBM BM72`2M+2 r?B+? KF2b
HH bbmKTiBQMb 2tTHB+Bi M/ T`QpB/2b  7`K2rQ`F 7Q` BM+Q`TQ`iBM; Mv //BiBQMH BM@
7Q`KiBQM i?i KB;?i #2 pBH#H2 #Qmi  T`Q#H2KX
kXkXkXR "v2bBM AM72`2M+2
"v2bBM BM72`2M+2 Bb bBKTHv i?2 TTHB+iBQM Q7 +QM/BiBQMH T`Q##BHBiv M/ "v2Ƕb
`mH2 iQ T`Q#H2Kb BMpQHpBM; BM72`2M+2X(de) *QMbB/2` irQ 2p2Mib A M/ B bm+? i?i i?2
T`Q##BHBiv Q7 A Bb ;Bp2M #v P (A) M/ i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 B Bb ;Bp2M #v P (B)X 6m`i?2`-
bbmK2 i?i #Qi? P (A) M/ P (B) `2 TQbbB#H2 Ui?i Bb P (A) > 0 M/ P (B) > 0VX h?2
T`Q##BHBiv Q7 A Q++m``BM; ;Bp2M i?i B ?b Q++m``2/ Bb /2}M2/ b,
P (A|B) = P (A ∩B)
P (B)
UkXRjV
r?B+? Bb FMQrM b i?2 +QM/BiBQMH T`Q##BHBiv Q7 A ;Bp2M BX aBKBH`Hv i?2 +QM/BiBQMH
T`Q##BHBiv Q7 B ;Bp2M i?i A ?b Q++m``2/ Bb,
9e




P (A ∩B) = P (B ∩A) UkXR8V
M/ i?2`27Q`2
P (B|A) = P (A ∩B)
P (A)
UkXReV
aBM+2 #Qi? +QM/BiBQMH T`Q##BHBiB2b +QMiBM P (A∩B) r2 +M bQHp2 #Qi? 7Q` P (A∩B)
M/ 2[mi2 i?2K r?B+? H2/b iQ i?2 7QHHQrBM; 2tT`2bbBQM,
P (A|B)P (B) = P (B|A)P (A) UkXRdV
AbQHiBM;  bBM;H2 +QM/BiBQMH T`Q##BHBiv QM QM2 bB/2 Q7 i?2 2[miBQM `2bmHib BM 7QH@
HQrBM;,
P (A|B) = P (B|A)P (A)
P (B)
UkXR3V
r?B+? Bb #2ii2` FMQrM b "v2bǶ `mH2X(de) AM 2[miBQM UkXR3V P (A|B) Bb FMQrM b
i?2 TQbi2`BQ` T`Q##BHBiv- P (B|A) Bb FMQrM b i?2 HBF2HB?QQ/- P (A) Bb FMQrM b i?2
T`BQ` T`Q##BHBiv- M/ P (B) Bb FMQrM b i?2 K`;BMH HBF2HB?QQ/X :2M2`HHv bT2FBM i?2
HBF2HB?QQ/ Bb M 2bBHv K2bm`2/ Q` 2biBKi2/ [mMiBiv M/ i?2 T`BQ` T`Q##BHBiv Bb mb2/
iQ [mMiB7v Mv 2ti` BM7Q`KiBQM i?i Bb FMQrMX aT2+B}+HHv 7Q` i?2 +b2 Q7 MHvxBM;
bT2+i`Qb+QTB+ /i  KQ/2H 7Q` i?2 /i D Bb +`2i2/ r?B+? BM i?2 +b2 /Bb+mbb2/ ?2`2
Bb `2T`2b2Mi2/ #v i?2 Ki`B+2b S M/ FX AM Q`/2` iQ /Q i?2 MHvbBb Q7 i?2 bT2+i`Qb+QTB+
/i /Bb+mbb2/ ?2`2 i?2 [m2biBQM i?i M22/b iQ #2 Mbr2`2/ Bb i?2 T`Q##BHBiv Q7 i?2
Ki`B+2b S M/ F Q++m``BM; ;Bp2M i?2 K2bm`2/ /i D Q` P (S,F|D)X h?Bb [mMiBiv Bb
mMFMQrM M/ +MMQi #2 ++2bb2/ 2tT2`BK2MiHHv ?Qr2p2` Bi Bb `2HiBp2Hv 2bv iQ 2biBKi2
P (D|S,F) r?B+? +M i?2M #2 mb2/ iQ +H+mHi2 P (S,F|D) pB "v2bǶ `mH2 H2/BM; iQ i?2
2[miBQM,




q?2`2 P (S) `2T`2b2Mib i?2 T`BQ` BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 bQm`+2b M/ P (F) i?2 T`BQ`
BM7Q`KiBQM #Qmi i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2bX Ai Bb i?`Qm;? i?2 BM~m2M+2 Q7 P (S) M/
P (F) i?i i?2 MQM@M2;iBpBiv M/ bmK iQ QM2 +QMbi`BMib /Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2 `2 BKTQb2/X
h?mb P (S) M/ P (F) `2 FMQrM [mMiBiB2b /2}M2/ #v i?2 T`Q#H2K M/ b /Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2
P (D|S,F) Bb 2bBHv +H+mHi2/ QM+2  ;m2bb Bb K/2 7Q` S M/ FX HH i?2 T`Q##BHBiB2b
/Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2 `2 +QKTH2t M/ Bi Bb ;2M2`HHv MQi TQbbB#H2 iQ }M/ M MHviB+ bQHmiBQM
iQ 2[miBQM UkXRNV 2p2M B7 HH Q7 i?2 T`Q##BHBiB2b QM i?2 `B;?i bB/2 Q7 i?2 2[miBQM ?p2
M MHviB+ 7Q`KX >Qr2p2`- i?2`2 `2 rvb iQ /2i2`KBM2 P (S,F|D) rBi?Qmi FMQrBM; Bib
MHviB+ 7Q`KX
6B;m`2 kXR3, h?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 2biBKi2/ TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` 2+? TQBMi
Q7 i?2 2biBKi2/ bQm`+2 bT2+i`X h?2b2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb +M #2 mb2/ iQ [mMiB7v +2`iBMiv
#Qmi i?2 pHm2 Q7 Mv TQBMi BM i?2 2biBKi2/ bQm`+2bX
6B;m`2 kXRN, hFBM; i?2 K2M Q7 i?2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQMb `2bmHib BM  H2bi #Bb2/
2biBKi2 Q7 i?2 i`m2 mM/2`HBM; bQm`+2bX
kXkXkXk h?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 rBi? oQHmK2 "b2/ S`BQ`b H;Q`Bi?K
h?2 +QMbi`BMib QM i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b /Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2 K2M i?i i?2 +QHmKMb
Q7 F `2 +QM}M2/ iQ HB2 QM  KmHiB/BK2MbBQMH mMBi bBKTH2tX 6m`i?2`- i?2 +QMbi`BMib QM
i?2 bB;MH Ki`Bt S HQM; rBi? i?2 Ki?2KiB+b Q7 HBM2` KBtBM; K2Mb i?i i?2 KQ/2H2/
/i 7Q`K2/ 7`QK S M/ F HB2 QM  bBKBH` bBKTH2t BM i?2 bT+2 Q7 Q#b2`piBQMbX h?2
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2ti`+i2/ ?B//2M bB;MHb 7Q`K i?2 p2`iB+2b Q7 i?Bb bBKTH2t M/ mbmHHv i?2 Q#b2`p2/ /i
rBHH +QM+2Mi`i2 BM i?2 +2Mi2` Q7 i?2 bBKTH2tX h?2 2``Q` BM?2`2Mi BM i?2 K2bm`2K2Mi
T`Q+2bb +QKTHB+i2b Kii2`b #v HHQrBM; bQK2 Q7 i?2 Q#b2`p2/ /i iQ pBQHi2 i?2 bBKTH2t
bi`m+im`2X AM Q`/2` iQ F22T i?2 2biBKi2b Q7 i?2 ?B//2M bQm`+2b 7`QK bi`vBM; iQQ 7` 7`QK
i?2 Q#b2`piBQMb //BiBQMH +QMbi`BMib `2 //2/ iQ i?2 bQm`+2 T`BQ` BM Q`/2` iQ KBMBKBx2
i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 i?2 bBKTH2tX h?2 pQHmK2 KBMBKBxiBQM Q7 i?2 bB;MH bBKTH2t +QK#BM2/
rBi? HBF2HB?QQ/ P (D|S,F) bi`BF2b  #HM+2 #2ir22M 2tTHBMBM; b KMv Q#b2`p2/ /i
TQBMib b TQbbB#H2 M/ F22TBM; i?2 p2`iB+2b Q7 i?2 bB;MH bBKTH2t +HQb2 iQ i?2 /iX(3j)
h?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 H;Q`Bi?K mb2/ ?2`2 KQ/2Hb i?2 T`BQ` T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQM
7Q` i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b b mMB7Q`K Qp2` i?2 mMBi bBKTH2t /2b+`B#2/ #Qp2X h?Bb
K2Mb i?i r2 bbmK2 r2 FMQr MQi?BM; #Qmi i?2 pHm2 Q7 i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b
2t+2Ti i?i i?2v `2 rBi?BM i?2 mMBi bBKTH2t UBX2X HH pHm2b BMbB/2 i?2 mMBi bBKTH2t `2
2[mHHv HBF2HvVX aBKBH`Hv- i?2 T`BQ` T`Q##BHBiv Q7 i?2 ?B//2M bB;MHb Bb KQ/2H2/ bm+?
i?i i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 i?2 bTMM2/ bBKTH2t Bb KBMBKBx2/X h?2 H;Q`Bi?K mb2/ ?2`2 T`QpB/2b
i?`22 QTiBQMb 7Q` KBMBKBxBM; i?2 pQHmK2 Q7 i?2 bBKTH2t #b2/ QM /Bz2`2Mi K2bm`2b Q7
i?2 pQHmK2X h?2 i?`22 K2bm`2b r2`2 +?Qb2M iQ T`QpB/2 M MHviB+ bQHmiBQM iQ i?2 bB;MH
T`BQ` i?i ?b i?2 7Q`K Q7  i`mM+i2/ :mbbBM r?2M 2tT`2bb2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7  bBM;H2
2H2K2Mi Q7 SX h?Bb HHQrbBb pBH#H2 i?2 mb2 Q7  /B`2+i :B##b bKTHBM; T`Q+2/m`2 r?B+?
Bb `2[mB`2/ iQ +H+mHi2 i?2 TQbi2`BQ` T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQMX(3j)
h?2 H;Q`Bi?K mb2b  :B##b bKTH2` iQ bBKmHi2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQMb 7Q` i?2 H@
i2Mi bQm`+2b M/ i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b mbBM; i?2 T`BQ`b /2b+`B#2/ T`2pBQmbHvX h?2
T`BQ`b r2`2 +?Qb2M iQ HHQr i?2 /B`2+i bKTHBM; Q7 HH i?2 `2[mB`2/ T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#m@
iBQMb pQB/BM; i?2 M22/ iQ mb2 bHQr2` bKTHBM; K2i?Q/bX h?2 :B##b bKTHBM; T`Q+2/m`2
T`Q+22/b #v /`rBM; bKTH2b 7`QK i?2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQMb Q7 2+? Q7 i?2 T`K2i2`b
Q7 i?2 +?Qb2M KQ/2H +QM/BiBQM2/ QM i?2 Qi?2` T`K2i2`bX h?Bb bKTHBM; `2bmHib BM 
J`FQp +?BM M/ Bib biiBQM`v /Bbi`B#miBQM Bb i?2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQM P (S,F|D)X
h?mb i?2 H;Q`Bi?K `2bmHib BM  T`Q##BHBiv /Bbi`B#miBQM 7Q` 2+? TQBMi BM i?2 2biBKi2/
bB;MHb M/ 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2bX h?2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQMb r?B+? `2bmHi 7`QK T@
THvBM; i?2 H;Q`Bi?K iQ M +imH LB G3@2/;2 /i b2i `2 THQii2/ BM };m`2 kXR3 7Q`
2+? TQBMi Q7 i?2 2ti`+i2/ bB;MHbX "v iFBM; i?2 K2M Q7 2+? Q7 i?2b2 /Bbi`B#miBQMb
M 2biBKi2 Bb ;2M2`i2/ 7Q` i?2 pHm2 Q7 i?2 2ti`+i2/ bT2+i` i 2p2`v TQBMi i?i ?b
 KBMBKH KQmMi Q7 #BbX h?2 KBMBKHHv #Bb2/ 2biBKi2b 7Q` i?Bb `2H /i b2i `2
THQii2/ BM };m`2 kXRNX
9N
6B;m`2 kXky, G27i, a2T`i2/ BK;2bX _B;?i, a2T`i2/ bQm`+2bX h?2 bQm`+2b
2biBKi2/ #v i?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 H;Q`Bi?K `2 p2`v bBKBH` iQ i?2 i`m2 bQm`+2bX h?2
"v2bBM Mim`2 Q7 i?2 T`Q+2/m`2 HHQrb 7Q` i?2 2biBKiBQM Q7 `2;BQMb Q7 +2`iBMiv `QmM/
i?2 K2M Q7 i?2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQMbX
6B;m`2 kXky b?Qrb i?2 `2bmHib Q7 i?2 TTHvBM; i?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 H;Q`Bi?K iQ
i?2 bBKmHi2/ /i b2i BM i?2 bK2 rv b };m`2 kXRd /Q2b 7Q` i?2 S* `2bmHibX h?2
BK;2b QM i?2 H27i Q7 };m`2 kXky `2 i?2 7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2b Q7 i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM;
2ti`+i2/ bT2+i` THQii2/ QM i?2 `B;?i i 2+? TBt2H M/ `2 p2`v +HQb2 iQ i?2 7`+iBQMH
#mM/M+2 pHm2b mb2/ BM i?2 BMBiBH bBKmHiBQMX  /B`2+i pBbmH +QKT`BbQM Q7 i?2
7`+iBQMH #mM/M+2 BK;2b `2bmHiBM; 7`QK i?2 MHvbBb M/ i?2 bBKmHi2/ 7`+iBQMH
#mM/M+2b 7`QK i?2 BMBiBH bBKmHiBQM Bb MQi b?QrM #2+mb2 i?2 `2bmHiBM; +QKT`BbQM Bb
/B{+mHi iQ BMi2`T`2iX AMbi2/ i?2 2ti`+i2/ bQm`+2 bB;MHb `2 +QKT`2/ iQ i?2 bBKmHi2/
8y
6B;m`2 kXkR, hQT, h?2 `2/ t2b `2T`2b2Mi i?2 i`m2 bQm`+2b r?BH2 i?2 #Hm2 t2b
`2T`2b2Mi i?2 S* 2ti`+i2/ bQm`+2b M/ i?2 /Qib `2T`2b2Mi i?2 /iX "QiiQK, h?2
`2/ t2b M/ i?2 /Qib `2 i?2 bK2 b i?2 iQT };m`2 #mi MQr i?2 #Hm2 tBb `2T`2b2Mi
i?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 2biBKi2b Q7 i?2 bQm`+2bX h?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 H;Q`Bi?K +QK2b
Km+? +HQb2` iQ 2biBKiBM; i?2 i`m2 bQm`+2bX
bQm`+2 bB;MHb QM i?2 `B;?i Q7 };m`2 kXkyX Ai Bb 2bv iQ b22 i?i i?2 2ti`+i2/ bQm`+2 bB;MHb
M/ i?2 bBKmHi2/ bQm`+2 bB;MHb `2 p2`v M2`Hv i?2 bK2X *2`iBMHv i?2 `2 Km+? +HQb2`
i?M i?2 bQm`+2 bB;MHb 2ti`+i2/ #v S* M/ THQii2/ BM kXRdX AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 K2M Q7
i?2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQMb ;2M2`i2/ #v i?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 H;Q`Bi?K };m`2 kXky HbQ
+QMiBMb  +QM}/2M+2 BMi2`pH `QmM/ 2+? TQBMi r?B+? +Q``2bTQM/b iQ THmb M/ KBMmb
i?`22 biM/`/ /2pBiBQMb Q7 i?2 /Bbi`B#miBQMX h?Bb Bb bQK2i?BM; i?i Bb QMHv pBH#H2
pB "v2bBM K2i?Q/b i?i bBKmHi2 i?2 TQbi2`BQ` /Bbi`B#miBQM BM Bib 2MiB`2iv M/ Bb M
//2/ #QMmb #2vQM/ i?2 2ti`+iBQM Q7 T?vbB+HHv `2H 7+iQ`bX
8R
hQ 7m`i?2` BHHmbi`i2 i?2 /pMi;2b Q7 i?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 K2i?Q/ Qp2` i?2 S*
K2i?Q/ i?2 bBKmHi2/ /i rb THQii2/ BM i?2 Q#b2`piBQM bT+2 ;BMbi M Q`i?Q;QMH
#bBb b2i ;2M2`i2/ pB bBM;mH` pHm2 /2+QKTQbBiBQM Uao.V BM };m`2 kXkRX h?2 b2i Q7 `2/
tBb `2T`2b2Mib i?2 i`m2 bQm`+2 bB;MHb i?i r?2`2 mb2/ iQ ;2M2`i2 i?2 bBKmHi2/ /iX
h?2 #Hm2 tBb `2 i?2 bQm`+2b 2ti`+i2/ pB i?2 S* MHvbBb 7Q` i?2 iQT };m`2 M/ i?2
"v2bBM LLJ6 MHvbBb 7Q` i?2 #QiiQK bT2+i`X h?2 t2b ;2M2`i2/ #v i?2 S* `2
KmimHHv Q`i?Q;QMH M/ H`;2Hv /Q MQi Ki+? i?2 bBKmHi2/ bQm`+2b b 2tT2+i2/ 7`QK
i?2 /Bb+mbbBQM Q7 i?2 T`QT2`iB2b Q7 i?2 S* MHvbBbX AM +QMi`bi i?2 t2b ;2M2`i2/
pB i?2 "v2bBM LLJ6 MHvbBb `2 MQM@Q`i?Q;QMH M/ Ki+? i?2 bBKmHi2/ bQm`+2
+HQb2HvX //BiBQMHHv- };m`2 kXkR T`QpB/2b  +H2` /2KQMbi`iBQM Q7 i?2 bBKTH2t Mim`2
Q7 i?2 /i r?2M THQii2/ BM i?2 Q#b2`piBQM bT+2X AM i?Bb +b2 i?2 +`2i2/ bBKTH2t Bb
Qp2`Hv T2`72+i /m2 iQ i?2 bBKTHBbiB+ Mim`2 Q7 i?2 bBKmHiBQMX
kXj *2HH 6#`B+iBQM
J2bm`2K2Mib Q7 /Bbbb2K#H2/ +QBM +2HHb +QMbi`m+i2/ mbBM; TQHvpBMvHB/2M2 ~mQ`B/2
USo.6V #BM/2` r2`2 +?HH2M;BM;X h?2 Ki2`BH Q7 BMi2`2bi +QmH/ MQi #2 /2i2+i2/ BMB@
iBHHv rBi? sSa M/ `2[mB`2/ i?2 mb2 Q7 `@BQM bTmii2`BM; +H2MBM; #27Q`2 i?2 mM/2`HvBM;
+i?Q/2 +QmH/ #2 K2bm`2/X 7i2` i?2 bTmii2` +H2MBM; i?2 +?`;2 bii2 Q7 i?2 i`MbB@
iBQM K2iHb /B/ MQi +Q``2Hi2 rBi? i?2 bii2 Q7 +?`;2 Q7 i?2 bKTH2b b b?QrM BM };m`2
kXkk M/ kXkjX h?Bb BM/B+i2/ i?i 2Bi?2` i?2 bTmii2` +H2MBM; Q` i?2 #BM/2` Kv ?p2
BKT+i2/ i?2 bm`7+2 +?2KBbi`v Q7 i?2 +i?Q/2X //BiBQMHHv- 7Q` i?2 GB*QP2- So.6
#BM/2` BM bHm``v 2H2+i`Q/2b ?b #22M b?QrM iQ bB;MB}+MiHv ++2H2`i2 bm`7+2 *Q `2/m+@
iBQM M/ /BbbQHmiBQM BMiQ i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 r?2M 2KTHQvBM;  GBS66 bHi BM M 1*,.J*
2H2+i`QHvi2X(39) h?2`27Q`2- i?2 So.6 #BM/2` rb 2t+Hm/2/ 7`QK i?2 2H2+i`Q/2 T`2T`@
iBQM 7Q` bm#b2[m2Mi K2bm`2K2Mib BM Q`/2` iQ +B`+mKp2Mi +?2KB+HHv BM/m+2/ bm`7+2
`2/m+iBQM `2+iBQMb M/ T`QpB/2 QTiBKH bKTH2b 7Q` TQbi 2H2+i`Q+?2KBbi`v +?`+i2`Bx@
iBQMX h?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KBbi`v Q7 i?2 #BM/2` 7`22 +2HHb- r?B+? Bb THQii2/ BM };m`2 kXk8- rb
7QmM/ iQ #2 BM ;QQ/ ;`22K2Mi rBi? i?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KBbi`v Q7 +QMp2MiBQMH +QBM +2HHbX h?2
`2bmHiBM; bKTH2b T`Qp2/ iQ #2 r2HH bmBi2/ iQ bm`7+2 bim/B2b mbBM; H# #b2/ sSa b r2HH
b bvM+?`Qi`QM #b2/ sa M/ >sS1aX
h?2 +?`;2 M/ /Bb+?`;2 +T+BiB2b 7Q`  `2T`2b2MiiBp2 bm#b2i Q7 i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b
r?B+? `2 T`2b2Mi2/ ?2`2 `2 T`QpB/2/ BM h#H2 kXR r?B+? /2KQMbi`i2b i?i i?2 2H2+@
i`Q+?2KBbi`v Q7 i?2 +2HHb mb2/ BM i?Bb bim/v `2 +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? +2HHb 7#`B+i2/ mbBM;
8k
6B;m`2 kXkk, h?2 BKT+i Q7 bTmii2`BM; QM i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 L* +i?Q/2b T`2T`2/ rBi?
So.6 #BM/2`X "27Q`2 i?2 bTmii2`BM; i?2 LB kT `2;BQM Bb /QKBMi2/ #v ~mQ`BM2 m;2`
bB;MH M/ MQ LB kT bB;MH Bb b22MX 7i2`r`/b i?2 bm`7+2 MB+F2H Bb ?B;?Hv `2/m+2/X
oQHi;2 .m`iBQM *?`;2 .Bb+?`;2 GB
?2H/ Ur22FbV *T+Biv *T+Biv +QMi2Mi
UoV UK?;−1V UK?;−1V
jXe y ReX9 @ yXN9
9XR kXR3 kjkXk RdyXR yXd3
9X8 y kjRXk @ yXRd
9X8 kXR3 jk9Xy R39X9 yXdR
9Xd8 y k88Xe @ yXy3
9Xd8 kXR3 jd8X8 kR8XR yX3k
h#H2 kXR, _2T`2b2MiiBp2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H /i Q7 L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2bX
So.6@#BM/2`X h?2 bKTH2b r?B+? r2`2 ?2H/ i  +QMbiMi pQHi;2 #Qp2 9XRo 7Q` ≥ k
r22Fb ?p2 +T+BiB2b #Qp2 i?2 ke8 K?;−1 i?2Q`2iB+H +T+Biv Q7 L* /m2 iQ +Q`@
`QbBQMX h?2 `2T`Q/m+B#BHBiv Q7 i?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7 i?2 /mTHB+i2 #i+?2b
T`Q/m+2/ 7Q` i?2 h1JfsSafsa K2bm`2K2Mib rb HbQ p2`v ;QQ/X 1tT2`BK2MiH `2@
bmHib r2`2 Q#iBM2/ 7`QK TQr/2` bKTH2b 2M+QKTbbBM; NdX8 riW L* 7`QK hP.
rBi? kX8 riXW +`#QM #H+F //BiBp2 UamT2`S- JJJVX Ji2`BHb r2`2 /`B2/ mM/2` p+@
mmK i Ryy◦* 7Q` irQ ?Qm`b M/ i Rky◦* Qp2`MB;?i `2bT2+iBp2Hv- T`BQ` iQ KBtBM; BM M
`;QM@}HH2/ ;HQp2 #Qt mbBM;  KQ`i` M/ T2biH2X
8j
6B;m`2 kXkj, LB kT +Q`2 H2p2H sSa b?QrBM; i?2 bm`7+2 `2/m+iBQM +mb2/ #v i?2
mb2 Q7 So.6 #BM/2`X h?2 #BM/2` 7`22 +?`;2/ bKTH2b b?Qr i?2 QtB/iBQM 2tT2+i2/
Q7 /2HBi?Bi2/ +i?Q/2bX h?2 T`BbiBM2 L* TQr/2` b?Qrb bB;MB}+Mi bm`7+2 `2/m+iBQM
bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7  HBi?BmK +`#QMi2 bm`7+2 Hv2`X
kX9 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H h2biBM;
h?2 +T+Biv Q7 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +2HHb +QMbi`m+i2/ rBi? Hv2`2/ QtB/2 +i?Q/2b 7/2b
i  `i2 i?i Bb /2T2M/2Mi QM i?2 KtBKmK bii2 Q7 +?`;2 iQ r?B+? i?2 +2HH Bb +v+H2/X
h?Bb BM+`2b2/ `i2 Q7 +T+Biv 7/2 i ?B;?2` pQHi;2b +QmH/ #2 /m2 iQ K2+?MB+H 2z2+ibX
PM2 2tKTH2b Bb bi`m+im`H 7iB;m2 /m2 iQ 2tTMbBQM HQM; i?2 +@tBb /m2 iQ i?2 BMb2`iBQM
M/ `2KQpH Q7 GBX h?Bb +T+Biv 7/2 /m2 iQ K2+?MB+H ;`BM/BM; +M +QKTHB+i2 i?2
bim/v Q7 +T+Biv 7/2 /m2 iQ bm`7+2 +?2KBbi`v 2z2+ibX AM Q`/2` iQ 2HBKBMi2 i?2 TQbbB#H2
+QKTHB+iBQMb /m2 iQ K2+?MB+H 2z2+ib r2 7Q+mb2/ QM bKTH2b i?i r2`2 ;2/ #v ?QH/BM;
i +QMbiMi pQHi;2 BMbi2/ Q7 `2T2i2/ +v+HBM;X
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6B;m`2 kXk9, am`7+2 b2MbBiBp2 h1u K2bm`2K2Mib Q7 i?2 MB+F2H G@2/;2 b?QrBM; i?i
i?2 bm`7+2 `2/m+iBQM bbQ+Bi2/ rBi? i?2 T`2b2M+2 Q7 i?2 #BM/2` Bb +mb2/ #v i?2 #BM/2`
M/ MQi #v bTmii2`BM; iQ `2KQp2 i?2 #BM/2`X
h?2 bKTH2b r2`2 i2bi2/ 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+HHv BM TQr/2` 7Q`K p2`bmb HBi?BmK K2iH BM
kyjk +QBM +2HHb U>Q?b2MVX *2H;`/ M/ ;Hbb }#2` b2T`iQ` r2`2 bQF2/ rBi? RJ GBS66
BM 1* , .J* i 8y,8y BM pQHXW 2H2+i`QHvi2 U"a6VX *2HHb r2`2 +?`;2/ i RyK;−1 i
`QQK i2KT2`im`2 mT iQ i?`22 /Bz2`2Mi +mi@Qz pQHi;2b Q7 9XR- 9X8 M/ 9Xd8oX aKTH2b
r2`2 ?2H/ i +QMbiMi pQHi;2 BM Q`/2` iQ b2T`i2 i?2 BKT+i Q7 pQHi;2 7`QK +v+HBM; QM
i?2 Ki2`BHX
oQHi;2 .m`iBQM *?`;2 .Bb+?`;2 GB
UoV Ur22FbV *T+Biv *T+Biv +QMi2Mi
UK?;−1V UK?;−1V
9XR kXR3 kRdXN Re8Xk yX3R
9X8 kXR3 jyNXd kRjX3 yX3k
9Xd8 kXR3 j3eXe kRdXk yX3j
h#H2 kXk, h?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KBbi`v 7Q` i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b K2bm`2/ BM h1u KQ/2 sa i
.BKQM/ GB;?i aQm`+2 U.GaVX
oQHi;2 .m`iBQM *?`;2 .Bb+?`;2 GB
UoV Ur22FbV *T+Biv *T+Biv +QMi2Mi
UK?;−1V UK?;−1V
jXe y kkX9 @ yXNk
9XR kXR3 k8dXj ReeXy yXde
9X8 kXR3 jyyX3 kyNX9 yX3y
9Xd8 y k8NXe @ yXyd
h#H2 kXj, _2T`2b2MiiBp2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H /i Q7 L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b K2bm`2/
BM i?2 h1u M/ h6u KQ/2 sa i i?2 /pM+2/ GB;?i aQm`+2 UGaVX
88
AM M BMiBH b2i Q7 2tT2`BK2Mib- bKTH2b r2`2 KBMiBM2/ i +QMbiMi pQHi;2 U9XR- 9X8
M/ 9Xd8 o `2bT2+iBp2HvV 7Q` Qp2` 8 r22Fb r?BH2 1Aa rb T2`7Q`K2/ b  7mM+iBQM Q7 iBK2
iQ BMp2biB;i2 i?2 2pQHmiBQM Q7 BKT2/M+2X h?2 1Aa b+Mb r2`2 `2+Q`/2/ 2p2`v Rk ?Qm`b
i i?2 ?2H/ pQHi;2b- rBi?  bBMmbQB/H KTHBim/2 Q7 ky Ko M/ 7`2[m2M+v `M;2 Q7 9yy
F>x @ R8 J>xX "Qi? i?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +v+HBM; M/ 1Aa K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/
mbBM;  oJSj TQi2MiBQbii 7`QK "BQGQ;B+ a+B2M+2 AMbi`mK2Mib U*HBt- 6`M+2VX 6B;m`2















 charged to 4.1V
 charged to 4.5V
 charged to 4.75V
 
6B;m`2 kXk8, oQHi;2 T`Q}H2b b  7mM+iBQM Q7 bT2+B}+ +T+Biv 7Q` bKTH2b ?2H/ 7Q` 8
r22Fb i 9XR- 9X8 M/ 9Xd8oX
oQHi;2 .m`iBQM *?`;2 .Bb+?`;2 GB
UoV Ur22FbV *T+Biv *T+Biv +QMi2Mi
UK?;−1V UK?;−1V
jXe y ReX9 @ yXN9
9XR kXR3 kjkXk RdyXR yXd3
9X8 y kjRXk @ yXRd
9X8 kXR3 jk9Xy R39X9 yXdR
9Xd8 y k88Xe @ yXy3
9Xd8 kXR3 jd8X8 kR8XR yX3k
h#H2 kX9, 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H /i Q7 L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b 7Q` i?2 sSa K2bm`2@
K2MibX
oQHi;2 .m`iBQM *?`;2 .Bb+?`;2 GB
UoV Ur22FbV *T+Biv *T+Biv +QMi2Mi
UK?;−1V UK?;−1V
9XR kXR3 k9dXy Re8XR yXdR
9X8 kXR3 kNjXj kRjXd yX3k
9Xd8 kXR3 jeNXj kR8X3 yX3k
h#H2 kX8, 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H /i Q7 L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b 7Q` i?2 h1J 2tT2`BK2MibX
8e
AM //BiBQM- bKTH2b +?`+i2`Bx2/ #v sSa M/ sa r2`2 2Bi?2` biQTT2/ i i?2 2M/ Q7
+?`;2 UjXe- 9X8 M/ 9Xd8oV- Q` i i?2 2M/ Q7 /Bb+?`;2 iQ kXdo i RyK;−1 7i2` bHB;?iHv
KQ`2 i?M irQ r22Fb Ujee ?Qm`bV i +QMbiMi pQHi;2b Q7 9XR- 9X8 M/ 9Xd8oX h?2b2
bKTH2b `2 `272``2/ iQ b bii2 Q7 +?`;2 UaP*V M/ ?2H/- `2bT2+iBp2HvX h?2 Hii2` b2i
Q7 bKTH2b rb HbQ bim/B2/ mbBM; h1JX 1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H i2biBM; rb T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM;
 J++Q` +v+H2`X h?2 }`bi +?`;2 UM/ /Bb+?`;2 +T+BivV b r2HH b `2bmHiBM; HBi?BmK
+QMi2Mi BM GB1−xLB0.8*Q0.15H0.05P2 7Q` i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b K2bm`2/ #v h1J- sSa M/ sa
`2 i#mHi2/ BM i#H2b kXk-kXj-kX9-kX8X
kX8 1tT2`BK2MiH .2iBHb
kX8XR s@`v S?QiQ2H2+i`QM aT2+i`Qb+QTv 1tT2`BK2MiH .2iBHb
sSa Q7 i?2 /Bbbb2K#H2/ L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b rb T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM;  S?B o2`@
bS`Q#2 8yyy bvbi2K i i?2 MHviB+H M/ .B;MQbiB+b G#Q`iQ`v U.GV- "BM;?KiQM
lMBp2`bBivX HH bKTH2b r2`2 KQmMi2/ QM h 7QBH mbBM; +QM/m+iBp2 iT2 iQ Q#iBM ;QQ/
2H2+i`B+H +QMi+iX h?2 bKTH2 KQmMiBM; M/ ?M/HBM; rb /QM2 BM  ;HQp2 #Qt M/ bK@
TH2b r2`2 i`MbTQ`i2/ BM  p+mmK bmBi+b2 iQ i?2 sSa +?K#2` rBi?Qmi 2tTQbm`2 iQ i?2
iKQbT?2`2X h?2 +Q`2@H2p2Hb r2`2 K2bm`2/ rBi?  Tbb 2M2`;v Q7 kjX8 2o- +Q``2bTQM/BM;
iQ M BMbi`mK2MiH `2bQHmiBQM Q7 yX8R 2o 7`QK MHvxBM; #Qi? i?2 m 4f7/2 M/ 62`KB
2/;2 Q7 i?2 m 7QBH UBM +QMi+i rBi? i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b /m`BM; i?2 K2bm`2K2MiVX  ~QQ/
;mM rb mb2/ iQ +?`;2 +QKT2Mbi2 BMbmHiBM; bKTH2b- rBi? 2M2`;B2b HB;M2/ iQ i?2 *
1s Q7 i?2 +`#QM #H+FX .mTHB+i2 2H2+i`Q/2b r2`2 K2bm`2/ i i?2 .G i i?2 bK2
iBK2 b K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 +QM/m+i2/ i i?2 .GaX 6Q` HH T?QiQ2H2+i`QM bT2+i`Qb+QTv
K2bm`2K2Mib- i?2 KBM * Rb T2F rb HB;M2/ iQ  #BM/BM; 2M2`;v Q7 k39X8 2o 7Q`
2M2`;v +HB#`iBQM Q7 HH bKTH2bX
kX8Xk s@`v #bQ`TiBQM M/ 1KBbbBQM 1tT2`BK2MiH .2iBHb
h?2 bQ7i sa K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ i #2KHBM2 AyN i i?2 .Ga M/ #2K@
HBM2 3XyXR i i?2 Ga i i?2 Gr`2M+2 "2`F2H2v LiBQMH G#Q`iQ`v UG"LGVX i #Qi?
7+BHBiB2b- r2 2KTHQv2/ p+mmK bmBi+b2 b2i@mTb #2ir22M i?2 ;HQp2#Qt M/ 2M/@biiBQMb
iQ pQB/ Mv 2tTQbm`2 iQ B`X sa K2bm`2K2Mib r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ BM #Qi? i?2 bm`7+2@
b2MbBiBp2 h1u M/ #mHF@b2MbBiBp2 h6u KQ/2b i #2KHBM2 3XyXR i i?2 GaX h?2 3XyXR
#2KHBM2 Bb 2[mBTT2/ rBi?  bT?2`B+H ;`iBM; KQMQ+?`QKiQ`X h?2 s@`v #bQ`TiBQM
8d
bT2+i` r2`2 `2+Q`/2/ BM h1u KQ/2 mbBM; i?2 bKTH2 /`BM +m``2Mi- M/ i?2 h6u KQ/2
mbBM;  +?MM2Hi`QMX HH bT2+i` r2`2 MQ`KHBx2/ iQ i?2 +m``2Mi 7`QK  `272`2M+2 m@
+Qi2/ K2b? BM i?2 BM+B/2Mi T?QiQM #2KX h?2 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM rb b2i i ∼ yXk 2o
i i?2 P E@2/;2X >B;?2` `2bQHmiBQM h1u KQ/2 sa Ub?QrM BM i?2 KBM KMmb+`BTiV
rb T2`7Q`K2/ i i?2 AyN #2KHBM2 i .Ga- r?B+? Bb 2[mBTT2/ rBi?  THM2 ;`iBM;
KQMQ+?`QKiQ`X h?2 h1u@KQ/2 bT2+i` r2`2 HbQ `2+Q`/2/ mbBM; i?2 bKTH2 /`BM
+m``2Mi M/ MQ`KHBx2/ iQ i?2 +m``2Mi 7`QK  `272`2M+2 m@+Qi2/ K2b? BM i?2 BM+B/2Mi
T?QiQM #2KX h?2 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM rb +HQb2 iQ yXR 2o i i?2 P E@2/;2X HH T?QiQM
2M2`;B2b r2`2 MQ`KHBx2/ iQ hBP2 M/ LBP `272`2M+2bX
kX8Xj h1J 1tT2`BK2MiH .2iBHb
h?2 +`vbiHHQ;`T?B+ M/ +?2KB+H Mim`2 Q7 i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2b r2`2 MHvx2/ mb@
BM; b2H2+i2/ `2 2H2+i`QM /Bz`+iBQM Ua1.V- ?B;?@`2bQHmiBQM i`MbKBbbBQM 2H2+i`QM KB@
+`Qb+QTv U>_h1JV- ?B;? M;H2 MMmH` /`F }2H/ U>.6V ah1J- M/ 11GaX 7i2`
2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H i2biBM;- i?2 h1J bKTH2b r2`2 T`2T`2/ BM M ` }HH2/ ;HQp2 #Qt b
7QHHQrbX h?2 +i?Q/2 TQr/2` rb }`bi 2ti`+i2/ 7`QK i?2 +QBM +2HH M/ i?2 H`;2 ;@
;HQK2`i2b r2`2 ;`QmM/ BM  .J* bQHmiBQM rBi? M ;i2 KQ`i` M/ T2biH2X h?2
;`QmM/ TQr/2`b r2`2 i?2M /BbT2`b2/ BM .J*- /2TQbBi2/ QM  kyy K2b? ?QH2v * ;`B/
M/ b2H2/ BM M ` }HH2/ TQm+?X 6BMH i`Mb72` iQ /Qm#H2@iBHi ?QH/2`b rb /QM2 rBi? H2bb
i?M irQ KBMmi2b 2tTQbm`2 iQ B`X *QMi`QHH2/ h1J 2tT2`BK2Mib QM B` 2tTQb2/ L*
/B/ MQi `2p2H Mv bi`m+im`H +?M;2bX
h?`22 /Bz2`2Mi KB+`Qb+QT2b r2`2 mb2/ iQ Q#b2`p2 i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2b Q7 L*X h?2
a1. M/ >_h1J r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM;  C1PG kyRy6 KB+`Qb+QT2 2[mBTT2/ rBi?
 a+?QiiFv }2H/ 2KBbbBQM ;mM QT2`i2/ i RNdFoX h?2 >.6@ah1J BK;BM; r2`2
+``B2/ Qmi BM  +QH/ +i?Q/2 }2H/ 2KBbbBQM #2``iBQM +Q``2+i2/ C1PG _J ah1J Ui
G2?B;? lMBp2`bBivVX h?2 bTiBH `2bQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 ah1J bvbi2K rb yXyd MKX h?2 11Ga
+?2KB+H MHvbBb b r2HH b >.6 ah1J BK;BM; r2`2 T2`7Q`K2/ mbBM; #2``iBQM
+Q``2+i2/ >Ah*>A >.kdyy* h1J 2[mBTT2/ rBi?  :hL 1M}M 11Ga bT2+i`QK2i2`
rBi? M 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM Q7 yX8 2oX
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*?Ti2` j
oQHi;2 AM/m+2/ am`7+2 Ptv;2M
GQbb
1H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +2HHb `2 7mM/K2MiHHv +QKTH2t bvbi2Kb r?B+? `2 ;2M2`HHv 7`
7`QK 2[mBHB#`BmK mM/2` MQ`KH QT2`iBM; +QM/BiBQMbX h?Bb BM?2`2Mi +QKTH2tBiv Bb 7m`@
i?2` 2t+2`#i2/ #v +QKT`QKBb2b K/2 7Q` b72iv M/ HQM; i2`K T2`7Q`KM+2X SQbbB#Hv
i?2 KQbi T2`MB+BQmb T`Q#H2K Bb i?i Q7 bB/2 `2+iBQMb rBi? i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 r?B+? mM/2`
i?2 `B;?i +QM/BiBQMb +M /K;2 i?2 MQ/2 M/fQ` +i?Q/2X //BiBQMHHv- Hv2`2/ Qt@
B/2 +i?Q/2 Ki2`BHb `2 FMQrM iQ HQb2 bi`m+im`H bi#BHBiv i ?B;? bii2b Q7 /BHBi?iBQM
i?2`2#v mM/2`;QBM; T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMbX .2i2`KBMBM; r?B+? Q7 i?2b2 irQ T`Q+2bb2b
+QMi`QHb i?2 T2`7Q`KM+2 Q7  +2HH rBi?  ;Bp2M +i?Q/2 Bb +?HH2M;BM;X "v KFBM; mb2
Q7 s@`v bT2+i`Qb+QTB2b r2 +M ++2bb 2H2K2Mi bT2+B}+ BM7Q`KiBQM QM +?`;2 bii2 M/
+?2KB+H #QM/BM;X >Qr2p2`- i?2 7mHH +QKTH2tBiv Q7  i`/BiBQMH +QBM +2HH +QKTHB+i2b
i?2 BMi2`T`2iiBQM Q7 i?2 /i bm{+B2MiHv i?i Bi Bb /B{+mHi iQ `2+? bi`QM; +QM+HmbBQMbX
h?2`27Q`2- Bi Bb M2+2bb`v iQ BbQHi2 i?2 T`Q+2bb2b Q7 BMi2`2bi #v bBKTHB7vBM; i?2 2H2+i`Q@
+?2KB+H +2HH b Km+? b TQbbB#H2X
AM i?Bb i?2bBb r2 T`2b2Mi 2pB/2M+2 Q7  +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M BKT2/M+2 `Bb2 M/ 2H2+@
i`Q+?2KB+HHv BM/m+2/ bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb BMpQHpBM; LB UM/ *QV `2/m+iBQM
M/ LB KB;`iBQM BM i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 Q`;MB+ #mBH/mTX h?2 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+H +2HHb mb2/ r2`2
bBKTHB}2/ pB i?2 `2KQpH Q7 i?2 TQHvK2` #BM/2` b r2HH b #2BM; ;2/ i T`2b+`B#2/
pQHi;2b BMbi2/ Q7 +v+H2/X ;BM; i?2 +2HHb #v ?QH/BM; i  +2`iBM pQHi;2 KBMBKBx2b
i?2 K2+?MB+H ;`BM/BM; /K;2 i?i Q++m`b /m2 iQ +?M;2b BM i?2 HiiB+2 T`K2i2`b
mTQM +v+HBM;X Pm` Q#b2`piBQM Q7 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb BM i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 i`/B@
iBQMH *1A +QKTQM2Mib Ubm+? b GB2*P3 M/ GB6V `2p2Hb i?i i?2b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQM `2
8N
BMi`BMbB+ iQ i?2 LB@`B+? Hv2`2/ QtB/2 bim/B2/X  +Q``2bTQM/BM; BM+`2b2 BM BKT2/M+2 Bb
r2HH +Q``2Hi2/ rBi? i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb HBMFBM; i?2 KB+`Qb+QTB+ +?M;2b
iQ K+`Qb+QTB+ T2`7Q`KM+2 HQbbX
jXR LQM@BMi`BMbB+ 1z2+ib
jXRXR 1pQHmiBQM Q7 am`7+2 aT2+B2b
AM };m`2 jXR r2 THQi i?2 GB M/ * Rb +Q`2@H2p2H sSa bT2+i`X q?BH2 r2 b22 GB6
QM i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b i?2 KQmMi `2/m+2b rBi? BM+`2bBM; pQHi;2 M/ M2`Hv
/BbTT2`b #Qp2 9X8 oX aBKBH`Hv- GB2*P3 rb /2i2+i2/ BM i?2 jXe o 2H2+i`Q/2 #mi rb
MQi b22M BM Mv 2H2+i`Q/2b +?`;2/ iQ  ?B;?2` pQHi;2X
sSa bim/B2b Q7 `272`2M+2 2H2+i`Q/2b i p`BQmb aP* ?b `mH2/ Qmi i?2 #mBH/@mT Q7
Q`;MB+ *1A bT2+B2b- bm+? b GB6 M/ GB2*P3X h?2 GB Rb M/ * Rb +Q`2@H2p2H sSa
MHvbBb Q7 Qm` L* 2H2+i`Q/2b +H2`Hv /2KQMbi`i2b  H+F Q7 +Q``2HiBQM #2ir22M i?2b2
bm`7+2 bT2+B2b M/ i?2 BKT2/M+2 `Bb2X GB6 rb Q#b2`p2/ BM i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b i?i r2`2 ?2H/
M/ i?2M /Bb+?`;2/ #mi i?2 bB;MH Bb M2`Hv #2HQr /2i2+i#H2 HBKBib 7Q` 2H2+i`Q/2b #Qp2
9X8 o aP*X aBM+2 i?Bb Bb i?2 pQHi;2 `M;2 r?2M i?2 BKT2/M+2 ;`Qri? Bb Q++m``BM; i?2
GB6 +MMQi 2tTHBM i?2 BKT2/M+2 `Bb2X GB2*P3 rb mM/2i2+i#H2 BM HH Q7 i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b
rBi? i?2 2t+2TiBQM Q7 i?2 jXe o aP* 2H2+i`Q/2X
6B;m`2 jXR, UG27iV h?2 GB Rb +Q`2@H2p2H `2;BQM sSa Q7 i?2 L* 2H2+i`Q/2bX h?2
L* H#2H `272`b iQ HBi?BmK BM L*X h?2 ?2H/ bKTH2b r2`2 HH K2bm`2/ BM i?2 bK2
/Bb+?`;2/ bii2 UkXdoV- M/ ?p2 MQKBMHHv i?2 bK2 U∼yXdV GB +QMi2MiX h?2 GB6 +QM@
i`B#miBQM Bb b22M iQ `2/m+2 7Q` i?2 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ i 9Xd8oX 6m`i?2`KQ`2- MQ /2i2+i#H2
GB6 bB;MH rb b22M 7Q` 2H2+i`Q/2b i i?2 bii2 Q7 +?`;2 aP* ≥ 9X8oX U_B;?iV h?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; * Rb +Q`2@H2p2H `2;BQM Q7 i?2 L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2bX PMHv i?2 2H2+i`Q/2
i aP* Q7 jXeo /BbTHvb Mv 2pB/2M+2 Q7 GB2*P3X
ey

jXkXR h`MbBiBQM J2iH _2/m+iBQM M/ am`7+2 h`Mb7Q`KiBQM
jXkXRXR aKTH2 p2`;BM; *?2KB+H AM7Q`KiBQM
q2 mb2/ bm`7+2 b2MbBiBp2 h1u KQ/2 sa iQ Q#iBM QtB/iBQM bii2 BM7Q`KiBQM 7`QK
i?2 bm`7+2 Q7 i?2 +i?Q/2 T`iB+H2bX lbBM; h1u KQ/2 i?2 P E@2/;2- LB M/ *Q G3,2@
2/;2 sa Ub22 6B;X jXjV r2`2 K2bm`2/ rBi? M 2z2+iBp2 T`Q#BM; /2Ti? Q7 TT`QtBKi2Hv
8 MK b /2i2`KBM2/ 7`QK Qi?2` 2TBitBH QtB/2 bim/B2bX(38) Ai Bb rQ`i? MQiBM; i?i i?2
2H2+i`Q/2 ?2H/ i 9XR o 7Q` k r22Fb M/ i?2M /Bb+?`;2/ iQ kXd o Bb bT2+i`Qb+QTB+HHv
BM/BbiBM;mBb?#H2 7`QK  `272`2M+2 TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2 i  aP* Q7 jXe o BM #Qi? h1u
M/ KQ`2 #mHF@b2MbBiBp2 h6u KQ/2 Ub22 6B;X kXNVX h?Bb rb 2tT2+i2/ b i?2 BKT2/M+2
`Bb2 /Q2b MQi Q++m` i 9XR o M/ i?2`27Q`2 i?2b2 bKTH2b b?QmH/ MQi b?Qr i?2 bm`7+2
T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMX h?Bb +QM}`Kb i?i i?2 #mHF Q7 i?2 ?2H/ 2H2+i`Q/2b `2+Qp2` iQ
i?2 MQKBMHHv LB3+ HBM2@b?T2 r?B+? Bb +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2B` /Bb+?`;2/ +T+BiB2b Ub22
h#H2b kXk@kXjVX b  `2bmHi- i?2 /Bz2`2M+2b BM i?2 h1u KQ/2 sa #2ir22M 2H2+i`Q/2b
?2H/ #Qp2 9XR o `2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMbX
AM };m`2 jXj i?2 LB G3,2@2/;2 Q7 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ i 9X8 o M/ #Qp2 b?Qr M BM+`2b2/
`2HiBp2 bT2+i`H r2B;?i i ∼38j 2oX h?Bb `2~2+ib i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 `2/m+2/ LB bT2+B2b QM
i?2 bm`7+2 r?B+? `2 MQKBMHHv LB2+ Ub22 6B;bX jX8 M/ jXeVX 6m`i?2` bmTTQ`i 7Q` i?Bb
+QM+HmbBQM Bb T`QpB/2/ pB +HQb2` BMbT2+iBQM Q7 i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; h1u KQ/2 P E@2/;2
sa bT2+i`X h?2 P E@2/;2 T`Q#2b i?2 ?v#`B/BxiBQM #2ir22M i?2 mMQ++mTB2/ P kT
M/ K2iH j/ M/ 9bT bii2bX AM T`2pBQmb bim/B2b i?i 2KTHQv2/ P E@2/;2 ah1J@11Ga
 ǳ`Q+FbHiǴ LBP@HBF2 bm`7+2 T?b2 rb B/2MiB}2/ BM L*X(ke- jy- 9R) h1u KQ/2 sa
?b #2ii2` 2M2`;v `2bQHmiBQM r?BH2 #2BM; ?B;?Hv bm`7+2@b2MbBiBp2 #mi rBi? bB;MB}+MiHv
rQ`b2 bTiBH `2bQHmiBQMX h?2 T`2@T2F Q7 i?2 P E@2/;2 HQ+i2/ i ∼8kN 2o BM };m`2
jXj Bb `2Hi2/ iQ i?2 P kT M/ i`MbBiBQM K2iH ?v#`B/BxiBQM BM i`MbBiBQM K2iH QtB/2bX
h?2 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ i 9X8 o M/ #Qp2 ?p2 M //BiBQMH 72im`2 i ∼8jk 2o r?B+? Bb
MQi T`2b2Mi BM i?2 9XR o 2H2+i`Q/2X h?Bb 72im`2 Bb ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 bm`7+2
LBP@HBF2 Qtv;2M 2MpB`QMK2Mi #b2/ QM /B`2+i +QKT`BbQM rBi? `272`2M+2 LBP i?BM }HKbX
AM //BiBQM iQ i?2 LB `2/m+iBQM /Bb+mbb2/ #Qp2 r2 HbQ b22 2pB/2M+2 Q7 bm`7+2 *Q
`2/m+iBQM Ub22 jXjVX ;BM i?2 9XR o ?2H/ 2H2+i`Q/2 `2~2+ib  T`BK`BHv *Q3+ HBM2b?T2
r?B+? Bb 2tT2+i2/ 7Q` i?2 /Bb+?`;2/ bii2X h?2 TT2`M+2 Q7 HQr2` 2M2`;v KmHiBTH2i
72im`2b Bb +QMbBbi2Mi rBi? +Q2tBbiBM; *Q2+ bm`7+2 bT2+B2bX  bBKBH` `2/m+iBQM Q7 *Q
i i?2 bm`7+2 ?b #22M `2TQ`i2/ 7Q` LJ*X(kd) h?Bb *Q `2/m+iBQM i i?2 bm`7+2 Q7
L* 2H2+i`Q/2b ?b #22M bm;;2bi2/ T`2pBQmbHvX >Qr2p2` *Q `2/m+iBQM ?b ``2Hv #22M
ek
+QMbB/2`2/ BM `2+2Mi bim/B2b Q7 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb Q7 i?2 Ki2`BHX(ke- jy- 9R) Ai
Bb TQbbB#H2 i?i M 2ti2M/2/ +iBQM /BbQ`/2`2/ bm`7+2 T?b2 KB;?i +QMiBM bB;MB}+Mi
*Q2+ +QMi`B#miBQMb r?B+? Kmbi #2 ++QmMi2/ 7Q` BM +QKTmiiBQMH bim/B2bX *Q `2/m+iBQM
M/ /BbbQHmiBQM BMiQ i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 i GB*QP2 bm`7+2b Bb HbQ FMQrM iQ #2  bQm`+2 Q7
BKT2/M+2 ;`Qri?X(3e)
jXkXRXk GQ+HBx2/ ai`m+im`H AM7Q`KiBQM
LQ 2pB/2M+2 Q7 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+HHv@BM/m+2/ T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb r2`2 Q#b2`p2/ BM
Qm` h1J bim/B2b Q7 L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ i 9XRo 7Q` k r22Fb U`272` iQ 6B; jX9V-
+QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; BKT2/M+2 bT2+i` b?QrBM; p2`v HBiiH2 BKT2/M+2 #mBH/
mT 7Q` i?Bb pQHi;2 U`272` iQ 6B;X jXkVX a1. Tii2`Mb 7`QK i?2 BMi2`BQ` URV M/ bm`7+2
UkV Q7 i?2 T`iB+H2 b?QrM BM 6B;X jX9 #Qi? /BbTHv i?2 Hv2`2/ UR3¯mV /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M
2tT2+i2/ 7Q` L*X
AM +QMi`bi- i?2 L* T`iB+H2 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ i 9X8o 2t?B#Bi2/ irQ //BiBQMH /Bb@
iBM+i T?b2b iQ i?2 Hv2`2/ UR3¯mV T?b2 i i?2B` bm`7+2bX 6B;m`2 jX8 /BbTHvb h1J
BK;2b Q7 i?`22 /Bz2`2Mi bm`7+2b Q7  `2T`2b2MiiBp2 L* T`iB+H2 ?2H/ i 9X8o 7Q` k
r22Fb #27Q`2 /Bb+?`;BM; iQ kXdoX "b2/ QM i?2 a1. MHvbBb- irQ Q7 i?2 bm`7+2b
/BbTHv2/ Hv2`2/ UR3¯mV T?b2b r?BH2 i?2 i?B`/ b?Qrb  bTBM2H UFd3¯mV T?b2X q2
MQi2 i?i  bm#bm`7+2 bTBM2H T?b2 ?b T`2pBQmbHv #22M `2TQ`i2/ 7Q` LB@`B+? Hv2`2/
QtB/2bX(ke- jy- 9R) 6m`i?2` BMbT2+iBQM Q7 i?2 i?B`/ bm`7+2 `2p2H2/  `Q+FbHi LBP@HBF2
bm`7+2 Hv2` i?i rb `2bi`B+i2/ iQ k@j MK Q7 i?2 bm`7+2- #b2/ i?2 >_@h1J M/ 11Ga
MHvbBbX h?2 Q#b2`piBQM Q7 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb i i?Bb pQHi;2 ;`22b r2HH
rBi? i?2 Q#b2`p2/ QMb2i BM BKT2/M+2 `Bb2 rBi? iBK2 i i?Bb pQHi;2 U6B;X jXkVX
1ti2M/2/ /BbQ`/2`2/ T?b2b `2 bB;MB}+MiHv KQ`2 T`QMQmM+2/ BM i?2 2H2+i`Q/2 ?2H/
i 9Xd8oX h?2v `2 7QmM/ iQ 2ti2M/ mT iQ jy MK 7`QK i?2 bm`7+2X 6B;m`2 jXe /BbTHvb
irQ /BbiBM+i ?B;? `2bQHmiBQM >.6@ah1J BK;2b ?B;?HB;?iBM; +QMbB/2`#H2 +iBQM KB@
;`iBQM BMiQ i?2 GB Hv2` UiQT };m`2bV M/ rBi? +QKTH2i2 +iBQM /BbQ`/2`BM; U#QiiQK
};m`2bVX AM i?2 7Q`K2`- /Bz`+iBQM bTQib 7`QK LB BM i?2 GB Hv2` +M #2 2bBHv B/2MiB}2/
UMQi2 i?i i?2b2 r2F2` BMi2`Hv2` bTQib /m2 iQ LB KB;`iBQM `2 #b2Mi 7Q` bm`7+2b R M/
k Q7 6B;X jX8VX h?2 7Q`KiBQM Q7 BMbmHiBM; /BbQ`/2`2/ T?b2b rQmH/ bB;MB}+MiHv ?BM/2`
GB+ i`MbTQ`i M/ rQmH/ +QMi`B#mi2 iQ i?2 KbbBp2 BM+`2b2 BM BKT2/M+2 Q#b2`p2/ i
i?Bb pQHi;2 U6B;X jXkVX
ej
jXj .Bb+mbbBQM
q2 ?p2 +QK#BM2/ BKT2/M+2- 2H2+i`QM KB+`Qb+QTv M/ s@`v bT2+i`Qb+QTv `2bmHib
Q7 2H2+i`Q+?2KB+HHv bi`2bb2/ L* 2H2+i`Q/2b BM Q`/2` iQ /2i2`KBM2 i?2 Q`B;BM Q7 M Q#@
b2`p2/ BKT2/M+2 `Bb2X Ai rb Q#b2`p2/ i?i M 2ti2M/2/ bm`7+2 +iBQM /BbQ`/2`2/ T?b2
rBi? `2/m+2/ LB M/ *Q bm`7+2 bT2+B2b 7Q`K2/ #Qp2 9XRoX h?Bb +Q``2Hi2b r2HH rBi?
 T`QMQmM+2/ BKT2/M+2 `Bb2 #Qp2 i?Bb pQHi;2X h?2 Q#b2`p2/ T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb
Q++m` i ?B;?2` pQHi;2b i?M `2TQ`i2/ 7Q` bHm``v 2H2+i`Q/2b-(jy) r?B+? Bb ii`B#mi2/ iQ
So.6 ++2H2`iBM; bm`7+2 `2/m+iBQM BM 2H2+i`Q/2b K/2 mbBM; i?2 bHm``v K2i?Q/X h?2
mb2 Q7 #BM/2`@7`22 TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b HbQ `2p2Hb i?i i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb
Q++m` BM i?2 #b2M+2 Q7 bB;MB}+Mi Q`;MB+ 2H2+i`Q/2@2H2+i`QHvi2 bT2+B2b- 2X;X GB2*P3 M/
GB6X h?mb Qtv;2M HQbb 7`QK i?2 bm`7+2 i ?B;? H2p2Hb Q7 /2HBi?iBQM Bb i?2 KQbi HBF2Hv
/`BpBM; K2+?MBbK 7Q` i?2 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb M/ `2bmHiMi +?`;2 i`Mb@
72` BKT2/M+2 ;`Qri?X h?2 2ti2M/2/ +iBQM /BbQ`/2`2/ T?b2 i i?2 bm`7+2 Bb HBF2Hv
H2bb T2`K2#H2 iQ GB /BzmbBQM i?M i?2 T`2Mi Ki2`BHX h?2 `2/m+iBQM M/ Mv bm#b2@
[m2Mi /BbbQHmiBQM Q7 i?2 i`MbBiBQM K2iHb BMiQ i?2 2H2+i`QHvi2 rQmH/ TQBbQM i?2 +QmMi2`
2H2+i`Q/2- b ?b #22M /2KQMbi`i2/ 7Q` *Q@`B+? Hv2`2/ QtB/2bX
6B;m`2 jXR b?Qrb i?2 GB Rb M/ * Rb +Q`2@`2;BQM sSa Q7 i?2 L* TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b
#Qi? ?2H/ i p`BQmb aP* mT iQ 9Xd8o M/ i?Qb2 ?2H/ 7Q` bHB;?iHv KQ`2 i?M irQ r22Fb
Ujee ?Qm`bV #27Q`2 #2BM; /Bb+?`;2/ UiQ kXdoVX *?`+i2`BbiB+ GB Rb #BM/BM; 2M2`;B2b Q7
TQi2MiBH BMi`BMbB+ UL*V M/ /2+QKTQbBiBQM UGB6V +?2KB+H bT2+B2b `2 BM/B+i2/X h?2
GB6 +QMi`B#miBQM /2+`2b2b mTQM +?`;BM;- M/ Bb #2HQr Qm` /2i2+i#H2 HBKBi i pQHi;2b
≥ 9X8 o aP*X h?2 +Q``2bTQM/BM; * Rb KBM T2F `2~2+ib *@* #QM/ BM i?2 +`#QM #H+F
//BiBp2 i?i rb mb2/ 7Q` 2M2`;v +HB#`iBQMX PMHv 2H2+i`Q/2b i jXeo aP* /BbTHv2/
Mv 2pB/2M+2 Q7 GB2*P3X b  `2bmHi- i?2 Q#b2`p2/ +?`;2@i`Mb72` BKT2/M+2 `Bb2 i
pQHi;2b #Qp2 9XRo +MMQi #2 ii`B#mi2/ iQ i?2 #mBH/@mT Q7 2Bi?2` GB6 Q` GB2*P3X
6B;m`2 jXj /BbTHvb i?2 LB G3,2 h1u M/ h6u sa UK2bm`2/ i i?2 GaV Q7 L*
TQr/2` 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ 7Q` k r22Fb i 9XRo M/ 9X8o UM/ i?2M /Bb+?`;2/ iQ kXdoVX
q2 BM+Hm/2/ `272`2M+2 LBP ULB2+V i?BM }HKb- aP* jXeo ULB3+V- M/ aP* 9Xd8o ULB4+V
2H2+i`Q/2b iQ ?2HT bbB;M i?2 LB QtB/iBQM bii2X h?2 2H2+i`Q/2b +?`;2/ iQ jXeo M/ ?2H/
i 9XRo M/ i?2M /Bb+?`;2/ `2 HKQbi B/2MiB+H BM #Qi? h1u M/ h6u KQ/2b- r?B+?
Bb +QMbBbi2Mi rBi?  Hv2`2/ R3¯m T?b2 2ti2M/BM; iQ i?2 bm`7+2 Ub b?QrM BM i?2 h1J
bim/B2b Q7 i?2 9XRo ?2H/ bKTH2 BM 6B;X jX9VX AM h6u KQ/2- i?2 irQ ?2H/ 2H2+i`Q/2b
`2 HbQ B/2MiB+H +QM}`KBM; i?i #Qi? /Bb+?`;2/ 2H2+i`Q/2b ?p2 `2+Qp2`2/  MQKBMHHv
e9
LB3+ QtB/iBQM bii2 BM i?2 #mHF U+QMbBbi2Mi rBi? i?2B` GB +QMi2Mi- `272` iQ h#H2 kXjVX
AM h1u KQ/2- i?2 L* 2H2+i`Q/2 ?2H/ i 9X8o Bb /Bz2`2Mi iQ i?i ?2H/ i 9XRo- rBi?
`2/m+2/ bT2+i`H r2B;?i i ∼ 388 2o U`2HiBp2 iQ ∼ 38j 2oV- r?B+? `2~2+ib KQ`2 LB2+
i i?2 bm`7+2X q2 MQi2 i?i ?B;?2` `2bQHmiBQM sa BM i?2 h1u KQ/2 Q7 i?2 P E@2/;2
M/ LB- *Q G3,2@2/;2b rb T2`7Q`K2/ i #2KHBM2 AyN i .GaX
6B;m`2 jX9 b?Qrb i?2 h1J BK;2b M/ a1. Tii2`Mb Q7 M 2H2+i`Q/2 ?2H/ i 9XR o
7Q` k r22Fb M/ /Bb+?`;2/ iQ kXdoX LQ 2pB/2M+2 Q7 bm`7+2 T?b2 i`Mb7Q`KiBQMb r2`2
























6B;m`2 jXj, >B;? `2bQHmiBQM h1u KQ/2 sa Q7 i?2 UH27iV LB G3,2 UKB//H2V P E@ M/
U`B;?iV *Q G3,2@2/;2b Q7 i?`22 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ i 9XRo- 9X8 o- 9Xd8 o 7Q` k r22Fb M/
K2bm`2/ BM i?2 /Bb+?`;2/ bii2 Q7 kXd o pbX GBfGB+X  `272`2M+2 LBP }HK Bb BM+Hm/2/
b  `272`2M+2 LB2+ HBM2b?T2X h?2 ``Qrb BM/B+i2 2pB/2M+2 Q7 bm`7+2 LBP M/ *Q2+
+QMi`B#miBQMb 7Q` 2H2+i`Q/2b ?2H/ i 9X8 o M/ 9Xd8 oX
6B;m`2 jX9, h1J BK;2 Q7 M L* 2H2+i`Q/2 T`iB+H2 ?2H/ 7Q` k r22Fb i 9XRoX h?2
+Q``2bTQM/BM; a1. BK;2b 7`QK `2;BQMb R M/ k `2 b?QrM- HQM; rBi?  bBKmHiBQM
Q7 i?2 R3¯m /Bz`+iBQM Tii2`M U`2/ bTQibVX
ee
6B;m`2 jX8, h1J M/ a1. BK;2b Q7  L* 2H2+i`Q/2 T`iB+H2 ?2H/ i 9X8oX h?`22
/BbiBM+i T?b2b +M #2 B/2MiB}2/ #2ir22M i?2 BMi2`BQ`- bm#bm`7+2 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i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i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i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 b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iBQM 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b 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b 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i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